




Frank Palmer's new book is a typological survey of grammatical
roles, such as Agent, Patient, Beneficiary, and grammatical
relations, such as Subject, (Direct) Object and Indirect Object,
which are familiar concepts in traditional grammars. It describes
the devices, such as the Passive, that alter or switch the identities
between such roles and relations. A great wealth of examples is
used to show that the grammatical systems of the familiar
European languages are far from typical of many of the world's
languages, for which we need to use such terms as 'Ergative' and
'Antipassive'. Professor Palmer provides an elegant and consis-
tent framework within which grammatical roles and relations
may be discussed, combining a great clarity of discussion and
evidence from an enormous number of the world's languages.
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NOTATION AND

ABBREVIATIONS

In addition to the usual conventions for the use of italics, quotation marks
and asterisks, the following notation is used.

In the text

Initial capitals grammatical roles and grammatical relations
SMALL CAPITALS lexical items ('lexemes')
- hyphen conjunction of role and relation
= equals sign two roles identified as a single relation
/ oblique alternative terminology or alternating items
4- plus sign sequential elements in a construction

In the inset examples

SMALL CAPITALS grammatical categories
- hyphen morphemic boundary in the language material and

corresponding division in the gloss
+ plus sign combined categories in the gloss represented by a single

element in the language material

To a very large extent, the transcriptions, glosses and translations are those of
the original authors, although some of the abbreviations used in the glosses
have been changed for consistency. A list of abbrevations is given below;
others are explained in the text.

ABL

ABS

ACC

ACT

AGR

AGT

Ablative
Absolutive
Accusative
Active
Agreement marker
Agent(ive)

ANIM

ANTIP

AOR

APPL

ART

ASP

Animate
Antipassive
Aorist
Applicative
Article
Aspect
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GEN
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INSTR

IO

LOC
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Complement
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Direct Object
Different Subject
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Ergative
Feminine
Focus
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Habitual
Human
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MID

NOM
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OBJ
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PART

PASS
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PAT
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POTEN

PREP

PRES

P/P

PRET

PROG

PTCP

PURP
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REL

SG

SS

SUBJ

TOP

TNS

TRANS

Masculine
Middle
Nominative
Nonpast
Object
Oblique
Partitive
Passive
Past
Patient(ive)
Perfect/Perfective
Plural
Possessive
Potential
Preposition
Present
Past/Present
Preterite
Progressive
Participle
Purposive
Reflexive
Relative
Singular
Same Subject
Subject
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1
Introduction

As the title suggests, this book is a typological study of grammatical roles,
such as Agent, Patient, Beneficiary, and of grammatical relations, such as
Subject, (Direct) and Indirect Object, which are familiar concepts in
traditional grammars; in addition it is concerned with the devices, such as
the passive, that alter or switch (or 'remap' - see 1.1) the identities between
such roles and relations. It will be apparent, however, in a typological study,
that the grammatical systems of familiar languages are not typical of many of
the languages of the world, and that the traditional terminology is
inappropriate, as will be seen in the need to use such terms as 'Ergative',
'Absolutive', 'Antipassive' etc.

It should, nevertheless, be possible to suggest a consistent and reasonably
simple overall framework within which such issues may be illustrated and
discussed (though nothing is very simple in language). Yet very few attempts
to do so have been made, and even fewer have been at all successful. The
main aim of this book is to provide such a framework and to illustrate within
it some of the typological characteristics of different languages. As such, it
will not contain a great deal of theoretical discussion, though theoretical
issues cannot be wholly ignored, for the framework must rest on certain
theoretical assumptions and observations. One simple point, however, should
be made: a typological study is concerned with similarities and differences
between languages, and does not rest upon the assumption that there are
universal (and identical) features across languages (see Palmer 1986: 2-3 and,
for a more detailed theoretical discussion, Croft 1991: 1-32).

Many of the issues to be considered are interrelated and each cannot,
therefore, easily be discussed independently in a logical sequence. For that
reason the aim of this first chapter is to give a brief account of the main
typological categories and to introduce much of the terminology that will be
needed. This will form a basis for the more detailed discussion in later
chapters.

A major problem is that there is, unfortunately, great confusion in the use
of terminology by different writers, and even a lack of appropriate
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Introduction

terminology for some quite important general concepts. As far as possible,
traditional or widely accepted terms will be used, though some new terms are
required and, inevitably, some of the decisions about terminology will not
meet with universal approval.

1.1 Predicates and arguments

A traditional view (and one that is implicit in much of modern
theoretical linguistics) divides the sentence into two parts, subject and
predicate. Thus in the sentence below the boy is the subject and chased the dog
is the predicate:

The boy chased the dog

The subject is notionally 'what is being talked about' and the predicate 'what
is said about it'. The adoption of this subject-predicate analysis of the
sentence is clearly shown in Chomsky's Syntactic structures (1957: 26), where
the first rule is:

S -> NP + VP

This states that the sentence consists of a noun phrase and a verb phrase,
which correspond closely to the traditional subject and predicate.

An alternative view (and one that is more useful for the purposes of this
book) holds that the sentence consists of a predicator and one or more
arguments (or 'terms' - see below); in the sentence above, the predicator is
chased and there are two arguments, the boy and the dog; notionally, the
predicator expresses the relationship (here the act of chasing) between the
arguments (here the boy and the dog). On this view, the structure of this
sentence, would be:

Argument - Predicator - Argument

Or in terms of NPs and VPs (with VP used, in a different sense, to indicate
only the verbal element):

NP - VP - NP

For a typological study, the two most basic assumptions (or, perhaps,
observations) are, first, that the concept of predicate structure is applicable to
all languages, and, secondly, that the arguments both (i) differ in their
semantic relationships to the predicator and (ii) are clearly distinguished from
one another through grammatical marking. Thus in the sentence above the
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distinction between the two arguments is shown by the word order. Switching
the positions of two arguments would alter the semantic relationship of the
arguments to the predicator and produce a quite different sentence:

The dog chased the boy

A further assumption for a typological study is that the arguments can be
identified semantically across languages, and it seems to be the case that, for
most of the two-argument structures, one can be identified as 'Agent'
(notionally the one who performs the action) and the other as 'Patient' (the
one who undergoes the action). However, the ways in which the distinction
between Agent and Patient are marked grammatically in different languages
are varied. In particular, word order is not always relevant, as it is in English;
moreover, where word order is important, it is not always the case that the
Agent precedes the Patient.

Agent and Patient, thus identified by various grammatical features in
individual languages and across languages in terms of similarity of meaning,
are examples of what are here called 'grammatical roles'. The concept of
'grammatical relations', involving 'Subjects', 'Objects', etc. and the less
familiar notions of 'Ergative' and 'Absolutive' will be discussed later (1.3.2,
1.4.2).

Two other terminological points may be made here. First, for the
grammatical characterization of a sentence (or part of it) the term
'construction', rather than 'structure', is generally used (see Matthews 1981:
2), and will be used here from now on. Secondly, 'term' rather than
'argument' will be used to identify NPs that are not specifically identified as
either roles or relations.

There is no determinate number of terms that may be marked
grammatically, but two constructions can be regarded as the most basic,
those with a single term and those with two terms, with the roles of Agent and
Patient, as in English.

The boy smiled (the boy)
The boy chased the dog (the boy, the dog)

These constructions are traditionally referred to as 'intransitive' and
'transitive'. There are, however, other terms that are often marked
grammatically, particularly those with the roles of 'Beneficiary', 'Instru-
mental' and 'Locative'. These may occur together with the single term of the
intransitive and the two terms of the transitive construction. However, the
single term of the intransitive and the two terms of the transitive are
obligatory elements of the constructions, (so that the constructions are
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defined by their presence), while these other terms are optional. This can be
seen from the impossible and possible sentences:

*Saw the dog
The boy chased the dog with a stick/in the garden

One further issue that will be the concern of this book is that there are, in
many languages, pairs of sentences which differ grammatically in the marking
of the arguments, but with very little change of meaning, e.g.:

The boy chased the dog
The dog was chased by the boy

Traditionally, these are 'active' and 'passive' respectively. In the passive, the
Patient has the grammatical status given to the Agent in the Active, while the
Agent has acquired an altogether different status (marked by the preposition
by). The passive can, then, be considered to be a device that 'remaps' the roles
(Klaiman 1991: 11).

1.2 Grammatical roles

It was established in the last section that, to begin with, this book
is concerned with grammatical roles, which, like all typological categories, are
defined both in terms of language-specific grammatical features and, across
languages, by similarity in meaning. Before considering the further issue of
grammatical relations more needs to be said about these roles.

1.2.1 Grammatical and notional roles

In purely notional terms, it is possible to identify a large number
of roles that are played by the terms of a predication. These are sometimes
referred to as 'semantic roles', but the less precise term 'notional roles' is to be
preferred, especially since Klaiman (1991: 11) uses the term 'semantic roles'
for the grammatical roles of this book.

Perhaps the best-known attempt to approach the problem of the roles in
this way is that of Fillmore's 'case grammar' as set out in his 'Case for case'
(Fillmore 1968); a revised and augmented set of such 'cases' (Fillmore 1971:
376) is:
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Agent, the instigator of the event
Counter-agent, the force or resistance against which the action is

carried out
Object, the entity that moves or changes or whose position or

existence is in consideration
Result, the entity that comes into existence as a result of the

action
Instrument, the stimulus or immediate physical cause of the event
Source, the place from which something moves
Goal, the place to which something moves
Experiencer, the entity which receives or accepts or experiences or

undergoes the effect of an action

A similar list is given by Radford (1988: 373): Theme (Patient), Agent
(Actor), Experiencer, Benefactive, Instrument, Locative, Goal, Source.
Andrews (1985: 69-71) proposes Agent, Patient, Directional (Source/Goal),
'Inner' Locative, Experiencer, Recipient, Theme, Causer, Instrumental,
'Outer' Locative, Reason, Circumstantial Comitative and Temporal.

There are three problems with such notional roles. First, like all such
notional features, they cannot be defined in any precise way, with the result it
is not always possible to apply them unambiguously. Secondly, it is always
possible to suggest more distinctions, so that there is, in principle, no limit to
the number of possible roles. Thirdly, they are often partly based on the
grammatical distinctions noted in languages, as is obvious in Fillmore's list,
and so are not truly notional.

These notional roles cannot, however, be wholly ignored (as may be seen
from 1.2.3), but it is important to understand the relationships and the
differences between them and the grammatical roles. There are four points.

First, notional roles may be seen as the exponents or realization of the
grammatical roles, or as being expressed by these roles. Alternatively, the
grammatical roles may be seen as the 'grammaticalizations' (or, for some
scholars) the 'grammaticizations' of the notional roles (see Palmer 1986: 3-7).

Secondly, grammatical marking is essentially language-specific, whereas
notional or semantic characterizations are applicable to any or all languages;
grammatical roles, therefore, are determined for any one language by their
grammatical marking, but can be compared across languages (typologically)
in terms of the notional roles that they express.

Thirdly, since grammatical roles are defined by their grammatical form,
they are clearly identified and limited in number (particularly within a single
language, but also typologically), whereas notional roles are far from clearly
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defined, and there can be no clear determination of their number. Thus
Agent, Patient, Beneficiary, Instrumental and Locative are the five most
important grammatical roles, but the number of notional roles to be defined
rests largely on the judgement of the investigator.

A fourth and very important point is that there is seldom, if ever, a one-to-
one correlation between notional and grammatical categories. Thus, nouns
typically refer to physical objects, but while fire is a noun, fire is not a
physical object. Nevertheless, there is a large group of nouns that clearly refer
to physical objects, nouns such as CHAIR, TREE, HORSE or BOOK, and it is this
set of nouns that establishes the relation between the grammatical class and
the reference to physical objects. These are the typical or 'prototypical' nouns
and reference to physical objects is the prototypical feature of nouns.

In the same way, it is clear that there is no precise correspondence between
the two types of role. A familiar illustration of this is the fact that in English
and many other languages the grammatical role Agent subsumes not only the
notional role of agent, but also the notional roles of perceiver and
experiencer, as well as other such roles, as in (see 1.2.3 and 2.1.2):

The girl saw the accident
They like cherries

Yet the notional roles of agent and patient are the 'prototypical' roles
associated with the two grammatical roles of Agent and Patient.

It may seem a little unfortunate that the same terms 'agent' and 'patient'
are used for both the grammatical and the notional rules, and it might have
been better if other terms such as 'Actor' and 'Goal' had been used for the
grammatical terms (see Whistler 1985: 243). Foley and Van Valin (1984,
1985) talk of 'Actor' and 'Undergoer'. However, 'Agent' and 'Patient' are
now well established, and the proliferation of terminology would only lead to
confusion, and there, moreover, would be a need to make terminological
distinctions for Beneficiary, Instrumental, Locative and their prototypical
notional roles. In fact, no confusion need arise. As has already been the
practice in this book, grammatical roles will be indicated with initial capitals,
while notional roles will not - 'Agent', 'Patient', etc. vs. 'agent' and 'patient'
etc.

1.2.2 Types of marking

As will be seen later, grammatical marking is essentially a feature
of grammatical relations, but this rests upon the prior identification of the
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roles, which must, therefore, be considered first. Such marking can be
illustrated, for the grammatical roles of Agent and Patient, from transitive,
active sentences of English. Basically, there are three types of marking.

(i) Word order - the Agent precedes, the Patient follows, the verb in
declarative sentences:

The boy hit the man ) (the man hit the boy

Other languages have different word order. In many languages both Agent
and Patient precede the verb (the predicator), e.g. Tigrinya (Ethiopian
Semitic, personal research):

barhe na-masganna harimu-wo
Berhe ANiM-Mesgenna hit + 3SG + MASC-3SG + MASC

'Berhe hit Mesghenna'

(ii) Morphology - in the case of pronouns only (except for you) there are
different forms:

I hit him ) ( He hit me

In many other languages, nouns as well as prounouns are morphologically
marked for case, the case of the Agent being the nominative and the case of
the Patient, the accusative, e.g. in Latin:

Puer hominem planxit. Homo puerum planxit
boy + NOM man + ACC he hit man + NOM boy + ACC he hit
The boy hit the man' The man hit the boy'

(iii) Agreement with the verb in terms of number with present tense of full
verbs:

The boy hits the man ) ( The boys hit the man

(There is also marginal agreement in terms of person in English, in that the
first person pronoun / is also followed by hit, not hits.) In some languages,
e.g. French and German, there is person and number agreement in all tenses,
and in others, e.g. Tigrinya, there is agreement in terms of gender as well as
number for both Agent and Patient:

barhe na-'astir harimu-wa
Berhe ANiM-Astir hit + 3SG + MASC-3SG + FEM

'Berhe hit Astir (woman's name)'
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'astir na-barhe harima-tto
Astir ANiM-Berhe hit + 3SG + FEM-3SG + MASC

'Astir (woman's name) hit Berhe'

Other roles are marked grammatically in some languages, particularly
Beneficiary, Instrumental and Locative (see 2.5 and also 2.6). The
corresponding notional roles in other languages are marked by prepositions
(e.g. English to, with and in). There is a problem with treating these
prepositions as grammatical markers, because there are many different
prepositions, so that, if prepositions in general are taken to be markers of
grammatical roles, there would be a different role for each preposition.
However, since they are of interest for typological comparison and especially
because they are involved in issues of promotion and demotion (1.4.1), they
cannot be entirely ignored, but will be treated as 'peripheral' grammatical
roles.

These roles are marked by case in some languages. Thus Latin indicates
Beneficiary and Instrumental by the dative and ablative cases:

Brutus Marcello librum dedit
Brutus + NOM Marcellus + DAT book + ACC gave
'Brutus gave a book to Marcellus'

Brutus Marcellum gladio occidit
Brutus + NOM Marcellus + ACC sword + ABL killed
'Brutus killed Marcellus with a sword'

However, as with most case systems, case in Latin (there are six cases) does
not always mark grammatical relations.

1.2.3 Agent and Patient

It will become apparent that Agent and Patient are the two most
important grammatical roles in a typological study. They form the basis of
the distinction between transitive and intransitive sentences, in that in their
active form transitive sentences must always contain both an Agent and a
Patient, while for intransitive sentences there is a single obligatory term. This
distinction is determined by the verb, the predicator, and traditionally verbs
themselves are described as 'intransitive' or 'transitive', depending on which
structure they require. Thus JUMP and LAUGH are normally intransitive,
requiring single terms, while HIT and KILL are transitive, requiring both
Agents and Patients. Many verbs are both intransitive and transitive, but
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with a difference in meaning, e.g. OPEN (The door opened/He opened the door)
and RUN (He ran in the race/He ran the competition). Agent and Patient are
also essential to the distinction between 'ergative' and 'accusative' systems
(1.3) and are the terms most typically involved in devices such as the passive
and antipassive (1.4).

The cross-linguistic identification of Agent and Patient depends ultimately
on the notional roles with which they are associated. There is no precise
correlation between these roles and the notional roles of agent and patient,
though these are the prototypical roles that makes the identification possible
(1.2.1). There is an extended discussion of this issue in 2.1.2, but it is useful to
illustrate briefly some of the ways in which the grammatical roles fail to
match the notional ones.

For instance, in English and many other languages, perceivers function as
Agents, as in:

The girl saw the accident

Yet it is obvious that perceivers are not agents, for perceivers are in no sense
causers or instigators of the perception; on the contrary, it would seem that
the thing perceived is more like the cause.

There are also striking contrasts both within and across languages in the
choice of Agent and Patient. Thus FEAR selects the being who is afraid, while
FRIGHTEN selects the cause of the fear as the Agent:

Most men fear death
Death frightens most men

Equally, the same sequence of events may be described by either of the
following two sentences:

John sold the book to Bill
Bill bought the book from John

In neither case can the choice of Agent be explained in terms of simple
notions of agent and patient.

More strikingly, there are differences across languages. Compare the
English sentence below with its Italian translational equivalent (Lepschy and
Lepschy 1977: 177, 194):

They like cherries
Gli piacciono le ciliegie
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The English sentence is transitive with an Agent they and a Patient cherries,
but the Italian sentence is intransitive with le ciliegie ('cherries') as the single
obligatory term and gli ('to them') as a Beneficiary (but see 2.5).

For simplicity Agent and Patient will sometimes be referred to by the single
letters A and P. For the single argument of instransitive sentences the symbol
S will be used, although it is better to consider this S as standing for 'single
(argument)', as Huddleston (personal communication) suggests, rather than
as 'subject', as suggested by Dixon (1979: 59ff.), which is misleading, since the
term 'subject' is traditionally used not only for S, but also for A.

Dixon (1977b: 402) and Foley and Van Valin (1985: 301) call Agent and
Patient the 'core constituents' of transitive sentences. However, a term is
needed to include not only A and P, but also the single term S of the
intransitive, and 'core roles' would seem to be appropriate. The other
grammatically important roles, which occur equally in transitive and
intransitive sentences, are termed 'oblique'.

1.2.4 Other grammatical roles

Only three other roles appear to be of importance typologically,
the oblique (1.2.3) roles of Beneficiary, Instrumental and Locative. A full
account of them depends, however, on issues relating to grammatical
relations (see 2.2 and 2.5).

The most important of these is that of Beneficiary. Notionally,
Beneficiaries refer generally to animate beings indirectly affected by the
action with a possible distinction between the notional roles of recipient and
beneficiary. These two roles are marked by the prepositions to and for in
English, but also by word order, as in:

The boy gave a book to the girl
The boy gave the girl a book
The boy bought a book for the girl
The boy bought the girl a book

Marking by preposition is an indication of merely peripheral roles, but
marking by word order may be taken to indicate the (single) grammatical role
of Beneficiary. In Latin, Classical Greek and many other languages the dative
case may be taken to mark the Beneficiary (but see 2.3).

Instrumental and Locatives are most clearly indicated in less familiar
languages. Both can be illustrated from Kinyarwanda (Bantu, Kimenyi 1988:
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1.3 Grammatical relations

367-9), with pairs of examples very similar to those for the Beneficiary in
English:

Umugore a-ra-andik-a ibaruwa n'iikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-ASP letter with pen
'The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umugore a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-iNSTR-ASP letter pen
The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a imibare ku kibaaho
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP maths on blackboard
'The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a-ho ikibaaho imibare
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP-on blackboard maths
'The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

The extent to which there are other roles is discussed in 2.7.

1.3 Grammatical relations

As mentioned in 1.2.2, it is grammatical relations rather than
grammatical roles that are marked by formal features. This section and the
next (1.4) explains why.

1.3.1 Accusative, ergative etc.

In English and many other languages, the single argument of an
intransitive sentence (S) has the same grammatical marking as the Agent of
an active transitive one (A), as shown by:

He smiles They smile
He likes them They like him

The three features discussed in 1.2.1, word order (preceding the verb),
morphology (he, they, rather than him, them) and agreement with the verb
(with -s for he, without -s for they), clearly establish the identity of S with A,
and the term 'Subject' is traditionally used to refer to these two roles so
identified, the other term, P, being called the 'Object'.
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There are, however, languages in which the single argument (S) is identified
not with the Agent (A), but with the Patient (P) of the active transitive
sentence. A striking example that has been extensively quoted in recent years
is the Australian language, Dyirbal (Dixon 1979: 61, cf. Dixon 1972), as seen
in:

rjuma banaga-jiu
father + ABS return-PAST
Tather returned'

yabu banagu-jiu
mother + ABS return-PAST
'Mother returned'

rjuma yabu-rjgu bur,a-n
father + ABS mother-ERG see-PAST
'Mother saw father'

yabu rjuma-rjgu bur̂ a-n
mother + ABS father-ERG see-PAST
'Father saw mother'

Dyirbal has a morphological case system; the two cases relevant to the
discussion here are the absolutive, which is unmarked (no suffix) and the
ergative, marked with suffix -ngu. In the examples above, the S of the
intransitive sentence is in the (unmarked) absolutive case, while in the
transitive sentences P, which precedes A, is similarly marked as absolutive,
but A is marked with the ergative case ending -ngu. In the terminology of a
language such as English, it would seem that the 'subject' of the intransitive
sentence is identified with the 'object', not the 'subject', of the transitive.
However, this is a misleading way of stating the facts: such terms as 'subject'
and 'object' are inappropriate here (unless they are redefined - see 1.4.2).

Languages such as Dyirbal are often referred to as 'ergative' languages;
well-known examples of such languages are Basque and Eskimo. Languages
such as English are called 'accusative'. It is better, however, for reasons given
below, to refer to systems rather than languages as 'ergative' or 'accusative'.
In an accusative system S is identified with A (S = A), while in an ergative
system it is identified with P (S = P).

The identity of S with A in English and other accusative languages is also
reflected in the syntax. There are certain specific syntactic possibilities which
are restricted to Subjects (S = A). For instance, in English, Subjects, but not
Objects, can be omitted (or 'deleted') in the second clause of coordinate
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constructions, if they are coreferential with the Subject of the first clause, e.g.

(with the omitted Subject shown in brackets):

The boy ran away and [the boy] chased the dog

It is not possible to omit the Object in a similar way:

T h e boy ran away and the dog chased [the boy]

In Dyirbal (Dixon 1979: 62-3), by contrast, it is grammatically identical roles

of S and P that can similarly be omitted (see 4.1.1 for a fuller explanation):

rjuma banaga-jiu yabu-rjgu bur^a-n

father + ABS returned-PAST mother-ERG see-PAST

'Father returned and Mother saw [Father]'

A quite different variation from the pattern of either accusative or ergative

systems is found where the single argument of intransitive sentences is

marked in the same way as the Agent with some verbs and as the Patient with

others (usually depending on whether the single argument is notionally an

agent or not) and with a few verbs may be marked either way (see 3.5). S, that

is to say, may be identified either with A or P, and it is, therefore, reasonable

to distinguish two kinds of S, SA and Sp, so that the identification is of SA

with A and SP with P. One of the earliest examples to be discussed in some

detail is E. Porno (California, McLendon 1978: 1-3) as illustrated by:

xas-ula- wi kokh6ya

rattlesnake-AGT ISG + PAT bit

The rattlesnake bit me'

ha* mi-pal Sak'a

ISG + AGT 3MASC + SG + PAT killed

'I killed him'

ha- c'exelka

ISG + AGT slip

'I'm sliding'

wi c'exelka

ISG + PAT slip

'I'm slipping'

('AGT' and 'PAT' indicate the morphological distinction of 'agentive' and

'patientive', which can be regarded as case markers like 'nominative',
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'accusative' or 'ergative', 'absolutive'.) Such languages (or systems) may be
called 'agentive'.

There is a further possibility - that S, A and P are all different; this too is
attested (see 3.4). (Provided A and P are distinguished (see 2.1.2), these are
the only four possibilities - S = A, S = P, S = both A and P, S = neither.)

Finally, there is one important caveat. Some languages are ergative in one
respect, but accusative in another; a language may even have ergative noun
morphology (S and P have the same marking on the noun), but accusative
verbal agreement (S and A have the same markers on the verb) (see 3.2), or
there may be variation in terms of tense or another grammatical category (see
3.3). Moreover, the syntax does not always correlate with the morphology
(2.5, 4.2, 4.3, 6.5, 6.6.3). Strictly, we ought not, therefore, to talk about
'ergative languages', 'accusative languages' etc., but about 'ergative systems'
and 'accusative systems' etc. within languages. Similar arguments hold for
'agentive systems'.

1.3.2 Roles and relations (i)

The fact that S is identified with A in accusative systems but with
P in ergative systems makes it necessary to make a clear distinction between
'grammatical role' and 'grammatical relations'. For the identities S = A and
S = P are different concepts from the roles of S, A and P; S, A and P are
grammatical roles, but S = A and S = P are grammatical relations.

In accusative languages the grammatical relations are traditionally called
'Subject' and 'Object', S = A being the Subject and P the Object, and this is
the terminology adopted here. Like grammatical roles, grammatical relations
are indicated by initial capitals, though occasionally 'subject' and 'object'
without initial capitals may be used, as in the next paragraph, when the terms
are not being used in the strict sense in which they are generally used in this
book.

There are, unfortunately, no names like 'Subject' and 'Object' in general
use for the corresponding grammatical relations (S = P and A) in ergative
systems. Many scholars have retained the terms 'subject' and 'object', even
for ergative systems, but this can lead to confusion, because the terms can be,
and have been, used in two conflicting ways. The traditional association of
'subject' with Agent might suggest that the term should be used for A (the
argument marked as ergative), and this is the way in which it is most
commonly used; but it can be argued, conversely, that the term is best applied
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to the relation that involves identification of S with another role, i.e. to S = P,
especially if it has syntactic features associated with it (see 3.3 and Comrie
1988: 11). Neither solution is satisfactory, since both would lead to curious
and confusing terminology: if A is identified as the subject, it would follow
that intransitive sentences have objects but no subjects, while if S = P is
identified as the subject, the Agent would be the object and the Patient the
subject in transitive sentences, which would seem quite perverse.

There is a simple solution to this problem of the appropriate terminology
for grammatical relations in ergative systems, to parallel 'Subject' and
'Object' in accusative ones. It is to use the terms 'Ergative' and 'Absolutive'
for A and S = P respectively, taking the names of the two relations from the
cases which mark them. It has been objected that this is to confuse case with
grammatical relation, and would be like calling Subjects 'Nominative' and
Objects 'Accusative'. That is not a convincing argument, because the two sets
of terms are traditionally already available for accusative systems, but there
are, as yet, none for ergative systems. No confusion need arise: cases may be
designated 'ergative' and 'absolutive', relations 'Ergative' and 'Absolutive',
the initial capitals clearly showing the difference. Support for the use of case
names for the relations comes from the fact that there is a similar problem
with the oblique relations. There is a similar solution - to use the case names
(see 1.4.2).

It is sometimes useful to have a single set of terms for both accusative and
ergative systems. The relation involving combined roles (Subject S = A in
accusative systems and Absolutive S = P in ergative systems) will be called the
'primary' relation, and the other (Object P in accusative systems and Ergative
A in ergative systems), the 'secondary' relation. In practice, however, these
will generally be referred to in this book as 'primary terms' and 'secondary
terms'; no ambiguity arises since 'primary' and 'secondary' are used only of
grammatical relations.

It could be argued that, in agentive systems, no distinction need be made
between role and relation. Here the identities are SA = A and Sp = P, but
these seem to correspond directly with the notional roles of agent and
patient, and it might be argued that they can, therefore, be identified with
the grammatical roles of Agent and Patient, grammatical role and relation
here being indistinguishable. This argument is valid as long as the system is
being looked at in isolation, but not if considered typologically.
Typologically, Agent and Patient are the two essential roles of transitive
constructions, and it is the identification of them with S that establishes the
grammatical relations. SA = A and Sp = P are, then, grammatical relations;
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suitable names for them are 'Agentive' and 'Patientive'. The grammatical
roles are SA, SP, A and P.

The term 'grammatical relation' has been used because, in one theoretical
approach, arguments are considered to have a logical-type relationship to the
predicator, and this is expressed in such terminology as 'subject/object of the
verb'.

1.4 Passive and antipassive

1.4.1 Promotion and demotion

Many languages have pairs of sentences such as:

The policemen have caught the thief
The thief has been caught by the policemen

Traditionally, these are referred to as 'active' and 'passive' sentences
respectively. The simplest, and now widely accepted way of dealing with
the grammatical relationship between two such sentences is to treat the first,
the active sentence, as basic, and the second, the passive, as derived from it by
a set of formal rules. In the active sentence, the Agent (the policemen) is
marked as the Subject and the Patient (the thief) as the Object, both by word
order and the agreement of the Subject and the verb. In the passive sentence it
is the Patient that is marked as the Subject, while the Agent has peripheral
status (marked by a preposition), or can be omitted altogether. Treating the
relationship between the two types of sentence in terms of the derivation of
the passive from the active, it may be said that this involves (a) the
'promotion' of the (secondary) Patient-Object in the active sentence to the
status of (primary) Subject in the derived, passive, sentence, (b) the
'demotion' of the Agent-Subject to the status of a peripheral term (or its
deletion) and (c) marking of the verb as passive (see 5.1 for more discussion).
The terms 'promotion' and 'demotion' assume a hierarchy of primary and
secondary relations, with all other relations being lower on that hierarchy.

Similar examples from Tigrinya (Ethiopian Semitic, personal research) and
Gilbertese (Micronesian, Keenan 1985: 245) are:

Masganna na-Mahrat harimu-wa
Mesgenna ANiM-Mehret hit + 3SG + MASC-3SG + FEM

'Mesgenna hit Mehret'
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Mahrat ba-Masganna ta-harima
Mehret by-Mesgenna PASS-hit + 3SG + FEM
'Mehret was hit by Mesgenna'

E kamate-a te naeta te moa
it kill-it the snake the chicken
The chicken killed the snake'

E kamate-aki te naeta (iroun te moa)
it kill-PASS the snake (by the chicken)
'The snake was killed (by the chicken)'

In Tigrinya, the Subject is marked by agreement with the verb and the Object
by agreement with the verbal suffix (Tigrinya marks masculine/feminine
gender in both). In Gilbertese, the active/passive distinction rests solely on the
passive marking of the verb and the demotion of the Agent to peripheral
status.

In some languages, it is not only the Object/Patient, but also other,
oblique, terms that may be promoted. Thus Malagasy (Keenan 1972: 172-3)
has a passive which promotes the Object/Patient to Subject, but another
voice, the 'Circumstantial', that promotes the Beneficiary and the
Instrumental, which are marked as peripheral roles by prepositions in the
basic, active, sentences:

Nividy ny vary ho an'ny ankizy ny vehivavy
Bought + ACT the rice for the children the woman
'The woman bought the rice for the children'

Novidin' ny vehivavy ho an'ny ankizy ny vary
Bought + PASS the woman for the children the rice
'The rice was bought by the woman for the children'

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny ankizy
Bought + CIRC the woman the rice the children
'The children were bought the rice by the woman'

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny vola
Bought + CIRC the woman the rice the money
'The money was used to buy the rice by the woman'

In accusative systems the primary term (Subject) is S = A and the secondary
term (Object) is P, and it is the primary term that is demoted (or deleted) and
it is generally (but not always, as the Malagasy examples show) the secondary
term that is promoted with passivization. In ergative systems, however, the
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primary term is the Absolutive S = P and the secondary term is the Ergative
A, so that it is not surprising that, in some of them at least (see 3.2), it is the
Agent-Ergative that is promoted and the Patient-Absolutive that is demoted.
An example from Dyirbal (Dixon 1979: 61, 63) is:

yabu rjuma-rjgu bura-n
mother + ABS father-ERG see-PAST
'Father saw mother'

rjuma bu^al-rja-jiu yabu-gu
father + ABS see-ANTip-PAST mother-DAT
'Father saw mother'

In these examples 'father' is promoted from the status of secondary term
Ergative (marked by the ergative case) to primary term Absolutive (marked
by the absolutive), while 'mother' is demoted from primary term Absolutive
(marked by the absolutive) to the status of an oblique term, (marked by the
dative, the usual mark of the Beneficiary).

For this type of promotion/demotion the term 'antipassive' (Silverstein
1976) is used. The basic sentence may, as in accusative systems, be called
'active', the derived sentence being 'antipassive'. This antipassive is clearly the
counterpart in an ergative system of the passive in an accusative one.

1.4.2 Roles and relations (ii)

It was argued in 1.3.2 that the identification of S with A in
accusative systems and of S with P in ergative systems points to the need to
distinguish grammatical relations from grammatical roles. But there is
another, no less important, reason for making this distinction.

Grammatical roles such as Agent and Patient are essentially linked to
(prototypical) notional roles. When, therefore, the Patient is promoted, by
the passive, to the grammatical status held by the Agent in the active
sentence, it does not thereby 'become' an Agent, but still retains its role of
Patient. This is clear from the sentence discussed in 1.4.1:

The thief has been caught by the policemen

Here the thief 'has been promoted to Subject, the relation held by the Agent in
the active, but it is still the Patient and has not 'become' the Agent (and the
Agent the policemen is still the Agent).
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The traditional language of accusative systems avoids the possible confusion
by using the term 'Subject' for both the A in the active sentence and the
promoted P in the passive, as well as 'Object' for P in the active sentence. It
can then be said the Object becomes the Subject, or better, that it is promoted
to Subject. Since Subject and Object are grammatical relations, not roles, it can
be seen that the grammatical roles, Agent and Patient, are unchanged, but
that their status as grammatical relations is changed by passivization. (Similar
considerations hold for Beneficiary and Locative when they are promoted
to Subject (1.4.1), but see below for the problem of terminology.)

The Patient, then does not 'become' the Agent, but is still the Patient, even
though it is also the Subject. Moreover, it is not even correct to say that it is
the Patient that 'becomes', or is promoted to, Subject by the Passive. What is
promoted is the Object, for promoted Objects are not always Patients, as can
be seen from the discussion in 6.6: in some languages Beneficiaries and
Locatives are promoted to Object, and these Objects (which are not,
therefore, Patients) are promoted to Subject. Passivization involves Objects,
not Patients. This has important consequences for the terminology to be used
throughout this book. Discussion of passives and antipassives is necessarily in
terms of grammatical relations. In basic, active sentences, however, roles and
relations are not different, and either set of terms could be used - 'Subject' or
'Agent', 'Absolutive' or 'Patient'. In practice, it is simpler and more
consistent to use the names of the relations (especially the familiar 'Subject'
and 'Object'), except where the issue of role is important (as in the early
sections of chapter 2).

There is a similar situation in those ergative systems that have antipassives.
Here, the Agent is promoted to the status held by the Patient in the basic
sentence, and it equally cannot be said that the Agent becomes the Patient,
but, rather, that the Ergative, the secondary term, is promoted to the
Absolutive. With antipassives, moreover, the Oblique roles are also involved
in that the Patient-Absolutive may be demoted to the status held by the
Beneficiary, Locative or Instrumental. An example of demotion to
Instrumental can be found in Chuckchee (Siberia, Kozinsky et al.: 1988:
667) - see 7.3:

atl?a-ta macakw-an tani-nin
mother-ERG shirt-ABS sew-3sG + 3SG + AOR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

3tl?a ine-nni-g?i macakw-a
mother + ABS ANTip-sew-3sG + ABS shirt-iNSTR
'The mother sewed the shirt'
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Demotion to Locative seems less common, but an example is given for Yidiny
(Australia) by Dixon (1977a: 110) - see 7.1:

rjayu balmbiji wawa:l
I + NOM grasshopper + ABS see + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

rjayu balmbi:-jK}a wawa:4ijiu
I + NOM grasshopper + LOC see + ANTIP + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

There is a problem with terminology, however, in that 'Instrumental' and
'Locative' are names of the grammatical roles, and, clearly, the Patient is not
demoted to the role of Instrumental or Locative; its role is unchanged, but
there is a change in its grammatical relation. What is needed, then, is a set of
terms to indicate the grammatical relations held by Instrumental and
Locative in the basic sentences. No obvious terms are available and
multiplication of invented terminology is unhelpful. In practice, little
confusion will arise if the same terms are used for both roles and relations,
and that will be the practice followed here; to say that the Patient-Absolutive
is demoted to Instrumental is to be taken to mean that the argument with the
role of Patient (the Absolutive) is assigned, by the antipassive, to the relation
of Instrumental.

The Patient-Absolutive may also be demoted to the status of the
Beneficiary, but here there is an opportunity to use a different term for the
grammatical relation. In accusative systems the term 'Indirect Object' is used
as the relation that corresponds to the Beneficiary, but that term is not
suitable for ergative systems, since 'Object' is not appropriate to them either.
The term 'Dative' is available; like 'Absolutive', 'Ergative', 'Instrumental'
and 'Locative', this is taken from the name of the associated case, but
distinguished from it by the initial capitals. The term is equally applicable to
accusative systems, instead of, or alongside, 'Indirect Object'. An example of
the Dative involved in demotion is an alternative to the Yidiny sentence
quoted above:

nayu balmbi: nda wawa:4ijiu
I + NOM grasshopper + DAT see + ANTIP + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

Since Dative, Instrumental and Locative are oblique roles the corresponding
grammatical relations can equally be termed 'oblique'. Similarly, where
demotion is to a peripheral role (as in English, where the demoted Agent is
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marked with the preposition by), the relation can be termed a 'peripheral
relation'. Indeed, it is important to note that demotion is always to an oblique
or peripheral relation, never to a secondary relation (unless the inverse
systems of 8.2 are treated in terms of passive or antipassive), though deletion
is also possible, and quite common.

1.5 Other issues

Most of the issues that are to be considered in this book have
been mentioned, often very briefly, in this chapter, although the discussion
will, inevitably, introduce others that are related to those under discussion,
notably promotion to object (6.6) and incorporation (7.5). There are,
however, two rather different matters that are dealt with in the last two
chapters, both of them concerned with issues of 'role-remapping'.

Chapter 8 considers two types of system that have something in common
with the voice systems of passive and antipassive, but do not fit either very
closely and may have to be dealt with separately.

Chapter 9 deals with the causative, which can be seen as a device that
introduces a new argument to the relation of Subject and demotes the original
Subject (A or S), as in Tigrinya (Ethiopian Semitic, personal research):

Mahrat mashaf ra'iya
Mehret book saw + PAST + 3SG + FEM

'Mehret saw the book'

Masganna na-mahrat mashaf 'a-r'iyu-wa
Mesghenna ANiM-Mehret book CAus-see + PAST + 3SG + MASC-3SG + FEM

'Mesghenna showed Berhe the book'
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2
Roles and relations

Most of the basic points concerned with roles and relations were made in the
previous chapter. This chapter looks at them in more detail.

2.1 Agent and Patient

There are two issues concerning the roles Agent and Patient, first,
the question whether they are universal, and, secondly, their relation to the
meaning-based notional roles.

2.1.1 The universality of the distinction

It might seem to be obvious that all languages must make a
grammatical distinction between different roles such as that of Agent and
Patient, because, if there are two arguments with a predicator, it is essential to
know which role is played by each of the two arguments. If, for instance, we
are talking about someone hitting someone else, we need to know who does
the hitting (the agent) and who was hit (the patient), and it is precisely that
distinction that is communicated by the formal markers of Agent and Patient
(1.2.2). Without such identification, it might be thought, communication
would be impossible. Are there, then, languages that do not make the
distinction at all, i.e. that do not grammaticalize basic notional roles such as
agent and patient?

It is unwise to maintain that there cannot possibly be such languages, for it
is dangerous to speculate about what must be in language, and all too often
what appears to be an 'obvious' fact about language turns out to be merely a
feature of English and familiar (usually European) languages. There is always
a danger of looking for (and 'finding') grammatical categories that do not
exist in the language being investigated, and, similarly, it is now generally
accepted that the attempt to impose the categories of Latin upon English was
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a mistake. There are languages in which neither tense nor number is marked
grammatically. Theoretically, then, it might be possible for a language to lack
any grammatical marking of the roles.

It has, in fact, been suggested that there is at least one language that does
not regularly make a clear grammatical distinction between the two basic
arguments of a sentence. For Lisu (Lolo-Burmese) Li and Thompson (1976:
472) claim that 'even the grammatical relations Agent and Patient cannot be
identified'; this claim is based on Hope 1974, supplemented by information
supplied to them by him. The following sentences are both ambiguous in
terms of agency:

lama nya ana khu-a (p. 15)
tigers TOP dog bite-DECL
Tigers bite dogs'/'Dogs bite tigers'

ana xs lama khu-a
dog NEW TOP tigers bite-DECL [NEW Topic]
Tigers bite dogs'/'Dogs bite tigers'

There is no formal marking here to indicate the different roles played by
'people' and 'dogs'. All that is marked grammatically in these sentences is the
topic, with a special marker for 'new topic', which indicates what the speaker
is 'talking about', so that the first sentence could be interpreted as either 'It is
tigers that bite dogs' or 'It is tigers that dogs bite', and the second as 'It is
dogs that bite tigers' or 'It is dogs that tigers bite'.

Li and Thompson point out that this disregard of agency does not greatly
impair the communicative functions of the language for several reasons.
First, the context provides clues. Secondly, semantics and pragmatics will
disambiguate, as can be seen in the example they quote (not in Hope):

lathyu nya ana khu-a
people TOP dog bite-DECL

ana nya lathyu khu-a
dog TOP people bite-DECL

It will normally be assumed that the sentences above mean 'Dogs bite people',
not 'People bite dogs', because people do not usually bite other creatures.
Thirdly, there are lexical selectional restrictions, such that 'burn' must have
inanimate Patients so that 'person dog burn' (with either meaning) would be
ungrammatical. Nevertheless Li and Thompson further support their claim
that Agent and Patient are not systematically distinct by presenting a number
of sentences (all involving subordination) that are similarly ambiguous -
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The people saw the buffaloes hoeing the field'/The buffaloes saw the people
hoeing the field', 'Dogs are difficult for tigers to eat'/Tigers are difficult for
dogs to eat', 'Dogs want to eat tigers'/Tigers want to eat dogs'. As with the
first sentences there is a device for marking the topic that gives two different
sentences in each case, but none for the Agent or Patient.

Unfortunately, an inspection of Hope's work suggests that, in a very
important type of sentence, one that refers to a past action and with definite
and specific Agent and Patient, an animate Patient is always followed by the
particle that is glossed 'TO' as in:

asa nya zanwe lae syi-a (p. 37)
Asa TOP child TO put to bed-DECL
'Asa put the child to bed'

asa nya nwa lab khwu-a
Asa TOP me TO call-DECL
'Asa called me'

In this type of sentence then Agent and Patient appear to be clearly marked.
Admittedly, inanimate Patients are unmarked, and the 'TO' particle also
occurs to mark the Beneficiary:

avae nya khasa dza-a (p. 34)
pig TOP corn eat-DECL
'The pig is eating corn'

asa nya avae lae khasa tsa-a
Asa TOP pig TO corn give-DECL
'Asa gave the corn to the pig'

This, however, does not detract from the point that Agent and Patient can be
grammatically distinct in Lisu. The inanimate Patient does not need to be
marked because the semantics disambiguates (and possibly also because the
verb requires an animate Agent), while using the same marking for both
animate Patients and Beneficiaries is a characteristic of a number of other
languages (see 2.4).

Probably, the correct claim about Lisu is that it is sparing in its marking of
grammatical roles, though it has a device for doing so when it is really
important, and it should be remembered that even English does not always
mark the distinction between Agent and Patient, as in the once often-quoted
the shooting of the hunters, which may refer to the fact that the hunters did the
shooting or that they were shot. It is worth noting that in Lisu the instrument
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and the (inanimate) patient also are not formally distinguished (and either
can be omitted) as in:

asa nya tshabu tshidwu ti-a (p. 35)
Asa TOP salt pestle pound-DECL
'Asa pounded the salt with a foot-pestle'

But, of course, this is unlikely to lead to ambiguity.
Theoretically, it might be possible for a language to distinguish between

two arguments grammatically, but not to base the role distinction on the
notions of agent and patient. There are two possibilities. The first is that the
distinction is based on some other notional contrast, but it is difficult to
envisage what this might be, and there is no evidence for it. The second is
that the roles are determined wholly by the choice of lexical verb. Thus, given
markers (1) and (2), for a two-term system, John might be marked as (1) and
Bill as (2) in John hit Bill and John thrashed Bill, but with the contrasting
meanings 'John hit Bill' and 'Bill thrashed John'. This is not wholly far-
fetched, for it is, in fact, the situation with verbs such as FEAR and FRIGHTEN

where only the choice of verb determines whether the Subject is the one
causing or suffering from the fear. A similar situation holds for LIKE, if
contrasted with its Italian counterpart (1.2.1 and 2.1.2); given the notion of
liking, it is not possible to predict which term will function as Subject.
However, this kind of situation is restricted to non-action verbs; if it applied
to all verbs, it would make a language much more difficult, if not impossible,
to learn, and, again, is not attested.

Finally, there is a rather different possibility that does in fact occur: a
language may have grammatical markers for other notional contrasts. But
these 'sub-roles' seem always to be in addition to, not instead of, the
distinction made by Agent and Patient; there is a discussion of these in 2.7.

2.1.2 Notional roles

It has been argued (1.2.1, 1.2.3) that Agent and Patient are
pro to typically defined in terms of the notions of agent and patient. A slightly
different way of looking at their relationship is in terms of causation, the
Agent being essentially the cause or 'initiator' of the action and the Patient
the one directly affected by it or its 'endpoint' (see Croft 1991).

This notion of causation makes it possible to extend the notion of agent
beyond that of animate beings acting in a deliberate fashion. For while with
many verbs of action, such as HIT, KILL, BREAK, it is clear that there is usually
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a deliberate act by an animate being, this is not always so, for one can be hit
or killed, and something can be broken, by a falling tree or a storm.
Moreover, the causal relationship is not necessarily wholly physical: with
verbs such as PERSUADE, ORDER and WORRY, the Patient is affected mentally
rather than physically. Croft (1991: 167) following Talmy (1976: 107-8),
suggests that if purely physical causation (by a physical object) is
distinguished from volitional causation (by a mentally aware agent) as
physical vs. mental, both initiator and endpoint may be seen as either
physical or mental, so that there are four causation types. All of these
possibilities can be accounted for in terms of Agent and Patient, if these are
(prototypically) defined in terms of cause.

This view of Agent and Patient and the causal relation can be extended to
verbs of state in such sentences as:

The earth attracts the moon
The king rules the country

It is reasonable to see the earth and the king as the source or cause of the state
that affects the moon and the country.

There are, however, many verbs for which the Agent and Patient seem to
have little correlation with notional agents and patients and no clear causal
relation between them. One particularly important set of verbs is that of the
verbs of perception, particularly those representing the five senses:

John saw the accident
Mary heard the cry for help
I (can) smell something burning
I (can) taste garlic in this soup
I (can) feel something sharp here

The notional roles involved here are those of perceiver and perceived, and it
has been noted that, in almost all languages, perceivers function as Agents
and the perceived as Patients. There are a few possible exceptions to this. In
Tabassaran, a language of the Caucasus (Kibrik 1985), which is discussed in
detail in 3.6.2, perceivers with 'look at' are marked not as Agents but as
Patients in the morphological system of the noun, while with 'see' they are
marked as Beneficiaries in both the morphology of the noun and verbal
agreement.

Since the cause of the perception would seem to be the thing perceived
rather than the perceiver, it may seem strange that it is perceivers that are
treated as Agents, although the idea that the thing perceived is the cause is
probably a very modern idea based on scientific knowledge, and not,
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therefore, very relevant. There is, however, another feature that is important,
that of animacy. Agents are generally animate beings, and there is, for that
reason, often a close association between agency and animacy (see also 2.2).
Since with these verbs the notion of agency or cause is not very strong, and
since they refer to characteristics that are wholly restricted to animates, it is
not surprising that animacy is the criterion used for determining the Agent.
There is a similar argument for verbs of cognition such as UNDERSTAND and
REMEMBER.

There is a different situation with verbs of emotion, such as 'like', 'fear'
etc., whose two arguments may be notionally described as experiencer and
experienced. Here there is a clear notion that the thing experienced is the
cause, but the experiencer is normally animate. It is not surprising that there
is considerable variation, both within languages and across languages, in the
roles assigned to the experiencer or the thing experienced. Thus (see 1.2.3),
English may be compared with Italian (Lepschy and Lepschy 1977: 194):

They like cherries
Gli piacciono le ciliegie

The term chosen as Agent is the experiencer (they in English, but in Italian
the construction is intransitive and the thing experienced (le ciliegie 'cherries'
functions as S (but there are problems - see 2.5). The contrast is seen more
clearly if stated in terms of Subjects rather than Agents: the experiencer is the
Subject in English but the thing experienced is the Subject in Italian. English
has a similar verb, PLEASE, that treats the item experienced as Agent-Subject
(the construction is transitive in English), and has pairs of verbs such as FEAR

and FRIGHTEN that make opposite choices. Croft (1991: 214-15) gives
examples from four different languages (English, Russian, Lakhota and
Classical Nahuatl) of the verbs that are, in his terminology, 'experiencer-
subject' and 'experiencer-object'; he argues that the experiencer-object verbs
are causative and that 'the stimulus causes the experiencer to enter the mental
state', while the experiencer-subject verbs are purely stative, and that 'the
experiencer is characterized as simply being in a mental state regarding the
stimulus'. This seems to be appropriate for many verbs, especially where there
are pairs within a language such as FEAR and FRIGHTEN (and, perhaps, LIKE

and PLEASE), but it does not explain the difference between the English and
Italian examples above, which are translational equivalents.

Another feature that may determine the choice of Agent is perspective or
point of view, the entity that is in perspective being marked as Agent. This
helps to explain the contrast between:
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John sold the book to Bill
Bill bought the book from John

Here both John and Bill are animate beings, and both may be thought of as
having 'done something' that affected the other. The choice depends on
whether it is John's part or Bill's part in the action that is of concern to the
speaker. Similar pairs of verbs are LEND/BORROW and, in British English, LET/

RENT.

There are many other problems and issues, not all of which can easily be
resolved. There is the contrast between OWN and BELONG:

He owns this house
This house belongs to him

It may be the animacy feature that favours OWN (as A-Subject) and
perspective that favours BELONG (as S-Subject), although Croft (1991: 251)
sees BELONG as the 'normal counterpart' of the 'reverse verb' OWN, as he does
for OCCUPY as compared with CONTAIN. His argument for the latter verbs is
that it is normal for the 'figure' (the thing located) rather than the 'ground'
(the location) to function as Subject. This notion of a 'reverse verb' is,
perhaps, more obviously appropriate with verbs such as RECEIVE, where the
Agent is clearly the entity affected by the action rather than its cause. With
such verbs, perspective seems to overrule the causal criterion.

Even with a single verb, there are considerable notional differences between
roles that can function as Agent and Patient. Thus with OPEN, either the
notional agent or instrumental can be the A-Subject, while the patient can be
the S-Subject of an intransitive construction (Fillmore 1968: 25-7):

John opened the door (with a key)
The key opened the door
The door opened

It is worth noting that, if the instrument is the (grammatical) Agent-Subject,
the (notional) agent cannot be mentioned; there is no:

T h e key opened the door by John

Although both instruments and agents may be the cause of an action, if both
are to be mentioned, the agent takes preference for the role of Agent. In many
languages constructions with patient or instrumental as Subject are possible
only when the Object or Instrumental has been promoted to Subject by
passivization (see 5.2, 5.3), or in a passive-like construction (see 6.1).
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There are similar issues that involve the Patient alone, with no change of
verb, e.g. the choice of Patient in:

He smeared the paint on the wall
He smeared the wall with paint

Here again, there is an issue of perspective: the first sentence tells what
happened to the paint, the second what happened to the wall.

Patients are also not always notional patients. Some verbs have Patients
that are essentially locative:

He entered the house
He left the house

With other verbs, there are notional differences in the Patients that may even
cause ambiguity, as in:

He painted the palace

This may either mean that he put paint on the palace or that he painted a
picture of the palace, in the one case merely altering the appearance of
another entity, in the other actually creating a new one. Other issues
concerning Patients are raised in 5.2. However, as argued in 1.2.1, there is
probably no limit to the notional distinctions that can be made, and it is no
part of this book to pursue that issue further.

2.2 Subject, Object and animacy

In a number of languages there are restrictions on the kind of NP
that may function as Subject (not merely as Agent, since often the Subject of
the passive is involved). Thus Kuno (1973: 30) states that in Japanese
transitive verbs normally require animate Subjects. Sentences such as the
following are not possible (although this may not be wholly true for younger
speakers):

*taihuu ga mado o kawasita
typhoon SUBJ window OBJ broke
The typhoon broke the window'

*zidoosya-ziko ga teenager o korosita
traffic accident NOM teenager ACC killed
'An accident killed the teenager'
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In Korean, according to Song (1987: 74-6), this restriction affects the
passive Subject, which 'has to be, in general, animate and conscious'; this is
illustrated by the pairs of sentences (the second of each pair is unacceptable):

John-in ki sakwa-lil mog-ossta
John-Top the apple-Ace eat-PAST
'John ate the apple'

*ki sahwa-nin John-ege mog-hi-6ssta
the apple-Top John-DAT eat-PAss-PAST
'The apple was eaten by John'

omoni-nin ai-ege/lil yag-il mog-i-dssta
mother-Top child-DAT/Acc medicine-Ace eat-CAus-PAST
'The mother gave medicine to the child'

*yag-in ai-ege mog-hi-6ssta
medicine-TOP child-DAT feed-PASs-PAST
'The medicine was given to the child'

Yet a passive is possible if 'child' is promoted to subject (see also 5.3):

ai-nin omoni-ege yag-il mog-hi-ossta
child-Top mother-DAT medicine eat-PAss-PAST
'The child was given medicine by the mother'

It has been suggested that, for some languages, the issue is not one of simple
animacy, but a hierarchy or scale of animacy or of agency. According to this,
the choice of Agent or Patient as Subject, and thereby the choice of an active
or passive construction, depends on the requirement that the argument that is
the higher on the hierarchy must be the Subject. Thus Dixon (1979: 85) has a
scale of 'potentiality of agency':

1st person pronoun > 2nd person pronoun > Demonstrative-
3rd person pronouns > Proper nouns > Human common
nouns > Animate common nouns > Inanimate common
nouns . . .

Croft (1991: 155), quoting Dixon and Silverstein (1976), refers to a similar
scale as an 'animacy hierarchy', but animacy and potentiality of agency seem
to be almost one and the same thing. The involvement of person as well as
animacy in the hierarchy is illustrated from Quiche (Mondloch 1978: 59),
where the Subject must be higher on the hierarchy in the passive, by the
impossibility of:
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*s-kun-as le yawaf) w-umal
PAST-cure-PASS the sick one lsG + POSS-by:
'The sick one was cured by me'

However, neither agency nor animacy seem to be relevant to distinction in
terms of person; Massayoshi Shibatani (personal communication) suggests
that 'empathy hierarchy' or 'relevance hierarchy' might be preferable, and the
former will be used here.

This empathy hierarchy is relevant to many other features that are
discussed in this book. Most importantly, it is crucial to the inverse systems
of 8.2, which could, in fact, be interpreted in terms of passivization with
severe restrictions on Subjects in terms of the hierarchy. It may also explain
the promotion of Datives, rather than Patients, to Subject by passivization in
Japanese, for these are normally animate, while Patients are frequently
inanimate (2.3.3, 5.3). It is also involved in the 'split' ergativity systems
(3.3.2), where some nominals (those higher on the hierarchy) seem to follow
an accusative-type morphology, while the others follow an ergative pattern,
and there is also some evidence of it in some of the languages with agentive
systems (3.5.3).

2.3 Beneficiary-Dative

The third-most important role to be identified typologically is
that of Beneficiary, which prototypically refers to entities, usually animates,
that are indirectly affected by the action of the verb (1.2.4). Its most familiar
use is that usually referred to in traditional grammars as the 'Indirect Object',
where it is the third term in a three-term construction (the others being
Agent-Subject and Patient-Direct Object).

2.3.1 Basic uses

The Beneficiary-Dative is easily illustrated in a language with
case such as Latin, where the nominative marks the Agent-Subject, the
accusative the Patient-Object and the dative the Beneficiary-Dative, as in the
example given in 1.2.2:

Brutus Marcello librum dedit
Brutus + NOM Marcellus + DAT book + ACC gave
'Brutus gave Marcellus a book'
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This is an invented example. An attested example is:

Quid mihi istaec narras? (Ter. Hec. 5. 2. 18)

why 1SG + DAT these things you tell
'Why do you tell me these things?'

Languages that do not have case systems usually mark beneficiaries and
similar roles with a preposition, e.g. French and English:

John gave the book to Mary
Jean a donne le livre a Marie

As argued in 1.2.2 prepositions may be taken as markers of peripheral roles,
so that, on this evidence, Beneficiary is a peripheral role in French and
English, but French also has personal pronouns that provide evidence for the
full grammatical status of Beneficiary:

Jean lui a donne le livre
'John gave him the book'

There are problems, moreover, with the English sentence given in the
translation; these are discussed in 6.6.3.

The notional roles most commonly associated with such Beneficiaries are
beneficiary and recipient, although they sometimes include other roles in
which the relevant entity is indirectly affected. In German, for instance, the
dative case is used not just for the person to whom something is given or sold,
but also the person from whom something is bought, as in:

Ich habe meinem Freund das Haus abgekauft
I have my + DAT friend (+ DAT) the house bought
'I have bought the house from my friend'

It is also used with a variety of verbs, such as RAUBEN 'to rob', ABNEHMEN 'to
relieve', ZUMUTEN 'to expect of, such uses being described by grammarians as
'the dative of advantage' or 'the dative of disadvantage' (cf. Hammer 1983:
272-3). It can even be used in a sentence such as (suggested by Masayoshi
Shibatani, personal communication):

Mir ruscht die Hose
ISG + DAT slipped down the trousers
'My trousers slipped down' ('The trousers slipped down on me')

Other uses of the dative case are discussed in grammar books of Latin and
Classical Greek, including, for instance, in certain contexts, direction
towards. It may be that not all of these uses should be seen as examples of
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the Beneficiary, or it might be argued that the term 'Beneficiary' is too
specific to cover all these uses; a possible alternative might be 'Goal' (Croft
1991: 157), but that could lead to confusion, since that term has been used in
the past to refer to Patient-Object. One feature, however, that is closely
associated with many of the uses, and particularly those of the Indirect Object
proper, is that of animacy, usually human. Generally one gives, tells, buys etc.
something to or from some other person.

A problem arises from the fact that there are two-term constructions in
which one term is clearly the Agent-Subject, while the other has dative
marking. Thus in Latin there is a set of verbs, which are regularly followed by
the dative case, verbs such as IMPERO 'order', PAREO 'obey' and PERSUADEO

'persuade', e.g.

Mihi, ne abscedam, imperat (Ter. Eun. 3. 5. 30)
ISG + DAT that not I go away he orders
'He orders me not to go away'

It would, of course, be possible to argue that the second terms are Patient-
Object and that it is an idiosyncracy of these verbs that they mark Patient-
Object in the dative case, but it is more reasonable to treat them as
Beneficiary-Dative for three reasons: (i) because the formal marking ought
not to be ignored, (ii) because they are usually animate, like Indirect Objects
(see 2.3.3) and (iii) because the patients are less directly (at least, not
physically) affected by the action (see below and discussion in 2.3.2).

There appears to be a contrast between the use of the dative and the
accusative (marking Beneficiary and Patient) in Hungarian (as interpreted by
Hopper and Thompson 1980: 267), the dative being used to indicate that the
patient is less affected by the action. Hungarian has a prefix meg- which they
gloss 'perfective'; they argue that with the prefix the 'object is totally
affected', but without it the object is not totally affected as in:

A gazda meg-verte az inasokat
the boss PERF-beat the apprentices
'The boss beat the apprentices'

A gazda verte az inasokat
the boss beat the apprentices
'The boss would beat the apprentices'

The first, but not the second, implies that all the apprentices were beaten on a
specific occasion. With some verbs the dative is used even if the perfective
prefix is not present, to show that the patient is not fully affected:
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meg-segit valaki-t
PERF-helps somebody-Ace
'He helps somebody'

segit valaki-nek
helps somebody-DAT
'He helps somebody'

Being less fully affected is not quite the same as being indirectly affected, but
similar uses of the Dative are discussed in the next section.

2.3.2 Promotion and demotion

There are languages in which Beneficiaries are involved in
passivization and similar devices, and it is this that clearly establishes the need
to recognize the Dative as a grammatical relation, as distinct from the
grammatical role of Beneficiary. Thus, in Malagasy the Beneficiary-Dative/
Indirect Object, as well as the Patient-Object, may be promoted to Subject by
passivization; an example from Malagasy that was given in 1.4.1 (see also 5.3)
is repeated here:

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny ankizy
Bought + CIRC the woman the rice the children
'The children were bought the rice by the woman'

The Beneficiary-Dative may also be promoted to Object, the grammatical
relation usually held by the Patient (see 6.6). This can be illustrated from
Indonesian (Chung 1983: 219):

Saja mem-bawa surat itu kepada Ali
I TRANS-bring letter the to Ali
'I brought the letter to Ali'

Saja mem-bawa-kan Ali surat itu
I TRANS-bring-BEN Ali letter the
'I brought Ali the letter'

Datives also have grammatical status in some ergative languages in a rather
different way. In Dyirbal, not only is the dative case used to indicate the
Beneficiary (beneficiary and recipient), like the Indirect Object of accusative
languages, but it is also the case assigned to the Patient-Absolutive when it is
demoted by the antipassive. An example given in 1.4.1 is repeated here:
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yabu rjuma-rjgu bura-n
mother + ABS father-ERG see-PAST
'Father saw mother'

rjuma butal-rja-jiu yabu-gu
father + ABS see-ANTip-PAST mother-DAT
'Father saw mother'

One function of the antipassive, with the Patient/Absolutive demoted to
Dative, is that of indicating 'reduced transitivity' (see 7.2.2). The demotion of
the patient from Absolutive to Dative suggests that the patient is less wholly
affected, and is, in a sense 'less of a patient', as in Chuckchee (Siberia,
Kozinsky et al. 1988: 652):

atlag-e keyrj-an penra-nen
father-ERG bear-ABS attack-3sG + 3sG + AOR
'Father attacked the bear'

attag-an penra-tko-g?e kayrj-eta
father-ABS attack-ANTIP-3SG + AOR bear-DAT
'Father ran at the bear'

The same effect is achieved in Warlbiri (Australia, Hale 1973a: 336) by
demotion of the Patient without the antipassive (see 7.4):

njuntulu-lu npa-tju pantu-nu rjatju
you-ERG 2-1 spear-PAST me
'You speared me'

njuntulu-lu npa-tju-la pantu-nu rjatju-ku
you-ERG 2-1-CUT spear-PAST me-DAT
'You speared at me/tried to spear me'

The Dative is also involved with causatives in that the Agent-Subject is most
commonly demoted to the Dative, though it may also be demoted to the
Instrumental, as with passives. An example from French to be discussed in
9.3.1 is (Hyman and Zimmer 1976: 199-200):

J'ai fait nettoyer les toilettes au general
I have made clean the toilet to the general
'I made the general clean the toilets'

J'ai fait nettoyer les toilettes par le general
I have made clean the toilet by the general
'I had the toilets cleaned by the general'
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In these examples the demoted Agent-Subject is demoted to a peripheral
relation (marked by a preposition), but there are plenty of examples in 9.3
where the demoted term is marked by case.

2.3.3 Animacy

In the last two sections it has been seen that Beneficiary-Dative is
often closely associated with animacy. In some languages the contrast
between Patient-Object and Beneficiary-Dative/Indirect Object is actually
used to make the inanimate/animate distinction.

In Spanish animate patients, but not inanimate patients, are marked with
the preposition a, which is the usual indication of the (peripheral) Dative/
Indirect Object:

Ha presentado su amigo a su madre
have + 3SG introduced his friend to his mother
'He has introduced his friend to his mother'

Ha comprado un nuevo libro
have + 3SG bought a new book
'He has bought a new book'

Ha comprado a un nuevo caballo
have + 3SG bought to a new horse
'He has bought a new horse'

The first of these illustrates the basic uses of the two roles-relations, the
second an inanimate patient marked as Patient-Object and the third an
animate patient marked as Beneficiary-Dative.

There is a similar situation in Lisu (noted in 2.1.1) and in Marathi (India,
Rosen and Kashi 1988: 6):

Ti-ni Ravi-laa pustak di-l-a
She-ERG Ravi-DAT book give-PAST-AGR
'She gave Ravi a book'

Ti-ni Ravi-laa chal-J-a
She-ERG Ravi-DAT torture-PAST-AGR
'She tortured Ravi'

There is, however, much more to be said about Datives in Marathi and some
other languages (see 2.5 and 4.3).
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There is a complication, however, in Spanish, in that non-specific animates
are not preceded by the preposition:

Busco una criada
look for + ISG a maid
'I am looking for a maid'

This means that I am looking for someone to be a maid, not for a particular
woman who is already a maid, which would be expressed by:

Busco a una criada

The Dative indicates not merely an animate, but a specific identifiable
animate.

2.4 Primary and Secondary Objects

It was seen in the last section that the basic use of the Dative is to
be found in the three-term construction in which the roles of Agent, Patient
and Beneficiary are identified with the grammatical relations Subject, Object
and Indirect Object/Dative. Such identification implies, of course, that this
three-term construction differs from the two-term construction solely in the
addition of the third term, the Indirect Object/Dative, the other two terms,
Subject and Object, being shared by both constructions. This identification is
based on formal grammatical features. In Latin, for instance, the Patient is in
the accusative case, while the Beneficiary is in the dative; simple invented
examples make this clear:

Marcus librum vidit
Marcus + NOM book + ACC saw
'Marcus saw the book'

Marcus Fabio librum dedit
Marcus + NOM Fabius + DAT book + ACC gave
'Marcus gave Fabius a book'

There are languages, however, in which it is the Beneficiary, not the Patient,
of the three-term construction that is identified grammatically with the
second term of the two-term construction, which, on the discussion so far,
would be identified as the Object (but see below for a possible problem with
this). This is so in Huichol (Comrie 1982: 99, 108):
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Uukaraawiciizi tiiri me-wa-zeiya
women children 3pL-3PL-see
The women see the children'

Nee uuki uukari ne-wa-puuzeiyastia
I man girls 1SG-3PL-S1IOW

'I showed the man to the girls'

The infix wa here agrees with 'children' (the Patient-Object) in the first
sentence, but with 'girls' (the Beneficiary), not with 'man' (the Patient) in the
second.

Similarly, in Khasi (Assam, Rabel 1961: 77) it is the Beneficiary, not the
Patient that has an Object marker preceding it:

?uu hiikay ya ka ktien pharerj
he teach OBJ the language English
'He teaches English'

?uu hiikay ya rja ka ktien pharerj
he teach OBJ ISG the language English
'He teaches me English'

In Yokuts (California, Croft 1991: 246), not only is the Beneficiary identified
with the Object, but the Patient is explicitly marked as not being identical
with the Object by being placed in an oblique case:

'ama' nan wan-xo' k'exa-ni nim
3SG + NOM ISG + ACC give-DUR money-OBL ISG + POSS
'He gives me my money'

A number of other examples are to be found in Dryer (1986: 815-18).
Where, as in all these examples, it is the Beneficiary, not the Patient, that is

identified with the Object, it is clear that the terms '(Direct) Object' and
'Indirect Object' are inappropriate. Dryer suggests that, instead, the terms
'Primary Object' and 'Secondary Object' should be used, 'Secondary Object'
referring to the Patient of the three-term construction alone, while 'Primary
Object' refers to both the Beneficiary of the three-term construction and the
Object of the two-term system. It is the Primary Object that is usually the
marked term.

It might be argued that English, too, has Primary and Secondary Objects in
the construction exemplified by:
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Mary gave him a book

This can be contrasted with the alternative construction shown in:

Mary gave a book to him

The second construction clearly contains an Object and a (peripheral)
Indirect Object/Dative, but in the first him has the same formal marking as
the Object in Mary saw him. Here him would seem to be the Primary Object
and the book a Secondary Object. This would suggest that there are two
constructions, one with Primary and Secondary Objects, the other with
Direct and Indirect Objects. Moreover, this seems to be confirmed by the
passives (if, that is to say, passivization is evidence for Object status - see
5.2):

He was given a book (by Mary)
A book was given to him (by Mary)

There is a detailed discussion of this problem in 6.6.3.
One interesting theoretical point is made by Dryer - that the distinction

between Direct/Indirect Objects and Primary/Secondary Objects is like that
of accusative and ergative. If, to avoid begging the question, the second term
of the two-term construction is represented as having a grammatical role
symbolized by O, rather than P, and the terms of the three-term construction
are symbolized as P and B, then Direct + Indirect Object constructions can be
characterized in terms of P = O and Primary + Secondary Object construc-
tions in terms of B = O, just as accusative and ergative are characterized as
A = S and P = S respectively. In that case a name is required for the
grammatical role symbolized as O. It cannot be called 'Patient', since the
grammatical relation P = O implies that the roles P and O are different, and
although the term 'Object' was used earlier, for convenience, it is clearly not
the Object (a grammatical relation, not a grammatical role). No obvious
name is available, and, since for much of the later discussion, this issue is not
of great importance, none is suggested.

There are two final points. First, there are some languages that have
constructions that are best interpreted as simply having two Objects that are
not distinguished as either Direct + Indirect or Primary + Secondary (see 5.2).
Secondly, even in languages that clearly have Direct and Indirect Objects, it is
sometimes the Beneficiary-Indirect Object, not the Patient-Direct Object, that
may be promoted to Subject by passivization, e.g. Korean (see 5.3). In terms
of the syntax of passivization, these languages would seem to operate in terms
of the Primary + Secondary construction.
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2.5 Experiencers, 'modal subjects9 etc.

There was a brief discussion in 1.2.3 and 2.1.2 of the English and
Italian sentences:

They like cherries
Gli piacciono le ciliegie

The point being made was that the experiencer is the Subject in English, but it
is the entity experienced that is the Subject in Italian. The status of the other
term is different; they are Patient-Object and Beneficiary-Dative, respectively.

There are many languages that have very similar constructions with verbs
that refer to various kinds of basically human experiences and feelings. In
most cases the entity that is experienced is marked as the Subject, and the
(usually human) experiencer as a Dative. Shibatani (1985: 833) notes:

Spanish Me gusta la cerveza
I + DAT like the beer
'I like the beer'

Russian Mne nravitsja kniga
I + DAT like book
'I like the book'

Turkish Ban-a para lazim
I-DAT money need
'I need money'

Japanese Boku ni eigo ga wakaru
I DAT English NOM understand
'I understand English'

However, Shibatani also quotes one example in which the experiencer is in
the genitive:

Bengali aamaar tomaake caai
I + GEN you need
'I need you'

The situation in Icelandic is a little more complicated. With 'like' the
construction may be like that of Italian and the other languages (Andrews
1985: 107):
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Mer lika jieir
I + DAT like + PL they (MASC + PL + NOM)

'I like them'

With 'need' the accusative is used, marking the needer as Object
(Rognvaldsson 1982: 558):

Mig vantar bokina
I + ACC need + 3SG the book
'I need the book'

However, it is also possible for the verb to be in the singular even when the
NP indicating the experienced entity (the potential Subject) is plural
(Andrews 1985: 107):

Mer likar fieir
I + DAT like + SING they (MASC + PL + NOM)

'I like them'

It is even possible for this NP to appear in the dative, so that there is no overt
grammatical Subject (Andrews 1985: 102):

Mer likar vel vid henni
I + DAT like + SING well with her (DAT)

'I like her'

In this last example, it would appear that the verb 'like' is impersonal, i.e. a
verb with no overt Subject, but with the experiencer still indicated as Indirect
Object. The status of these examples is discussed at the end of this section.
(Icelandic has a similar construction for its impersonal passives, see 5.4.)

An impersonal construction is often used for modal verbs, with what is
often called the 'modal subject' (the equivalent of the experiencer with such
verbs) marked as Object (in the accusative) or Dative (in the dative). Thus in
Latin, the 'modal subject' is in the accusative case with decet 'it is fitting' and
in the dative case with licet 'it is allowed'/'may':

oratorem irasci minime decet (Cic. Tusc. 4. 25)
orator + ACC to be angry least it is fitting
'It is by no means fitting for an orator to become angry'
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Licet nemini contra patriam ducere exercitum
(Cic. Phil 13. 6. 14)

it is allowed no-one + DAT against country lead army
'No-one may lead an army against his country'

In Amharic (Ethiopian Semitic, personal research) verbs of physical
experience are impersonal, with the experiencer as Object:

raba-ji dakkama-ji
hunger + 3SG + PAST +1 SG + OBJ tire + 3SG + PAST — SG + OBJ

'I was hungry' 'I am tired'

There are similar constructions in Tigre (Ethiopian Semitic, personal
research) with modal verbs:

tigis lastahal-akka
that you go be worthy + 3SG + IMPF-2SG + OBJ

'You ought to go'

With a Dative this verb means 'belong to':

alii katab 'alye lastehal
that book to me be worthy + 3SG + IMPF

'That book definitely belongs to me'

In the same language, the verb 'become' is used with an Object to mean
'should', but with a Dative to indicate 'can':

gaSSa-ka 'agal tatkabbat latgabba'akka
guest-your that you receive become + 3SG + IMPF

'You should receive your guest'

9gel tatmahar 'i gabbe' 'alka
that you learn not become 3SG + IMPF to-you
'You cannot learn'

There are other verbs in Tigre meaning 'must', 'be convenient' etc., mostly
with Direct Object.

Even more complex systems are found in two languages that are discussed
in 3.6, Tabassaran and Georgian.

There has been considerable debate about the status of the terms marked
with the dative case in some of the languages, particularly in Icelandic and
some Indian languages. Some scholars have, indeed, argued that they, not the
terms marked with the nominative case, are the true Subjects of the sentence,
e.g. Andrews (1985: 101, 108), Kachru et al (1976: 86-91). (Others e.g. Rosen
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and Kashi 1988, have talked of 'inversion', whereby the original Subject and
Object have been 'inverted' to become Dative and Subject.) The argument
most used in favour of this analysis is that the term identified
morphologically as the Dative often functions as a syntactic pivot (briefly
mentioned in 1.3.1 and to be discussed in detail in chapter 4), and that in
accusative systems it is Subjects that generally function as pivots. An example
is (Rognvaldsson 1982: 470):

j)eim likar maturinn og borda mikid
they + DAT like + 3SG the food and eat + 3PL much
'They like the food and eat a lot'

Here the Subject ('they') of 'eat' is omitted, but the coreferential NP in the
previous clause is the one marked as Dative. Andrews (1985: 107) argues that,
in the sentences with 'like', the preverbal dative-marked term (the
experiencer) actually is the Subject (often referred to as the 'dative-subject')
and that the post-verbal nominative-marked term is the Object. However, it
will be argued in 4.3 that the notion of pivot should be kept separate from the
notion of Subject so that the choice of a particular term as pivot is not
evidence that it is a Subject.

The most compelling reason for not identifying pivots as Subjects is that
the evidence from pivots is evidence from outside the clause in question: in
the example above, evidence from the second clause is used to establish the
Subject in the first. Yet the notion of Subject is one that involves relationships
between terms and the predicator within the clause. There are, however,
features within the clause that may suggest that the apparent Dative is, in
fact, the Subject:

(i) In some languages, there is evidence from the word order. Thus in
Icelandic the unmarked word order has the Subject first (Van
Valin 1991: 147).

(ii) As was illustrated earlier, sometimes the verb agrees in terms of
number with the Dative rather than the morphological Subject,

(iii) In Marathi (Rosen and Kashi 1988: 11) reflexives are generally
coreferential with Subjects, yet they may be coreferential with the
'dative subject', e.g.:

Mini-ni Ravi-laa swataa-visayi saangitla
Mini-ERG Ravi-DAT self-about told
'Mini told Ravi about self (Mini)'
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Ravi-laa swataa-ci pistaka aavd-t-aat
Ravi-DAT self-'s books like-PRES-PLUR

'Ravi likes his (own) books'

To treat these Datives as Subjects completely disregards the morphological
evidence, yet the morphological evidence is important in the recognition of
the accusative/ergative distinction. If evidence of this kind is used to establish
Subject-hood and the morphology is ignored, then many ergative systems will
be accusative. The fact, for instance, that there are ergative systems with
passives (6.5) would be evidence that they are, after all, accusative. This may
have some merit in an overall theoretical, syntactically based, model, but is
unhelpful for a typological study.

It seems more reasonable to suggest that the constructions are partly like
Subject + Object constructions, partly like Dative + Subject constructions.
This is not altogether surprising: it may well be suggested that a semantic
system that views experiencers etc. as being like agents influences the
occurrence of syntactic features that ignore the morphology and treat them as
Agent-Subject. It is relevant to note that there has been a shift in English,
motivated by the semantics, from Dative + Subject constructions to
Subject + Object constructions with verbs such as 'like' (see Jespersen 1909-
49, III: 208-9).

However, not all the examples considered exhibit (morphological)
Dative + Subject constructions. For some the construction is Ob-
ject + Subject. These raise no problem: they merely mark the term indicating
the experiencers etc. as Object and the other term as Subject, the direct
converse of the situation in English and other languages (or like the
construction with PLEASE as opposed to that with LIKE). Less easy to explain is
the use of the genitive case; possibly it could be argued that this represents a
new sub-role (but see 2.8).

2.6 Locatives and Instrumental

(Notional) locatives and instrumentals are marked in English and
many other languages by prepositions, and are thus peripheral roles (see
1.2.2). In some they are marked by case, e.g. the Instrumental in Latin by the
ablative; yet the ablative does not uniquely mark the Instrumental, and there
is no single case for the Locative. However, in a number of languages the
Instrumental and, to a lesser extent, the Locative have grammatical functions
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which mark them as full grammatical relations. Four such functions may be
noted.

First, the Instrumental (as well as the Beneficiary - see 2.3) may be
promoted to Subject; an example from Malagasy that was given in 1.4.1 (see
also 5.3) is repeated here:

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny vola
Bought + CIRC the woman the rice the money
The money was used to buy the rice by the woman'

Secondly, both Instrumental and Locative may be promoted to Object in
Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1988: 367-9, see 6.6):

Umugore a-ra-andik-a ibaruwa n'iikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-ASP letter with pen
The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umugore a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-iNSTR-ASP letter pen
The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a imibare ku kibaaho
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP maths on blackboard
The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a-ho ikibaaho imibare
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP-on blackboard maths
The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

Thirdly, Instrumental and Locative (as well as Beneficiary - see 2.3) are the
grammatical relations to which the Absolutive (Patient) may be demoted with
antipassives in ergative systems. Demotion to Instrumental is illustrated from
Eskimo (Woodbury 1977: 322-3, see 7.1):

miirqa-t paar-ai
child + ABS + PL take care of-iNDic + 3SG + 3PL
'She takes care of the children'

miirqu-nik paar-si-vuq
child + PL + INSTR take care of-ANTip-iNDic + 3SG

'She takes care of the children'
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In Yidiny (Dixon 1977a: 110, see 7.1), demotion is either to Locative or
Dative:

rjayu balmbkji wawa:l
I + NOM grasshopper + ABS see + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

rjayu balmbi-rj4a/balmbi:nda wawa:4ijm
I + NOM grasshopper + Loc/grasshopper + DAT see + ANTIP + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

Fourthly, in some Bantu languages, e.g. Swahili (Shepardson 1981) and
Chichewa, Locatives may be preposed to the beginning of a sentence and then
show subject-type agreement with the verb. Examples from Chichewa
(Bresnan and Kanerva 1989: 2) are (agreement is shown by a set of
classifiers, which are numbered in the glosses - note that the locative marker
ku on the verb in the second and fourth sentences is itself a classifier, not a
case marker):

chi-tsime chi-li ku-mu-dzi
CL7-well CL7-be LOC(CLl7)-CL3-village
The well is in the village'

ku-mu-dzi ku-li chi-tsime
LOc(cLl7)-CL3-village CLl7-be CL7-well
The well is in the village'

a-lendo-wo a-na-bwera ku-mu-dzi
CL2-visitor-those CL2-RECPAST-come-iNDic LOc(cLl7)-CL3-village
Those visitors came to the village' [REcent PAST]

ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwera a-lendo-wo
LOc(cLl7)-CL3-village CLl7-RECPAST-come CL2-visitors-those
Those visitors came to the village'

With constructions of this type, it would seem that the Locatives are actually
promoted to Subject, but retain their locative marking both in their own
morphology and in agreement with the verb. The original Subjects are, then,
demoted, but there is no indication of the relation to which they are demoted.
(In the theory known as Relational Grammar - see e.g. Johnson 1974 -
demoted terms in general are said to lose their relational status, and to
become 'chomeurs', the French term for 'unemployed people'.)
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2.7 Other roles and sub-roles

The discussion so far has assumed that the typologically most
relevant roles are Agent, Patient, Beneficiary, Locative and Instrumental.
However, although these form a satisfactory basis for much of the typological
discussion (and nothing more than that is claimed for them), there are
languages in which, although the major roles are clearly marked, there are
further criteria for distinguishing sub-divisions, or sub-roles, within them.

In Bikol (Philippines, Givon 1979: 154-5), sub-roles may be recognized for
the Dative. This is shown in the topic system for which details are to be found
in 8.1.2, in which one of the terms is marked as Topic by markers on both
noun and verb. The markers on the verb distinguish sub-roles for which
obvious names are 'Recipient' and 'Beneficiary' (Givon calls them 'Dative'
and 'Beneficiary'). Examples are (DT = 'Dative Topic', BT = 'Beneficiary
Topic'):

marai ?ang-babaye na na-ta?6-han kang-lalake ning-libro
good TOP-woman that DT-give-DT AGT-man PAT-book
'The woman to whom the man gave the book is good'
'The woman that was given the book by the man is good'

marai ?ang-babaye na pinag-bakal-an kang-lalake ning kanding
good TOP-woman that BT-buy-BT AGT-man PAT goat
'The woman for whom the man bought the goat is good'
'The woman that was bought a goat (for) by the man is good'

The distinction exists marginally in English in that only notional recipients,
but not notional beneficiaries, may be promoted to Subject (but see 2.5 and
6.6.3):

He gave John a book
John was given a book

He bought John a book
*John was bought a book

There is a more striking situation in Ga'dang (Philippines, Walrod 1976).
This too has a topic system and when the Patient is the Topic, there are three
different markers on the verb for three types of Patient - 'affected',
'unaffected' and 'positioned':
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bakan-nu i no gafa (p. 29)
break + AFF.PAT-you TOP jar
'Break the jar'

si'gutan-nu i no bafuy (p. 30)
tie-UNAFF.PAT-yOU TOP pig

Tie up the pig'

isi'gu'-nu i no bafuy so ari (p. 34)
tie + POS.PAT TOP pig LOC post
Tie the pig to the post'

More problematic is the contrast in Finnish that is marked by the accusative
and the partitive case (Fromm and Sadeniemi 1956: 120-1):

Liikemies kirjoitti kirjeen valiokunnalle
businessman wrote letter + ACC committee-to
The businessman wrote a letter to the committee'

Liikemies kirjoitti kirjetta valiokunnalle.
businessman wrote letter + PART committee-to
The businessman was writing a letter to the committee'

This use of the partitive has much in common with the use of the dative for
'reduced transitivity' briefly discussed in 2.3. In that case, it could well be
argued that there is here another grammatical role, the 'Partitive'. However,
unlike the Dative, the Partitive does not appear to be an independent role,
since it never occurs together with the Patient, but only as an alternative to it.
Another solution is to say that there are two kinds of Patient, one fully
affected, the other not fully affected by the action, the first marked with the
accusative, the second with the partitive.

Possibly similar to this is the use of the genitive case in Russian where it has
a 'partitive' sense, as in:

daite khleba
give + IMP bread 4- GEN
'Give me some bread'

Other roles may be indirectly indicated by constructions where there are two
conflicting systems, as with 'dative subjects': the terms that are marked
morphologically as Datives but function in other respects as Subjects are
commonly notional experiencers, though other notional roles, including that
of'modal subject' are involved. Tsunoda (1985: 388) provides a classification
of verbs with two-term constructions in terms of case marking and lists, as
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verbs with 'dative subjects' in Japanese, verbs of (i) knowledge, (ii) feeling,
(hi) relationship and (iv) ability. If the role of the 'dative subject' is recognized
as that of Experiencer, it must clearly be interpreted in a wide sense to include
all the 'subjects' of such verbs. (Most of the languages considered by Tsunoda
have ergative systems. These could be seen as providing further examples of
'dative subjects' for all four classes of verbs, but in a Dative + Absolutive
rather than a Dative + Subject construction.) Similarly, in Tabassaran (3.6.2)
there is an apparent 'dative subject' construction for 'see', which suggests the
role of Perceiver. Tabassaran, moreover, has differential case marking for
'beat', 'hit' and 'look at', although in one respect these all appear to have
Subject + Object constructions; these could be seen as indicating both two
types of Agent and two types of Patient. The variety of case marking listed by
Tsunoda for different languages suggests that many other notional roles are
indirectly grammaticalized in a similar way.

2.8 Problematic constructions

There are some systems of case marking that are difficult to
account for in terms of the discussion so far. Thus in Japanese with 'like' both
terms are in the nominative case. Japanese has three constructions with the
first term in the nominative: nominative + accusative, nominative + dative
and nominative + nominative, as illustrated by (Shibatani 1982: 105):

Taroo-ga hon-o yonda
Taro-NOM book-Ace read
'Taroo read a book'

Taroo-ga Hanoko-ni atta
Taro-NOM Hanoko-DAT met
'Taroo met Hanoko'

Taroo-ga Hanoko-ga sukida
Taro-NOM Hanoko-NOM likes
'Taroo likes Hanoko"

It is the status of the second term in the last example that is problematic, in
that it has the marker of Agent-Subject although there is already an Agent-
Subject in the construction.

In Kewa (Papua New Guinea, Franklin 1971: 62), there is a similar
problem, but with the first term, which may either be marked as agentive or
as instrumental:
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aa-me repena poa-a
man-AGT tree cut-did
'The man cut the tree'

rai-mi ta-a
axe-iNSTR hit-did
The axe hit it'

Prima facie the most attractive solution for these examples is to say that the
nominative in Japanese indicates that the Patient is not a 'true' Patient and
the instrumental in Kewa is not a 'true' Agent, i.e. to make a distinction in
terms of two sub-roles associated with Object and Subject respectively. More
precisely, the problem might be solved in terms of prototypicality (see 1.2.1):
it could be said that in Japanese the accusative marks a prototypical Patient-
Object, but the nominative a non-prototypical Patient-Object and a similar
solution can be provided for the Agent-Subject of Kewa. The main objection
to this is that it allows that case does not unambiguously identify role, but, as
argued in 2.5, that would remove the morphological basis for role
identification which seems to be so for the overall framework. Moreoever,
it might raise the question why the dative in Japanese should not be seen as
the marker of a third sub-role associated with the Object rather than of the
independent relation of Dative. (There are two alternative solutions. One
would be to say that the Japanese and Kewa sentences have the role
constructions Agent + Agent and Instrumental + Patient, but to allow some
Agents as well as Patients to be Objects and some Instrumentals as well as
Agents to be Subjects, so that both still have the Subject + Object
construction. The other is to admit Subject + Subject and Instrumen-
tal + Object as additional relational constructions. Both solutions are quite
unacceptable within the framework proposed.)

There is equally a problem concerning the relation between case marking
and role in Latin. It was suggested in 2.3.1 that the arguments of verbs in
Latin that have dative rather than accusative case should be treated as Agent-
Subject + Dative), as the morphology suggests, rather than as having Patients
in the dative case. Yet it was not so obvious that the genitive and partitive
forms of Russian and Finnish (above) should equally be treated in terms of a
different role (the Partitive) rather than as having Patients in the genitive and
partitive. Other verbs in Latin require different cases, that do not easily lend
themselves to a similar interpretation. The verb UTOR 'use' takes the ablative,
the mark of an Instrumental. Notionally this makes some sense, but it seems
less plausible to say that the ablative here marks the grammatical role of
Instrumental, rather than saying that the Patient of UTOR is (non-
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prototypically) marked by the ablative case. Much more seriously, MEMINI

'remember' takes the genitive, which is normally not the marker of a
grammatical role, but of the possessive, associated with the noun. Yet the
genitive occurs as an apparent role marker in other languages, e.g. in Bengali
(see 2.5):

aamaar tomaake caai
I + GEN you need
'I need you'

It is arguable that the genitive indicates a distinct grammatical role, or that it
indicates a sub-role associated either with the Object or the Dative.

More surprising, there is evidence that, in Homeric Greek (and in the
tragedies of Aeschylus, but rarely elsewhere), the choice of case was to some
degree grammatically free, but dependent on the semantics. Thus with KLUO:

'hear', the case of the non-Subject may be accusative, genitive, dative or even
nominative:

ekluon aude:n (Horn. Od. 14.89)
they heard sound + ACC
They heard a sound'

mou . . . ekluon (Horn. Od. 15.300)
me + GEN they heard
They heard me'

eukhomeno:i moi ekluon
praying -I- DAT me + DAT they heard
They heard (complied with) my prayer'

kluein analkis (Aesch. Pr. 868)
to hear feeble + NOM
'to be called feeble'

The accusative is generally used of the thing heard, the genitive of the person
who speaks, while the dative indicates hearing with compliance or obeying
(though there is some variation in the use of these cases). The nominative
indicates 'being called or spoken of; it does not, however, appear to involve a
distinct argument, and so will not be considered further. Some of these
differences may be seen as different meanings of the verb, but there is no clear
way of distinguishing the meaning of the verb from the meaning of the case of
the noun. The accusative/dative contrast raises no problem, since it can be
handled in terms of Patient/Beneficiary. There is a different problem with the
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genitive: since it marks a difference in meaning (and is not determined by the
choice of verb as in Latin) there is a reason for treating it as a separate role,
or, like the partitive discussed above, as the mark of a sub-role of Patient.

There is, however, one (paradoxical) solution to all these problems - to say
that there is no simple solution within any framework. Whatever overall
analysis is provided some examples will be difficult to fit in except as
anomalies. The only claim for a typological framework is that it allows for
most of the relevant data to be presented and explained, not that it can
provide unique and definitive solutions for all problems.
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3
Accusative, ergative and agentive
systems

3.1 Ergative marking

In the discussion of English and other languages in 1.2.2, it was
seen that Agents and Patients (and, indirectly, Subjects and Objects) are
distinguished in terms of:

(i) word order,
(ii) morphology of the noun or pronoun,
(iii) agreement with the verb.

The use of the term 'Subject' implies, of course, the identification of S and A
(in active sentences), that identification being made in terms of these criteria.
There are, however, languages in which S is identified with P (using the same
criteria), these being generally known as 'ergative languages', though as
argued in 1.3.1 (and see below) we should talk rather about 'ergative systems'.

It may be that there are languages in which ergativity is marked by word
order, i.e. where S and P occupy the same position but a different one from
that of A. This distinction would not be possible in languages where both A
and P precede or follow the verb (and this covers very many languages of the
world), because in such languages A and P have different positions only in
relation to each other, but it would be possible if one of the terms preceded,
and the other followed, the verb.

In 1.3.1, Dyirbal was given as an example of a language with an ergative
system, ergativity being shown in the morphology of the noun: A alone is in
the ergative case (with suffix -ngu), while both P and S are in the (unmarked)
absolutive case. The use of case marking alone as a mark of ergativity is
found in other Australian languages, e.g. Warrungu (Tsunoda 1988: 598):

pama-ngku kamu-0 yangka-n
man-ERG water-ABS search-p/p
'A man looked/looks for water'
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A language that marks ergativity on the verb is Tzotzil (Mayan, Mexico,
Foley and Van Valin 1985: 312):

bat-em-0
gO-PERF-3SG + ABS

'He's gone'

s-max-ox-0
3 SG + ERG-hit-P AST- 3 SG + ABS
'He hit him'

It may be noticed that the affixes that mark agreement differ in position
within the verbal complex, the ergative being a prefix, and the absolutive
being a suffix. However, this difference in position is not reflected in the word
order, since both Agent and Patient (in the reverse order) follow the verb.

s-mil-ox-0 Xan li Petal e
3SG + ERG-kill-PAST-3sG + ABS John ART Peter
'Peter killed John'

Agreement with the verb is thus doubly marked, both by the form and the
position of the affixes. Comrie (1978: 339) notes that languages with ergative
marking on the verb alone are not rare, being found among North West
Caucasian languages and the Mayan languages of Mexico and Central
America. Examples from Quiche (Mayan, Guatemala) are:

k-at-ka-cuku-x
ASP-2SG + ABS-1 PL + ERG-Seek-ACT

'We seek you'

k-ox-a-cuku-x
ASP-1 PL + ABS-2SG + ERG-Seek-ACT
'You seek us'

Until recently, the language most commonly quoted as an example of
ergativity was Basque, which is spoken in the western Pyrenean region of
France and Spain, and is unrelated to any other known language. In Basque,
ergativity is marked both by the morphology of the noun and by agreement
with the verb, as illustrated by (Brettschneider 1979: 371):

ni-k gizona ikusi d-u-t
I-ERG man + ABS see 3SG + ABS-AUX- 1 SG + ERG

'I saw the man'
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gizona etorri d-a
man + ABS come 3SG + ABS-AUX

The man came'

Here T is marked as ergative both by the suffix -k and by the verbal suffix -t,
while 'man' (in both examples) is marked as absolutive both by the absence of
a suffix and by the verbal prefix a1-. There is a similar situation in Greenlandic
Eskimo (Woodbury 1977: 323):

arjut-ip arnaq-o taku-vaa
man-ERG woman-ABS see-iNDic + 3SG + 3SG
The man saw the woman'

There are two reasons why we should talk of 'ergative systems' rather than
'ergative languages'. First, in some languages the features that have been
considered here may point to conflicting conclusions about the accusative/
ergative distinction (see 3.2). Secondly, there are syntactic features that relate
to the distinction, such that language may be said to have accusative or
ergative syntax that is independent of, and often in conflict with, its
characterization in terms of word order and morphology (see 4.1).

There is a final comment. It has sometimes been thought that ergative
constructions are 'really' passives, since in passives P (promoted to
Subject) = S. (Alternatively, but less plausibly, active sentences could be
treated as antipassives in an ergative system.) The question depends on which
of the two constructions is considered to be basic and which derived. In
practice there is seldom a problem. In many languages the passive is
specifically marked on the verb (as is the antipassive), though this does not
establish which construction is basic in a language such as Latin where there
is both active and passive inflection. More importantly, in the active the
Agent and Patient have specific markers that are used primarily for them, e.g.
nominative and accusative case, whereas in the passive the Agent is either
deleted or marked as oblique or peripheral. Similar considerations hold for
the antipassive. However, some ergative systems appear to have passives
(6.5), and so two contrasting constructions, but these passives differ from
passives in accusative systems in that, although the Agent is demoted
(marked as oblique), the Patient does not acquire the relation of the Agent in
the active (it still has absolutive marking). Moreover, active sentences are
generally statistically more common than passive ones. If there is no
promotion and demotion device (passive or antipassive), there is, of course,
only one construction and no problem - either S = A or S = P.
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There are some problematic and borderline cases, but generally there is no
difficulty in identifying active and passive constructions in an accusative
system, and for treating ergative constructions as belonging to a different
system (but see 7.8 for further discussion). In some cases, however, the system
cannot be clearly identified as either accusative or ergative, as with the inverse
systems of 8.2.

3.2 Conflicting criteria

It is possible for a language to be ergative in terms of the
morphology of the noun, but accusative in terms of verbal agreement; an
example is Warlbiri, another Australian language (Hale 1973a: 309, 328), as
illustrated by:

rjatju ka-na pula-mi
1 + ABS PRES-1 +NOM shout-NONPAST

'I am shouting, I shout'

rjjuntululu ka-npa-tju rjatju njanji
2 + ERG TNS-2 + NOM-1 + ACC 1 + ABS See-NONPAST

'You see me'

rjatjululu ka-na-rjku njuntu njanji
1 ERG PRES-1 + NOM-2 + ACC 2 + ABS See-NONPAST

'I see you'

In these examples, the S of the intransitive and the P of the transitive
sentences are in the unmarked absolutive case (T/'me' in the first and second
and 'you' in the third), while the A is marked as ergative ('you' in the second
and T in the third). In terms of nominal morphology, then, Warlbiri is
ergative, with Absolutives (S = P) and Ergative (A). In terms of agreement
with the verb (on the tense marker), however, the S of the intransitive
sentence and the A (not the P) of the transitive sentences are marked in the
same way, as 'nominative' (T, 'you' and T respectively), while the P is
marked as 'accusative' ('me' and 'you'). In terms of verbal agreement, then,
Warlbiri is accusative, with Subjects (A = S) and Objects (P), which are in the
nominative and accusative case respectively.

Warlbiri is not unique. A similar situation seems to occur in Burushaski
(Pakistan, Morin and Tiffou 1988: 494, 509):
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ne hir-e phalo bok-i
the + MASC man-ERG seed + ABS SOW + PRET-3SG + MASC + SUBJ

The man planted the seeds'

ne hir yalt-i
the + MASC man + ABS yawn + PRET-3SG + MASC + SUBJ

The man yawned'

ne hir-e ja a-yortikin-i
the + MASC man-ERG 1 + ABS ISG + coMPL-drag + PRET-3SG + MASC + SUBJ

The man dragged me'

In the glosses, SUBJ and COMPL seem to be equivalent to NOM and ACC in
Warlbiri; Burushaski, too, then is accusative in verbal agreement, but ergative
in noun morphology.

The conclusion is clear. It is misleading to divide languages into those that
are ergative and those that are accusative. Warlbiri and Burushaski have
ergative noun-morphology systems, but accusative verbal-agreement systems.

3.3 Variation by grammatical category

In some languages there is a variation between an accusative and
an ergative system (or some other system), the variation being determined by
a grammatical category within the sentence: tense/aspect, class of NP and
main/subordinate clause. This is sometimes, somewhat misleadingly, referred
to as 'split ergativity' - it could equally well be called 'split accusativity'. A
fourth type of variation ('depending on the semantic nature of the verb') is
recognized by Dixon (1979: 80), but that is dealt with here as a distinct system
(agentivity) in 3.5.

3.3.1 Tense / Aspect

The clearest and most striking example is where the split is
determined by tense or aspect; where there is such a split, it is generally the
case that a past, perfect or perfective tense/aspect has an ergative system
while other tenses and aspects have an accusative system.
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Thus in Samoan (Milner 1973: 635), the perfective aspect has ergative
marking, with Agent marked and Patient unmarked, while the imperfective
has accusative marking, with Agent unmarked and Patient marked:

na va'ai-a e le tama le i'a
PAST look at-PERF ERG the boy the fish
The boy has spotted the fish'

na va'ai le tama i le i'a
PAST look at + IMPERF the boy OBJ the fish
The boy was looking at the fish'

Hindi is often quoted as a language that has a similar split, and the point is
made clear in the contrast between the imperfective and perfective forms
illustrated by (Allen 1951: 70, with transcription modified):

larka dorta he
boy(MASc) run + MASC AUX

The boy runs'

tarka bill! dekhta he
boy(MASc) cat(FEM) see + IMPERF -I- MASC AUX

The boy sees a cat'

tarke-ne bill! dekhl he
boy(MASc)-ERG cat(FEM) see + PERF + FEM AUX
The boy has seen a cat'

The first sentence is intransitive and it can be seen that the single term S
('boy') is unmarked morphologically, but agrees with the verb (in terms of
masculine gender). In the second sentence, which is transitive with an
imperfective verb, the Agent ('boy') and the Patient ('cat') are both unmarked
morphologically, but the Agent agrees with the verb; this, then, shows an
accusative system. In the third sentence, however, which is also transitive but
has a perfective verb, the (feminine) Patient ('cat') is unmarked and agrees
with the verb, while the Agent has a suffix which Allen calls 'instrumental',
but can clearly be regarded typologically as ergative, and which does not
agree with the verb; the system is clearly ergative.

Similar examples from Gujerati (Mistry 1976: 257, 245) are:

Ramesh pen kharid-t-o ha-t-o
Ramesh (MASC) pen(FEM) buy-iMPERF-MAsc AUX-IMPERF-MASC

'Ramesh was buying the pen'
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Ramesh-e pen kharid-y-i
Ramesh(MASc)-ERG pen(FEM) buy-PERF-FEM
'Ramesh bought the pen'

Other languages with a similar split system are, according to DeLancey (1981:
628) to be found in Australian, Austronesian, Mayan, Indo-Iranian, Tibeto-
Burman and Caucasian languages.

However, it would seem that there is seldom a simple accusative/ergative
split purely in term of tense/aspect. In Hindi, for instance, in the Perfective,
ergative, system, if the Patient is definite and animate, it is placed in the
dative case and does not show agreement with the verb (Allen 1951: 70):

larke-ne billi-ko dekha he
boy(MASC)-ERG Cat(FEM) + DAT See + PERF + MASC AUX

The boy has seen the cat'

Here 'cat' is dative and not in agreement with the verb. In fact with this
construction, there is no verbal agreement; the masculine marking on the verb
is not determined by agreement with 'boy', but is the 'impersonal' or 'neuter',
not in agreement with any of the NPs.

A split in terms of tense is also found in Nepali (cf. Bandhu 1973: 32, 4/20),
but, since person is also involved, this is discussed in the next section.
Georgian is also quoted by some as a language with a similar split, but the
situation there is far more complex, and is discussed in a separate section
(3.6.1).

There are other issues relating to case marking and the ergative/accusative
distinction in Hindi and other Indian languages. These are discussed in some
detail in 4.3.

3.3.2 Class of nominal

A second type of split depends on the type of nominal in A and P
position. One of the clearest examples is found in Dyirbal, where first and
second person pronouns are unmarked for A and S, but marked for P, while
third person pronouns and all nouns are unmarked for S and P, but marked
for A, as illustrated by (Dixon 1979: 87, but cf. Dixon 1972: 50 for a slightly
more complex statement):
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s
A
P

First and Second
-0

-0

-na

Third
- 0

-rjgu
- 0

The first set, then, has accusative morphology, the second has ergative
morphology. This split, involving first and second person pronouns versus all
other nominals, can probably be related to the empathy hierarchy (2.2); there
is discussion of this in 3.4.

There is a similar situation in Warrungu (Australia, Tsunoda 1988: 596),
with nouns having ergative marking and pronouns accusative marking. The
cases of the nouns are (quite naturally) shown as 'ergative' and 'absolutive',
while those of the pronouns are 'nominative' and 'accusative', the essential
difference between the two systems being that the S of intransitives is
identical with the absolutive for nouns, but with the nominative for
pronouns. This can be seen in:

pama yama-pi-n yati-karra-n (p. 599)
man + ABS SO-INTR-P/P laugh-REP-p/p [REPorted]
'The man was laughing like that'

pama-ngku warrngu mayka-n yama-nga-n (p. 599)
man-ERG woman + ABS tell- P/P SO-TRANS-P/P

'The man told the woman so'

ngaya waka-n (p. 615)
ISG + NOM rise-p/p
'I got up'

ngaya yina yangka-n (p. 599)
ISG + NOM 2SG + ACC search-p/p
'I looked for you'

The two systems can both be used in a single sentence:

nyula tyampa-n katyarra (p. 606)
3SG + NOM find-p/p possum + ABS
'He found possums'

It must be added, though, that, in both languages, this does not affect the
syntax, which is fully ergative (see 4.2). In other Australian languages,
however, there is a more complicated situation, and it has been argued that
there is an alternative solution to that of split systems. This is discussed in 3.4.
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Person is also involved in the split in Nepali, but in conjunction with tense

(see 3.3.1), in that all Agents are marked as ergative in the past tense, but the

third person singular alone is also marked as ergative in the nonpast.

Moreover, this affects only noun morphology, agreement with the verb

following an accusative pattern (see 3.2). This can be seen in (Masayoshi

Shibatani, personal communication):

mo shaw pau-chu

I apple get-NONPAST + 1

'I get an apple'

may-le shaw pa-e

I-ERG apple get-PAST + 1

'I got an apple'

us-le shaw pau-cha

he-ERG apple get-NONPAST + 3

'He gets an apple'

us-le shaw pa-yo

he-ERG apple get-PAST + 3

'He got an apple'

3.3.3 Main I subordinate clause

Dixon (1979: 96-8) also notes the possibility of a split determined

by the distinction between main and subordinate clauses, but adds that the

information is sparse, although the best example appears to be from

Shimshian (British Columbia/Alaska, Boas 1911) where subordinate clauses

have an ergative system, but main clauses have either an ergative system or no

marking, depending on the grammatical person of A and P.

Another language that has different marking in main and subordinate

clauses is Mam (Mayan, Central America, England 1983). The main clauses

have an ergative system, for both noun morphology and agreement with the

verb (pp. 2-3):

ma tz'-ok n-tzeeq'a-n-a

ASP 2SG + ABS-DIR lSG + ERG-hit-DS-lSG/2SG

[DiRectional, Directional suffix]
4I hit you'
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ma chin ok t-tzeeq'a-n-a
ASP lSG + ABS DIR 2SG +ERG-hit-DS-2sG/lSG

'You hit me'

ma chin b'eet-a
ASP ISG + ABS walk-lsG
'I walked'

ma 0-b'eet-a
ASP 2SG + ABS-walk-2sG
'You walked'

In subordinate clauses, however, both S and P, as well as A, are marked as
ergative (pp. 10, 14):

n-chi ooq' n-poon-a
ASP-3PL + ABS cry 1 SG + ERG-arrive-1 SG

'They were crying when I arrived'

o chin ooq'-a aj n-kub' t-tzeeq'a-n-a
ASP ISG + ABS cry-lsG when ISG + ERG-DIR 2sG + ERG-hit-DS-2sG/lsG
'I cried when you hit me'

The situation in Mam however, does not really illustrate a different system in
the subordinate clause; it shows, rather, that there is no distinguishing
system - S, A and P being undifferentiated. Moreover, although this may
seem a strange situation, there are examples of this lack of differentiation in
subordinate clauses in quite familiar accusative languages; thus, in Latin and
Classical Greek S and A (the 'subject'), as well as P (the 'object'), are in the
accusative case in clauses following verbs of reporting (the so-called
'accusative and infinitive construction'). Latin examples are:

Dixit Marcum venisse
he said Marcus + ACC to have come
'He said Marcus had come'

Narrant Romulum urbem condidisse
They relate Romulus + ACC city + ACC found-PERF + INF
'They say that Romulus founded a city'
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3.4 Systems with three basic relations

All the systems discussed so far handle the relationship between
S, A and P in terms of just two basic grammatical relations. The possibilities
are: for accusative systems S = A (Subject) and P (Object), for ergative
systems S = P (Absolutive) and A (Ergative) and for agentive systems SA = A
and SP = P (see 3.5).

There are languages, however, that mark all three (S, A and P) differently.
One such is Nez Perce (N.W. USA, Rude 1988: 547-8, 552):

haana-nm pee-'wiye wewukiye-ne
man-ERG 3ERG-shot elk-Do

The man shot an elk'

haama hipaayna
man 3 + NOM-came
The man came'

Here it can be seen that A is marked by ergative affixes on noun and verb, P
by the accusative ('DO') suffix on the noun, while S is marked solely by the
nominative prefix on the verb.

In several Australian languages, it seems that some nominals follow an
accusative system, others an ergative system, while yet others have distinct
markers for all three roles. Thus in Yidiny (Australia, Dixon 1911%), first and
second person pronouns have the same forms for S and A, while nouns have
the same forms for S and P as in (pp.126, 168):

s
A
P

I/me
rjayu
rjayu
rjajiaji

man
wagu:4a
wagu:4arjgu
wagu:4a

This is very similar to the situation in Dyirbal discussed in 3.3.2. With some
of the deictics, however, there are three forms, e.g. for the indefinite human
'who'/'someone' (p. 187):
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S wajia
A
P

In Diyari (Austin 1981a: 51, 61) there are three basic cases for women's
names, non-singular nouns or pronouns other than 1 and 2 singular, as in:

('person' + PL) nom.(S) kanawara
erg. (A) kanawarali
acc.(P) kanawarana

Men's names and singular common nouns follow an ergative pattern:

('stick') abs.(S/P) pita

erg.(A) pitali

Non-singular first and second person pronouns follow an accusative pattern:

('you' + PL) nom.(S/A) ura
acc.(P) yurana

There are two ways of dealing with this variation. It can be said that Yidiny
and Diyari have split systems, like those discussed in 3.2, but that the split is
into three types, with an ergative, an accusative and a three-relation system.
There is, however, an alternative solution: this is to say that there are three
different relations for all forms of the languages, but that some of the
distinctions are 'neutralized' or 'syncretized'. The three sets of forms given
above can be set out in a single paradigm:

S (nom.) kanawara pita yura
A (erg.) kanawarali pitali yura
P (ace.) kanawarana pita yurana

This solution reflects the use of the terms used for the cases by Austin
('nominative', 'ergative' and 'accusative'). On this analysis Diyari has a
simple three-relation system. Syncretism such as that suggested here is quite
common with inflected languages; in Latin, for instance, nominative and
accusative are different for some nouns (amicus/amicum 'friend'), but
identical for others (be Hum/be Hum 'battle'); the traditional account is not
that there are different systems, but that the nominative and accusative forms
of be Hum are the same.

It has been suggested (Goddard 1982) that a similar analysis could be
applied to all languages that have a split system for nominals, e.g. those
discussed in 3.3.2, Dyirbal or Warrungu. This, Goddard argues, uses a
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traditional approach to case, is the simplest explanation, accounts for most
Australian languages in the same way, and is partly supported by some
features of agreement. These are not, however, conclusive arguments. The
case for reducing the split systems to a single three-relation system is certainly
more plausible when one of the systems already is a three-relation system, as
in Diyari; it is less strong when there are just two systems, accusative and
ergative, as in Dyirbal. The fact that the three-relation system is wide-spread
in Australian languages may be of importance in a generalized description of
such languages, but less so in a typological description of the languages of the
world, and the issue of simplicity is open to question.

The main objection to this solution is that it disguises the fact that there is
any split at all, which is of interest for its own sake in the light of discussion
about ergative and accusative systems, but may also be of relevance to issues
of animacy as discussed in 2.2 and 8.2. Dixon (1979: 85ff.) argues that the
animacy (or empathy - see 2.2) hierarchy suggests the greater likelihood of
such first and second person pronouns functioning as agents (though this is
rejected by Goddard). The argument would be that NPs that are higher on
the animacy hierarchy are more likely to be agents and that there is,
therefore, no need to indicate that they are Agents by specific marking (and
this favours an accusative system), while those lower on the hierarchy are less
likely to be agents and that there is a need to indicate, by marking, if they are
Agents (and this favours an ergative system). This argument is supported by
the fact that, in at least one language, which has an agentive, not an
accusative or ergative, system, (N. Porno, see 3.5.3), where the Agent is
human, it is unmarked morphologically, while the Patient is marked, and,
conversely, where the Agent is non-human, it is marked, while the Patient is
unmarked.

Moreover, the same kind of arguments as those used by Goddard could be
used wherever there are conflicting systems in a language, e.g. noun
morphology vs. verbal agreement, as in Warlbiri (3.2), or morphology vs.
syntax, as in Tzotzil (4.2). Here, too, it would be possible to conflate the two
systems by stating separately the combined function of each S, A and P, but
that would seem to be far less insightful and far more complicated than
saying that there are two systems, one ergative, the other accusative.

3.5 Agentive systems

There are languages in which the single term of the intransitive
(S) is not identical either with the Agent (A) of transitives, as in accusative
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systems, or the Patient (P), as in ergative systems, but varies in its marking,
being sometimes identical with A, sometimes with P. An illustration of such a
system in E. Porno was given in 1.3.1. A further set of examples may be taken
from Lakhota (Siouan, USA, Van Valin 1985: 365-6):

ma-ya-kte 'You killed me'
lSG + PAT-2SG + AGT-kill

0-wa-kte 'I killed him'

3SG + PAT-1SG 4- AGT-kill

ni-0-kte 'He killed you'

2SG + PAT-3SG + AGT-kill

wa-hi 'I arrived'
lsG + AGT-arrive

ma-khuze 'I am sick'
ISG + PAT-sick

ya-?u 'You are coming'
2SG + AGT-come

ni-hgiske 'You are tall'
2SG + PAT-tall

The first three sentences are transitive and establish the markers for Agent
and Patient. In particular, it can be seen that the agentive and patientive
markers for first person are wa and ma respectively and those for second
person ya and ni. The next four sentences are intransitive, and show the
agentive case being used for the single arguments of 'arrive' and 'come', but
the patientive with the arguments of '(be) sick' and '(be) tall'.

The term 'split intransitive' is often used to describe this type of system, but
although this clearly indicates the nature of the system, it is not satisfactory
because the term 'split' is used in a rather different sense in 'split ergativity'
(3.3) and especially because these 'split intransitives' are often also involved in
a split in this other sense (below, 3.5.3). In earlier literature such systems were
referred to as 'Active', but that too is an unsuitable term in view of its use to
distinguish active and passive voice. Since the terms 'ergative' and
'accusative' are used for systems which typically have ergative and accusative
cases, it is reasonable to refer to this third type of system as 'agentive'.

Agentive systems are treated by Dixon (1979: 80) as a fourth type of split
ergativity, in addition to those considered in 3.3, 'split according to semantic
nature of the verb'. This, however, leads to a paradoxical situation, which
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results from the fact that in this system it is the term in the intransitive
construction that varies in its marking, whereas the difference between the
other two systems lies in the marking of the terms in the transitive
construction. An interpretation of agentive systems in terms of split ergativity
would lead to a situation in which a single transitive construction is
characterized as either ergative or accusative depending on the choice of the
intransitive construction with which it was compared: it would be accusative
when compared with an agentive intransitive construction, but ergative when
compared with a patientive one. It is obviously preferable to treat the system
as a distinct type, neither accusative nor ergative, and to locate the
distinguishing feature in the intransitive forms alone.

Since the two types of S are represented as SA and SP, the system can be
characterized as involving SA = A, and Sp = P, as compared with the
accusative system S = A and the ergative system S = P, and Agentive and
Patientive may be seen as the two relevant grammatical relations (see 1.3.2).

3.5.1 Basic systems

Examples similar to those just discussed are to be found in
Guarani (Mithun 1991: 511-13, interpreting Gregores and Suarez 1967). The
Agentive and Patientive forms of the first person are identified as a- and ir-
respectively in:

a-gweru aina 'I am bringing them now'
se-reraha 4It will carry me off

The same forms are used as alternative markers of the S of intransitive
constructions:

a-xa 'I go'
se-rasi 4I am sick'

Slightly less obvious is the situation in Acehnese (Sumatra, Durie 1985: 45)
where Agentive is marked compulsorily on the verb by a prefix and Patientive
by an optional suffix:

ka lon-poh-geuh
already 1 + AGT-hit-3 4- PAT
T hit him'
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Ion lon-jak
I 1 + AGT-go
'I am going'

gopnyan carong(-geuh)
he clever (-3 + PAT)
'He is clever'

The choice of Agentive or Patientive S is largely determined lexically, some
verbs requiring a Patientive others an Agentive S (though with considerable
differences in their meanings - see 3.5.2). However, in some languages, some
verbs occur with either Patientive or Agentive S, usually with a clear change
of meaning. Thus in Guarani karu means 'to dine' with the Agentive but 'be a
glutton' with the Patientive. Similar examples may be found in E. Porno
(California, McLendon 1978: 2-3):

ha* wa-dukiya 'I'm going'
wi ?eckiya 'I sneezed'
ha* c'exelka 'I'm sliding'
wi c'exelka 'I'm slipping'

ha- and wi are the agentive and patientive forms of the first person singular,
so that 'go' is agentive (i.e. requires agentive S), while 'sneeze' is patientive;
the third verb is either, being agentive when having the meaning of (actively,
voluntarily) sliding, but patientive when having the meaning of (involunta-
rily, accidentally) slipping. There is a similar feature in Batsbi (Caucasian,
Comrie 1978: 366), which has been compared with E. Porno, where 'fall' may
be either agentive or patientive:

t%o naizdra% qitra
we + PAT to ground fell
'We fell to the ground (not our fault)'

a-t%o naizdra% qitra
AGT-we to ground fell
'We fell to the ground (through our own carelessness)'

Where there is either agentive or patientive marking with the same verb,
Dixon (1979: 80) talks of 'fluid-S marking' as opposed to 'split-S marking'.

Some languages have three forms of S, which may be characterized as
Agentive, Patientive and Dative (SA, SP and SD). This is true of Choctaw
(Oklahoma, Heath 1977: 204):
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is-iya-h
2SG + AGT-gO-PRES

'You are going'

si-(y)abi:ka-h
ISG + PAT be sick-PRES
'I am sick'

im-acokma-h
3 + DAT-feel good-PRES
'He feels good'

This could be handled in terms of the agentive and patientive intransitives,
plus an impersonal structure with the Dative, similar to those discussed in 2.5.
With agentive languages, however, it might be simpler to treat this as an
example of a three-way distinction, with Agentive, Patientive and Dative S.

The two-term constructions of Choctaw are even more complex, e.g.
(Heath 1977: 207):

hattak-at oho:yoh(-a) 0-0-pisa-h
man-suBj woman-OBL 3AGT-3pAT-see-PRES
'Man sees woman'

hattak-at oho:yoh(-a) 0-i-hiyjya-h
man-suBj woman-OBL 3AGT-3DAT-stand-PRES
'Man wait for woman'

hattak-at oho:yoh(-a) j-0-nokso:pa-h
man-suBj woman-OBL 3DAT-3PAT-be afraid-PRES
'Man is afraid of woman'

Here there are two distinct systems, like those discussed in 3.2. The
morphology of the noun is accusative and distinguishes Agent-Subject and
Patient-Object, but the marking in the verb uses all three cases, and has the
combinations agentive + patientive, agentive + dative and dative + patientive
(or, rather, patientive + dative, for the case markers are reversed - the dative
refers to the cause, 'the woman', and the patientive to the experiencer 'the
man').

These constructions have some similarity with constructions found in
ergative systems, Ergative + Absolutive, Ergative + Dative and Absolu-
tive + Dative respectively. (The first and third are quite typical transitive
and intransitive constructions of an ergative system, while the second is of a
less usual type (see 7.4). However, the fact that the single term of the
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intransitive construction may be agentive or patientive (as well as dative)
means that the accusative/ergative distinction cannot be made, and that the
system is clearly neither, but agentive. Nevertheless, the constructions can be
treated, in a parallel fashion to those of the ergative system, in terms of the
roles/relations Agentive, Patientive and Dative, to give the combinations
Agentive + Patientive, Agentive + Dative and Patientive + Dative.

There is a problem, however, with some two-term constructions. In E.
Porno, with verbs such as love', 'hate' and 'miss', both terms are marked as
patientive, e.g. (McLendon 1978: 6):

miral wi mara
3SG + FEM + PAT 1SG + PAT love
'I love her'

Similarly, Lakhota (Mithun 1991: 517) has a number of double patientive
constructions (-«/- and -ma- are the second and first person singular
patientive forms):

iye-ni-ma-checa 'I look like you'
i-ni-ma-ta 'I am proud of you'

It is debatable whether these should be treated as Patientive + Patientive
constructions, although this is what the morphology suggests, since it is
generally to be assumed that in a two-term construction, the roles and
relations of the terms will be different. The problem is similar to that of the
Japanese construction with 'like', which has both terms marked as
nominative (2.8): there is no simple solution.

3.5.2 Meaning

The classification of intransitive verbs as either agentive (with
Agentive S) or patientive (with Patientive S) in a particular language is not
wholly arbitrary, but is based, to a limited extent, on a difference of meaning;
in particular, it depends on the notion of agency, the arguments of agentive
verbs being more like agents and those of patientive verbs more like patients,
though in some cases aspectual features are also involved. However, it is well
known from other grammatical categories that there is seldom if ever, a one-
to-one correspondence between grammatical class and meaning. Meaning
alone does not fully, or even extensively, account for the choice of agentive or
patientive marking, and languages differ in the way in which they make the
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distinction. The most detailed and convincing account of the semantics of the
distinction yet published is by Mithun 1991.

The distinguishing feature in Guarani (Mithun 1991: 512-14, reanalysing
Gregores and Suarez 1967) appears to be one of aspect in that verbs that
denote events are agentive and verbs that denote states are patientive:

a-xa
se-rasi'

Other verbs are:

Agentive
gwata
ke

yeka
mano

I go
'I am sick'

'walk'
'sleep'
'split'
'die'

Patientive
karji-
kane?6'
-aku
arjata

'be weak'
'be tired'
'be hot'
'be anxious'

Yet, in these terms there is no very clear distinction between events and states;
-A:/-'rain' 'counts as' an event in Guarani, but -aiviru?i 'drizzle' as a state.

However, Guarani is not typical, since in other languages it is agency
rather than aspect that determines the distinction, agency being defined,
following Foley and Van Valin (1984: 29) in terms of 'the participant which
performs, effects, instigates or controls the situation'. This is clearly true of
Lakhota and Central Porno (Mithun 1991: 515-21). Thus in Lakhota the
agency distinction cuts across that of aspect (event/state):

ma-wa-ni
wa-thi
ma-waste
ma-t'e

'I walk'
'I live, dwell'
'I'm good'
'I fainted, died'

(agentive, event)
(agentive, state)
(patientive, state)
(patientive, event)

Yet there is an interesting difference in the way these two languages treat
verbs such as 'cough', 'sneeze' etc. In Lakhota they are all agentive as in (with
-wa- for first person):

wa-psa 'I sneezed'
suwathe 'I missed my aim, failed'
wa-glepa 'I vomit'
iyo-wa-ya 'I yawn'

In Central Porno such verbs are patientive; examples with to- as first person
patientive marker are:
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to- ?es?esya 'I sneezed'
to* dalasciw 'I missed'
to- msatciw 'I blushed'
to- syesyew T tremble'

The issue here, Mithun suggests, is control: control by an agent is not an
essential part of agency in Lakhota, so that verbs which are performed but
not controlled are still agentive, while, in Central Porno, control is essential,
and without it, a verb is patientive.

There is, however, another feature required for patientive marking in
Central Porno, that of 'affectedness' (being affected by the situation).
Inherent states by which the particiant is not significantly affected are
represented by agentive verbs (?a- is the first person agentive marker):

?a- ?e qol 'I'm tall'
?a* ?e q'di 'I'm good'
?a- ?e nasay 'I'm blind'

However, with inchoatives, where, apparently, the participant is affected by
the change of state, the marking is patientive. There are contrasts such as:

yem ?e ?a- 'I am old' (agentive)
yemaq' to- 'I have become old' (patientive)

Moreover, only nominals referring to humans can appear in the patientive in
either transitive or intransitive constructions; all other nominals are
unmarked.

Caddoan languages (Texas, Oklohoma) are rather like Central Porno in
respect of agency, control and affectedness (Mithun 1991: 525-8), but,
unexpectedly, 'lose' and 'die' are agentive (ci:- and -hi- are agentive markers):

ci:-yunih?nah 'I lost (something)'
ha-ki-hahyusa? 'we die'

Mohawk (Iroquoian, New York and Quebec) provides a far less tidy
situation (Mithun 1991: 528-36). Agency seems again to be the main feature,
but there are some anomalies. Verbs of performance without control are
divided; some are agentive, others patientive {-k- is the first person agentive
marker, -wak- the patientive marker):
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wa?-k-ahsa?ke? 'I coughed' (agentive)
wa?-k-atstike? 'I vomited' (agentive)
wak-hnyo:tskare? 'I have the hiccoughs' (patientive)
wa?te-wak-i?tsuhkwe? 'I sneezed' (patientive)

Even more surprisingly, some verbs denoting events under control are
patientive:

te-wak-h^ rehta? 'I yell'
wak-yo?te? 'I work'
ye-wakatye?s 4I throw (it)'

Mithun suggests that these are to be accounted for historically, with meaning
change. (There is further discussion of Mohawk in 3.5.3.)

A rather different point is made by Merlan (1985), that in most of the
agentive systems one of the two verb classes can be considered to be the
'specialized' class. Thus in Lakhota it is the agentive type of verb that forms
the specialized class, this class being both smaller and specifiable or 'marked'
semantically, whereas in E. Porno it is the patientive type that forms the
specialized class. What is surprising is that these specialized classes share the
characteristic of being largely restricted to verbs relating to animates, even
though they may be semantically opposites; thus 'sneeze' is found in the
specialized classes of both Lakhota and E. Porno (McLendon 1978: 3), but is
in the agentive class in the first, and the patientive class in the second.

3.5.3 Variation by grammatical category

Agentivity is often not a feature of the whole language, but is
restricted to, or differs with, some other grammatical category; there is, that
is to say, a split.

Person is involved in Lakhota, in that only first and second person have
agentive/patientive markers. In E. Porno, however, not only is the agentive/
patientive marking restricted to pronouns, kinship terms and proper names,
but it is also the case that common nouns operate within an ergative system,
the only marker being the ergative suffix -a (McLendon 1978: 5):

buraqall-a mip-al sak'a
bear-ERG 3SG-PAT killed
'A bear killed him'
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This is similar to the 'split ergativity' discussed in 3.3.2, the split here being
agentive/ergative instead of accusative/ergative. Moreover, it can be linked
with the issue of the empathy hierarchy discussed in 2.2 and 3.4. It is worth
noting that, in the closely related language N. Porno (Croft 1991: 168), the
case marking of agentive and patientive is split in terms of human and non-
human. With human nominals agentive is unmarked, but the patientive is
marked with -al, while with non-human nominals the agentive is marked by
ya\ but the patientive is unmarked. This marking suggests that humans are
the most natural agents and non-human the most natural patients, the most
natural role being unmarked. (This was the argument used in 3.4 to account
for the accusative/ergative split in languages such as Dyirbal.) Mithun (1991:
542) mentions another language, Koasati, (Kimball 1985) in which noun
morphology follows an accusative pattern but pronominal prefixes on the
verb show an agentive system. (The converse is true of Georgian - see 3.6.1.)

In some of the Mayan languages, the agentive/patientive distinction does
not depend upon the lexical type of verb, but on aspect. Thus in Jakaltek, in
the completive tense S has the form associated with P, but in the progressive
the form associated with A (Craig 1976 and Nora England personal
communication):

x-ach wayi
COMPL-2SG + PAT sleep
'You slept'

x-ach hin laq'a
COMPL-2SG + PAT ISG + AGT embrace
'I embraced you'

lanhan ha wayi
PROG 2SG + AGT sleep

'You are sleeping'

lanhan hach hin laq'ni
PROG 2SG -I- PAT ISG + AGT embrace

'I am embracing you'

In Mohawk, as was seen in 3.5.2, the distinction is mostly determined by the
class of verb, but, in addition, all verbs have patientive markers in the perfect
apsect (Mithun 1991: 533):
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k-aht4tye?s 'I go away' (agentive)
wak-aht^tyu 'I have gone away' (patientive)

This is capable of explanation: since the aspectual distinction of state/event is
involved in the agentive/patientive classification of lexical intransitive verbs,
it is also used grammatically to distinguish perfects and progressives, which
generally indicate states rather than events, from other tenses, which do not.

Other languages with agentivity dependent on both verb class and tense/
aspect are discussed by Merlan (1985). A far more complex system is
discussed in 3.6.2.

Rather different is the situation in Acehnese, which was shown to have an
agentive system in 3.5.1. There are two verbal morphemes, which actually
change an intransitive verb from patientive to agentive or from agentive to
patientive (Durie 1985: 47-50). Thus meu- converts from patientive to
agentive:

saket 'feel pain'
meu-saket 'suffer with endurance'
seunang '(be) happy'
meu-seunang 'enjoy oneself

The first and third forms occur with Patientive S, the other two with Agentive
S, and the morpheme is said to 'add the element of control to a basically
uncontrolled root'. The converse is to be seen with the morpheme ten- in an
example in which the otherwise agentive verbs 'go' and 'stand' are marked as
patientive because of the 'subject's loss of control':

jih teu-jak teu-dong lagee ureueng gadoh tuwah
he DC-go DC-stand manner person lost mind [Decontrol]
'He is wandering about stopping and starting as though out of his
mind'

However, both of these two morphemes have other functions, particularly
with transitives, where, essentially, they act as intransitivizers. Thus teu- may
indicate a completed state with no mention of the Agent:

Ion croh pisang
I fry banana
'I fry bananas'

pisang nyan ka teu-croh
banana that already DC-fry
'Those bananas are already fried'
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This can be explained in terms of loss of control, but, it is less easy to explain
in intransitivizing functions of the other morpheme, meu-, which converts a
transitive verb into an intransitive neuter:

gantung 'hang' (trans) meu gantung 'hang' (intrans)
som 'hide' (trans) meu-som 'hide' (intrans)

It also expresses the notion of accidental action:

bak kayee nyan ka meu-koh (le Ion)
tree wood that already DC-cut (by I)
'I accidentally cut down that tree'

This is unexpected, since in the earlier examples meu- was shown to add an
element of control, yet here is glossed in terms of decontrol. Possibly this is
simply a different but homonymous morpheme, as, indeed, Durie suggests.

3.5.4 Other types of agentivity

It has been suggested that the distinction between agentive and
patientive verbs can be made for English, such verbs as DIE and GROW being
essentially patientive, while JUMP and COME are agentive. (In the context of
languages such as English, however, instead of 'agentive' and 'patientive', the
rather opaque terms 'unergative' and 'unaccusative' (Perlmutter 1978) are
generally used.) Part of the argument for this is that the 'patientive' verbs
cannot occur in the imperative or with adverbs such as deliberately as shown
by the impossible:

•Grow tall!
*He deliberately grew tall.

However, this is more of a semantic than a grammatical distinction, involving
a meaning-based tendency rather than a firm grammatical rule. It is possible
to use DIE and GROW in imperatives, although they are not so easily
contextualized: a daughter seeing her mother suffering might say Please die,
while a parent who has told a child that certain foods will make him tall
might say Come on, eat up and grow tall!

Another feature that has been adduced to show the agentive/patientive
distinction is that in some languages certain intransitive verbs, but not others,
have 'impersonal' passives (see 5.5). It has been pointed out that generally
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only 'agentive' verbs may have such passives. Thus, in Dutch, 'swim', but not
'drown' can have such a passive (Perlmutter 1978: 168-9):

in de zomer wordt er hier vaak gezwommen
in the summer becomes it here often swum
There is often swimming here in the summer'

*In de zomer wordt er hier vaak verdronken
in the summer becomes it here often drowned

There is often drowning here in the summer'

Similarly, in Italian, some intransitive verbs require the auxiliary avere 'have',
others the auxiliary essere or both, to form their perfect tense (Van Valin
1990: 232):

avere essere both
parlare 'talk' arrivare 'arrive' correre 'run'
piangere 'cry' sembrare 'seem' volare 'fly'
ballare 'dance' affondare 'sink' fiorire 'bloom'

The first set are, it is suggested, all activity verbs, the second all state,
accomplishment or achievement verbs, while the third may be either (with a
difference in meaning, which would be expressed in English by tense/aspect -
e volato 'he has flown', ha volato 'he flew'. It is also noted that only the
activity verbs that take avere may be followed by an adverbial indicating a
period of time, e.g. per urior a 'for an hour'; the state verbs cannot, and this is
true of the state verbs of English too. Here there are similarities to two of the
features discussed in the previous sections, the 'fluid' systems of 3.5.1 and the
involvement of tense/aspect discussed in 3.5.3.

However, it is not wholly true that Italian uses essere, rather than avere,
only with verbs of state, for essere is used with reflexives, which are usually
activity verbs and clearly transitive, e.g. (Lepschy and Lepschy 1977: 136):

Si e lavato le mani
REFL ESSERE + 3SG + PRES washed the hands
'He washed his hands'

However, Vincent (1982: 96) suggests that the use ofessere with reflexives has
been influenced by the statistically more preponderant use of the reflexives as
mediopassives (see 6.1), which are essentially intransitive and non-agentive.

On a rather different point, agentivity may be marked morphologically.
Thus in Cupeno (Uto-Aztecan, Hill 1969: 349-50), there are many verbs that
occur with one of two suffixes -ine and -yaxe. One of the functions of the
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contrast between these two suffixes is the contrast between intentional and
accidental activity:

ne?en pipiqnen 'I touched it'
ne?en pipiqneyex 'I bumped into it by accident'
ne?en piwecaxnen 'I threw it down'
ne?en piwecaxneyex 'I dropped it accidentally'

Semantically, this is very like the patientive/agentive contrast. However,
another function is to distinguish transitive and neuter counterparts of the
same verb:

ne?en cawelnen kelaweti 'I shook the stick'
kelawet cawelpeyex The stick shook'

Although this involves different constructions, it shares with the other
function the contrast of agency/control and lack of agency/control (though
with the added feature than there is no mention of any performer of the
action).

The issues of control as discussed here and in 3.5.3 are very complex and
varied across languages, and seem to involve many different features,
including agency, 'neuter' verbs, reflexivity etc. An attempt to deal with all
such issues is to be found in Klaiman 1991.

3.6 Georgian and Tabassaran

A brief account of two languages from the Caucasus, Georgian
(Harris 1981, 1982) and Tabassaran (Kibrik 1985), is given in this section in
order to illustrate the ways in which languages may have extensive agentive
systems affecting both intransitive and transitive constructions and also, in
the case of Georgian, tense/aspect, yet also have either accusative or ergative
characteristics. Both have been characterized as ergative, but analysis of them
in terms of agentivity provides a simpler description and avoids begging
questions.

The analysis of their systems rests on a case system of three terms, which
are called 'ergative', 'nominative' and 'dative' in Harris 1981 and Kibrik,
though Harris 1982 replaces 'ergative' by 'active'. Since the analysis presented
here involves agentivity, these will be replaced by 'agentive', 'patientive' and
'dative' respectively. (For the conventions for the verbal agreement markers
see below.)
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3.6.1 Georgian

Although it is clear from Harris 1981 that Georgian has a
complicated morphology, its basic system of grammatical relations proves to
be fairly simple, if unusual, when compared to the systems of more familiar
languages.

An agentivity system of three terms, Agentive, Patientive and Dative, like
that of Choctaw (3.5.1), seems to be clearly shown for both one-term
(intransitive) and two-term constructions by the morphological marking of
third person NPs in terms of the three cases, the choice of case depending on
the lexical class of verb ('class' in the sense required here, not in terms of
Harris' verb classes, which are morphological).

Intransitive verbs are illustrated by (Harris 1981: 40, 132):

ninom daamtknara
Nino + AGT yawn + 3SUBJ + AOR

'Nino yawned'

vaxtangi ekimi iqo
Vaxtang + PAT doctor be + 3SUBJ + AOR

'Vaxtang was a doctor'

tusays sioda
prisoner-DAT hunger + 3io + AOR
'The prisoner was hungry'

Two-term verbs follow a similar pattern with three types of case marking for
the first NP (1981: 1, 40, 1982: 302):

glex-ma datesa simind-i
peasant-AGT sow + 3SUBJ + 3DO + AOR COHI-PAT

'The peasant sowed corn'

mama mouqva motxroba-s nino-s
father + PAT tell + 3SUBJ + 3io + 3DO + AOR story-DAT Nino-DAT
'Father told a story to Nino'

cems megobar-s gasayeb-i dakarga
my friend-DAT key-PAT lose + 3SUBJ + 3IO + AOR

'My friend lost his key'

(A three-term construction form is given for the second of these because
neither work contains an example of a relevant two-term construction.) The
marking system of these may be summarized as:
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(i) agentive patientive
(ii) patientive dative

(iii) dative patientive

For ease of reference, these patterns (and those of the intransitives) will be
referred to as the 'agentive', 'patientive', and 'dative' constructions.

So far the examples have shown contrasting patterns in terms of verb class.
The three patterns also affect the tense-aspect system of one class of verb
only, both one-term and two-term. This class is exemplified by the first
sentence of each set of three above; the other verb classes have the same
pattern in all tenses and aspects. Examples of variation in terms of tense/
aspect are (Harris 1981: 40-1, 135, 1):

nino-m daamtknara (agentive)
Nino-AGT yawn + 3SUBJ + AOR

'Nino yawned'

nino amtknarebs (patientive)
Nino 4- PAT yawn + 3SUBJ + PRES

'Nino yawns/is yawning'

merab-s turme daumtknarebia (dative)
Merab- + DAT apparently yawn + 3io + PERF

'Merab apparently (has) yawned'

glex-ma datesa simind-i (agentive)
peasant-AGT sow + 3SUBJ + 3DO + AOR corn-PAT
'The peasant sowed corn'

glex-i tesavs simind-s (patientive)
peasant-PAT sow + 3SUBJ + 3DO + PRES corn-DAT

'The peasant sows corn'

glex-s dautesavs simind-i (dative)
peasant-DAT sowed + 3SUBJ + 3io + PERF COOI-PAT

'The peasant has sown corn'

The discussion so far has been concerned with the case system, which is
clearly agentive. In terms of agreement with the verb, however, the situation
is different, as shown by the examples above. The system is accusative, and
Harris handles it in terms of Subject, Direct Object and Indirect Object. (The
glosses S, DO and IO are used in Harris 1982, but SUBJ is preferred to S here;
in Harris 1981 the pronouns 'he', T , 'her' etc. are used as glosses.) This is
clearly illustrated by the examples given above. It will be seen that with the
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agentive and patientive constructions, there is Subject marking for the single
term of the one-term construction and for the first term of the two-term
construction (the other term being marked as Object). In terms of verbal
agreement then, these constructions are quite simply intransitive and
transitive in an accusative system. There is, however, a difference in the
case marking, the Subject (in terms of agreement) is in the agentive case in the
agentive construction, but in the patientive case in the patientive
construction, and, similarly, the Object is either patientive or dative. There
is, then, a split like that discussed in 3.3.2, but in this case a split between
agentive and accusative, instead of ergative and accusative, with noun
morphology being agentive, and verbal agreement marking accusative.

With the third (dative) construction, the NP marked as dative is marked as
Indirect Object in verbal agreement, while the patientive NP has Subject
agreement (as argued by Harris 1981: 121-2). This is not wholly unexpected,
for the lexical verbs involved are almost entirely verbs of experience or modal
verbs, such as 'be hot', 'be hungry', 'love', 'remember', 'be able to': it follows
the common pattern with experiencers discussed in 2.5 in which the
experiencer is treated as a Dative, but placed first, while the entity
experienced is the Subject, or (for intransitives) there is an impersonal
Subject.

Although Georgian may seem complex, there is, it would appear, a fairly
neat and consistent overall pattern, with an agentive case system affecting
both one-term and two-term constructions and an accusative agreement
system, these involving three classes of verb and three classes of tense/aspect.
However, there are two other points worth noting.

First, some verbs with agentive Subjects may have either patientive Direct
Objects or dative Indirect Objects (Harris 1982: 302):

Jariskac-ma das3lia mter-i
soldier-AGT overcome + 3SUBJ + 3DO + AOR enemy-PAT
'The soldier defeated the enemy'

jariskac-ma S3lia mter-s
soldier-AGT overcome + 3SUBJ + 3io + AOR enemy-DAT
'The soldier defeated the enemy'

This provides another construction (Subject + Indirect Object) with another
sequence of case marking (agentive + dative), additional to those already
noted; such constructions are found in other accusative systems.

Secondly, many 'affective predicates' (Harris 1982: 302) have either the
agentive-Subject + Object or dative-Dative + Subject construction:
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cemma megobar-ma gasayeb-i dakarga
my friend-AGT key-PAT lose-3suBJ + 3DO + AOR
'My friend lost his key'

cems megobar-s gasayeb-i dakarga
my friend-DAT key-PAT lose-3suBJ + 3io + AOR
'My friend lost his key'

With some verbs, that is to say, there is a choice between the 'normal'
transitive construction and the experiencer construction with 'dative
subjects'. It is not surprising that 'lose' should be one such verb, since the
human involved can be seen as both agent (without control) and experiencer.

3.6.2 Tabassaran

Tabassaran (Kibrik 1985) is like Georgian in that there is a
complex system of case marking and an independent system of verbal
agreement, but differs from it in the functions of its noun morphology and
verbal agreement marking and in the fact that there is no variation according
to tense/aspect.

Basically there are four types of two-term construction. With agentive
terminology used for the glosses (rather than Kibrik's ergative terminology),
these may be illustrated by:

cuSu ci RurSnu (p. 279)
brother+ AGT sister+PAT beat
'Brother beat sister'

6u5u cufiuz Rivnu (p. 281)
brother + AGT sister + DAT hit
'Brother hit sister'

£e cuSuz Rigilnu (p. 282)
brother + PAT sister + DAT look at
'Brother looked at sister'

cufiuz ci Rarqlnu (p. 283)
brother + DAT sister + PAT see
'Brother saw sister'
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The cases of the nouns for each of the verbs exemplified are:

'beat' agt pat

'hit' agt dat
'look at' pat dat
'see' dat pat

With verbal agreement markers, the situation is different, although they can
also be described and glossed as 'agentive', 'patientive' and 'dative'. These
markers, however, are restricted to first and second person, and there is the
complication that the pronouns themselves (not their agreement markers) do
not make the agentive/patientive distinction. However, this can be resolved
by comparison with the nouns, as will be shown in the examples below, where
'AGT(PAT)' and '(AGT)PAT' indicate that, although the forms are the same, their
cases can be identified as agentive and patientive respectively. Compared with
the examples above, the four possibilities with pronouns are exemplified by
(with optional markers also shown in brackets):

uzu uvu Rurfiun-za-(vu) (p. 279)
I + AGT(PAT) you + (AGT)PAT beat-lsG + AGT-(2SG + PAT)

'I beat you'

uzu uvuz Rivun-za-(vuz) (p. 280)
I + AGT(PAT) yOU + DAT hit-lSG + AGT-(2SG + DAT)

'I hit you'

uzu uvuz Rigilun-za-(vuz) (p. 281)
I + (AGT)PAT you + DAT looked at-lsG + AGT-(2SG + DAT)

'I looked at you'

uzuz uvu Rarqlun-zuz (p. 282)
I + DAT you + (AGT)PAT see- ISG + DAT

'I saw you'

In terms of verbal agreement, there are only three possibilities, with the same
pattern for 'hit' and 'look at':

'beat'
'hit', 'look at'
'see'

agt
agt
dat

(pat)
(dat)

Moreover, since the pronouns themselves are not distinguished morpholo-
gically for agentive/patientive, there is no overt distinction at all between
these two types of verb with pronouns, although they would be different in
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terms of the morphology of nouns, as noted earlier and as suggested by the
glosses 'AGT(PAT)' and '(AGT)PAT'.

With intransitives, the single NP is in the patientive case, if it is a noun:

ci Ranu (p. 296)
sister + PAT came
'Sister came'

ci aldaknu
sister + PAT fell
'Sister fell'

(If these intransitives are compared with the 'beat' construction above, which
is the most typical transitive construction (see 3.6.3), the system would appear
to be ergative. The first and second pronouns provide no evidence for or
against this conclusion since they do not distinguish between agentive and
patientive.)

The verbal agreement system, however, distinguishes agentive and
patientive, but only for first and second person:

daqun-za (p. 278)
lay down-1 SG + AGT
'I lay down'

RarRun-zu
freeze- 1SG + PAT
'I froze'

Some verbs have either type of marking according to their meaning:

Ru3un-za 'I remained (voluntarily)' (p. 278)
Ru3un-zu 'I remained (against my will)'
aqun-za 'I fell (intentionally)'
aqun-zu 'I fell (involuntarily)'

This appears to exemplify a typical fluid agentivity system. Agentivity is
shown by the fact that, in the construction associated with 'beat', -za and -zu
are markers of first person Agent and Patient respectively (though the
example given has the second person form -vu). This verbal agreement
marking is not found with third person NPs, as shown by the examples of
'Sister came' and 'Sister fell' above. (With first or second persons, 'come'
would have the agentive suffix, 'fall' the patientive suffix.)
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There is also a construction with the dative:

uzuz durXnu tunzu-(zuz) (p. 278)
1 SG + DAT learn should-( 1 SG + DAT)
'I should learn'

However, it is not certain whether this should be regarded as intransitive, in
view of the fact that it has a complement. It might rather be regarded as an
example of the third type in the transitive pattern (like 'see'). Possibly a better
example of an intransitive with a dative is with the verb 'fear':

baliz guc'ura dasijixan (p. 289)
son + DAT fears father + ELAT

'Son fears father'

Here 'son' is in the dative case and 'father' in the elative, which Kibrik
describes as 'of the local series meaning "around"'; if the elative is treated as
the mark of a peripheral relation, the sentence is intransitive.

There is a further point. Verbal agreement with a pronoun is obligatory if it
is the first NP (or the only NP of the intransitive), but optional or disallowed
if it is the second, and the sequence of the agreement markers is fixed, as can
be seen from the examples above. It could be argued that this established a
third system, involving Subject and Object, Subjects being obligatorily
marked and preceding the Objects. One point that would follow from this is
that the dative + patientive pattern in Tabassaran is unlike that of Georgian
or the experiencer construction of other languages, in that, in this respect, the
experiencer, not the source of the experience, is marked as Subject.

3.6.3 Semantic issues

The meaning differences between the three cases with intransi-
tives in Georgian and Tabassaran seem generally to be fairly simple and in
accordance with the discussion in 3.5.2: agentive indicates agency and
patientive affectedness, while dative identifies an experiencer. Thus in
Georgian (Harris 1981: 261-7) agentive verbs include 'yawn', 'dance',
'sing', 'fight' (note that, as in Lakhota (3.5.2), 'yawn' is agentive - control
is not a necessary component of agency), patientive verbs include 'break',
'fall', 'remain', 'cook', and dative verbs include 'be cold', 'be thirsty', 'feel
sleepy'. In Tabassaran (Kibrik 1985: 278) agentive verbs include 'begin to
cry', 'work', 'come', 'fly away', patientive verbs include 'drown', 'freeze',
'hang', 'get tired', while the single dative verb is the modal 'should'.
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The meanings of the cases of the two terms in the transitive constructions
cannot be wholly accounted for independently of each other, but are best
discussed in terms of 'transitivity', the term being used in a notional rather
than a grammatical sense: this involves degrees to which the two terms
notionally represent an agent affecting a patient through the action denoted
by the verb. This feature was first noted in 2.3.1 in the use of dative marking
for the (notional) patient in both accusative and ergative systems. The
agentive + patientive pattern obviously indicates full transitivity. This
transitivity is reduced if the second term is dative (agentive + dative) and
further reduced if the first term is patientive (patientive + dative), while the
dative + patientive construction is the least transitive, in which there is an
experiencer and something experienced. Examples from Tabassaran were
given in 3.6.2. Examples from Georgian are:

agentive + patientive 'bake', 'rip', 'bend', 'lock'
patientive + dative (few in number) 'play with', 'tell', 'persuade'
dative + patientive 'love', 'hate', 'forget', 'want'

An agentive + dative construction was noted as an alternative for 'defeat'; this
can be taken to represent a degree of transitivity lower than that of
agentive + patientive, but higher than that of patientive + dative.

It is far less easy to give an explanation for the variation in terms of tense/
aspect in Georgian. The agentive pattern is found with the aorist and optative
(second subjunctive), the patientive pattern with present, future, imperfect,
conditional, present subjunctive and future subjunctive and the dative pattern
with the perfect, pluperfect and third subjunctive, which are also termed
'evidential'. If this is again a matter of lowered transitivity, the contrast
between the agentive and patientive might be compared with the use of
antipassives and detransitives discussed in 7.2.2 and 7.4, where an ergative ( =
agentive) construction is replaced by an absolutive (= patientive) one with
certain aspects; moreover, the fact that the aorist has the agentive pattern
may be related to the fact that where there is split ergativity in terms of tense/
aspect, ergative marking is 'always found either in the past tense or perfect
aspect' (Dixon 1979: 95). For the dative pattern, it might just be argued that
the dative construction derives from the evidentiality of the relevant tenses/
aspects, evidentiality being a kind of modality. Overall, however, it is clear
that there has been a considerable degree of grammaticalization in Georgian
that has obscured the semantics.

The reduced transitivity or 'detransitivization' in ergative systems to be
discussed in 7.2.2 and, with reference to lexically based distinctions, in 7.6
looks very similar to the phenomenon in Georgian and Tabassaran, in that
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generally, in ergative systems, both terms are affected, the first being changed
from Ergative to Absolutive and the second from Absolutive to Dative. It is
this, perhaps, that has led some scholars to treat agentive sytems such as
those of Georgian and Tabassaran as ergative and to use the terms 'ergative'
and 'nominative' for agentive and patientive. In the case of Tabassaran there
is, in fact, justification for recognizing an ergative system for the case
marking of nouns, but an agentive system for verbal agreement, though
Georgian appears to have only agentive and accusative systems. However,
detransitivization is also found with accusative systems (see 2.3.1) and is not,
therefore an indication of ergativity. It is less apparent in accusative systems,
because there can only be a change in the second term, from Patient-Object to
Dative; the first term remains as Subject, because the change from Agent in
the transitive to Single term in the intransitive does not alter the grammatical
relation (both are Subject).
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4
Syntactic relations

This chapter investigates in much more detail issues of syntax raised briefly in
1.3.1 and 3.1.

4.1 Syntactic pivots

Some of the grammatical relations, particularly the Subject in
accusative languages, are involved in certain grammatical constructions.
Thus, in English, if two sentences are coordinated, usually with and, the
subject of the second is normally omitted or 'deleted', if it is coreferential with
that of the first, as in (with the omitted NP shown in brackets):

The man came in. The man saw the woman.
The man came in and [the man] saw the woman.

This is only possible if both nouns are Subjects, as can be seen from the
impossible sentences:

The man came in. The woman saw the man.
T h e man came in and the woman saw [the man].

The man saw the woman. The woman came.
T h e man saw the woman and [the woman] came in.

The man saw the woman. The boy heard the woman.
T h e man saw the woman and the boy heard [the woman].

This restriction on deletion in coordination, together with similar syntactic
conditions that are dealt with in more detail in later sections of this chapter, is
treated in terms of 'pivot', the Subject being said to be the pivot for deletion
in coordination in English. However, two NPs are involved in the
coreferentiality and it may be better to refer to both of them as 'pivots',
the first being the 'controller' and the second the 'target' (Foley and Van
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Valin 1985: 305), though in much of the discussion the term is used to refer to
the second, the target.

4.1.1 Coordination

The discussion in the last section gave examples of coordination
in English, with the Subject of each sentence as the controller and target of
the deletion. There is little more to add here, except that, since passivization
promotes the Patient-Object to Subject, grammatical sentences corresponding
to the impossible ones above can be formed by passivization of one or both of
the sentences:

The man came in and was seen by the woman

The woman was seen by the man and came in

The woman was seen by the man and heard by the boy

In these three sentences the passive Subjects (promoted Patients) function as
target, controller and both respectively. Since it is the primary term, the
Subject, that is the pivot in English, a language with an accusative system, it
is not surprising that in a language with an ergative system, the pivot is the
Absolutive (S = P in basic, active sentences), the primary term of an ergative
system. This is so for coordination in Dyirbal, as shown by (Dixon 1979: 62-
3):

rjuma banaga-jiu yabu-rjgu buj;a-n

father + ABS returned-PAST mother-ERG see-PAST

'Father returned and Mother saw [Father]'

rjuma yaba-rjgu buj;a-n banaga-jiu
father + ABS mother-ERG see-PAST returned-PAST
'Mother saw Father and [Father] returned'

'Father' is deleted in the second clause of both examples; in the first example
it is P, which is coreferential with the S of the first clause, while in the second
example it is S, which is coreferential with the P of the first clause. P, of
course, would be the Object in English, and not involved either as controller
or target; it would be A and S that are involved {Father returned and [Father]
saw mother, Mother saw father and [Mother] returned). However, if the
Dyirbal sentences were translated as passives in English, they would seem to
follow the English pattern ('Father returned and was seen by mother', 'Father
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was seen by mother and returned'). This is a natural consequence of the
similarity of ergatives and passives with respect to roles and relations (see
3.1).

The sentences above cannot mean 'Father returned and saw mother',
'Mother saw father and returned', because (apart from the ergative marking
of 'Mother' in the first) that would involve Ergatives as the (deleted) target in
the first sentence and the controller in the second. To express such sentences
in Dyirbal antipassives are needed to promote these Ergative Agents to
Absolutives:

rjuma banaga-jiu butal-rja-jiu yabu-gu
father + ABS returned-PAST see-ANTip-PAST mother-DAT
'Father returned and saw mother'

yabu butal-rja-jiu rjuma-gu banaga-jiu
mother + ABS see-ANTip-PAST father-DAT returned-PAST
'Mother saw father and returned'

The use of the antipassive in the second clause of the first sentence and the
first clause of the second ensures that (Ergative) Agents are promoted to
Absolutive and so made available as target and controller pivots respectively.

Since the syntax in Dyirbal involves the Absolutive, the primary term of an
ergative system, it can be said that Dyirbal has 'ergative syntax', whereas
English has 'accusative syntax'.

Another Australian language, however, Yidiny (Dixon 1977b: 380-1, cf.
Dixon 1977a: 388-90), has ergative syntax when the coreferential NPs are
nouns, but accusative syntax, when they are pronouns. Thus Yidiny has the
contrasting pairs:

rjayu marjga:ji bujia wuta:ji
I + NOM laughed woman + ABS slapped
'I laughed and slapped the woman'

rjayu bujia wuta:ji marjga:ji
I + NOM woman + ABS slapped laughed
'I slapped the woman and laughed'

wagu:4a marjga:ji bujia:rj
man + ABS laughed woman + ERG slapped
'The man laughed and the woman slapped him'
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bujiairj wagu:4a wur,a:ji marjgaiji
woman + ERG man + ABS slapped laughed
The woman slapped the man and he laughed'

In the first pair of sentences, deletion depends on the coreferentiality of A
with S and S with A (an accusative system); in particular notice that the
second sentence does not mean 'I slapped the woman and she laughed', as it
would have if the syntax had been ergative. In the second pair of sentences,
by contrast, deletion depends on coreferentiality of S with P and P with S,
and the second sentence does not mean 'The woman slapped the man and
laughed'. However, Dixon (1977a: 392) states that these principles of
coordination in Yidiny are '"preferences" rather than rules'. Semantics will
overrule the syntax as in:

rjayu bujia wawa:l yaj;rjga:ji
I + NOM woman + ABS saw was frightened
'I saw the woman and she was frightened'

Here it was argued that this interpretation follows from the fact that a man
would not be frightened of a woman.

This differential treatment of nouns and pronouns in Yidiny may, perhaps
be a reflection of the fact that Yidiny has split ergativity in its morphology
with the pronouns (first and second) having the same form for S and A (the
nominative), while nouns have the same form for S and P (see 3.3.2 and 3.4).
Yet, by contrast, Dyirbal also has split ergativity in its morphology, but is
wholly ergative in its syntax.

It must be said, however, that most languages that have an ergative system
in their morphology are unlike Dyirbal and Yidiny: they have fully
accusative, not ergative, syntax - see 4.2.

A device that serves a function similar to that of deletion of the primary
term (and may accompany it) is 'switch reference', whereby, there is a marker
to indicate whether the primary terms are identical or not in the two clauses.
In practice this usually seems to operate along accusative lines (Foley and
Van Valin 1984: 117-19), with A = S (Subject), as in Kewa (New Guinea,
Franklin 1971: 104, 108):

ni reko-a agaa la-lo
I stand-ss talk say-I + PRES
'I stood up and am talking'
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ni reka-no agaa la-a
I stand-DS talk say-he-I-PAST
'I stood up and he talked'

Here the markers SS and DS indicate whether there is the same or different
Subject. In these particualr examples this may not seem to have any great
significance, since it is clear who the Subjects are, but if a third person Subject
is omitted, when the previous clause has a third person Subject or Object, the
marking would resolve the ambiguity; unfortunately, Franklin (1971: 106)
presents only an example of the same Subject with third person and none with
different Subject:

nipu ta-ri pamua-la
3 + SG hit-ss walk-3sG + PRES
'He is hitting it while he is walking'

In another language of New Guinea, Barai, it would appear that in such cases
there is both switch reference and the omission of a coreferential Subject, but
with a non-coreferential Subject being marked by an independent pronoun.
Foley and Van Valin (1984: 342) give as examples:

fu juare me-na fae kira
3 + SG garden make-ss fence tie
'He made a garden and tied a fence'

fu juare me-mo fu fae kira
3 + SG garden make-DS he fence tied
'Hei made a garden and he2 tied a fence'

Olson (1978: 342) is given as the reference, but the actual examples given by
Olson are less illuminating, since the relevant NPs are not both third person:

na juae me-na fae kira
I garden do-ss fence tie
'I made a garden and tied a fence'

na juae me-ga fae kira
I garden do-DS fence tie
'I made a garden and he tied a fence'

Other examples of switch reference are given in 4.1.2.
There is a problematic situation in Lango (Nilo-Saharan, Uganda, Noonan

1992: 259). Here coordination seems to involve Topics rather than Subjects or
any other grammatical relation, as shown by:
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dako locgi onEno tE dOk
woman man see + 3SG + PERF and then + 3SG + HAB go back + INF

The woman was seen by the man and then (she) went back'

Topicalization, with the Topic moved to initial position is a common feature
of Lango. Here the Object 'the woman' has been topicalized, and a more
literal translation would be 'The woman, the man saw . . . '. It is this Topic
that controls the deletion in the second clause, which does not mean
' . . . and then he went back'. It might be thought that this is not
topicalization, but passivization, with 'the woman' as the passive Subject,
as it is in the English translation. There are two arguments against this: first
there are no markers of passive, and, secondly, for reflexives it is Subjects not
Topics (or putative passive Subjects) that are the controllers (see 4.1.4). (For
a brief discussion of topicalization vs. passivization, see 5.5.)

4.1.2 Complementation

Deletion of a coreferential Subject is also common in complement
clauses, e.g. in English after verbs such as WANT, and in purpose clauses:

John wants [John] to meet Mary
*John wants Mary to meet [John]

John came there [John] to see Mary
*John came there Mary to see [John]

John remembered/liked [John] meeting Mary
*John remembered/liked Mary meeting [John]

In these constructions and in coordination both controller and target are
Subjects, but with verbs such as TELL, ASK or PERSUADE, it seems that it is the
Object of the main clause that is the controller and the Subject of the
complement that is the target, as in:

John persuaded Mary [Mary] to wait

Here it seems best to consider that it is the second Mary that has been deleted;
the argument usually given is that Mary is shown to be the Object of the main
clause because it can be promoted to Subject by passivization:

Mary was persuaded (by John) [Mary] to wait
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What is important to note is that the two NPs involved as controller and
target are not both Subjects, but Object and Subject respectively; the rules for
pivots do not involve Subjects exclusively.

It is not surprising that in Dyirbal it is the Absolutive, the primary term of
ergative systems (P/S in the active), that is deleted, as shown by (Dixon 1979:
128):

rjana yabu giga-n banagay-gu
we mother + ABS tell-PAST return-pimp
'We told Mother to return'

Here the deleted NP is S in the subordinate clause. However if 'mother' is the
Agent, the antipassive is required to promote it from Ergative to Absolutive
before deletion:

rjana yabu giga-n rjuma-gu bu^al-rjay-gu
we mother + ABS tell-PAST father-DAT see-ANTip-PURP
'We told Mother to see Father'

Notice that the syntax is fully ergative and that both controller and target are
Absolutives (in contrast with the similar construction in English, where they
are not both Subjects).

There is ergative syntax in purpose clauses also in Dyirbal. The following
example shows the use of the antipassive to ensure that the target for deletion
is the primary (Absolutive) term:

rjuma banaga-jiu yabu-gu buj;al-rjay-gu
father + ABS return-PAST mother-DAT see-ANTip-PURP
'Father returned to watch mother'

(There are no examples of 'want', which is expressed in Dyirbal by the
purposive particle, with no verb of wanting and no subordination.)

Other degrees of ergativity are to be found. In Mam (Mayan, England
1983: 7-8), which also has an ergative system (but see 3.3.3), it is the
controller that has to be Absolutive, if the target is to be deleted, as in:

o chi e?x xjaal laq'oo-1 t-ee
ASP 3PL + ABS go person buy-iNF 3SG + PAT
'The people went to buy it'

ma tz'-ok n-q'o-?n-a tx'eema-1 sii?
ASP 2SG + ABS-DIR lSG + ERG-give-DS-l/2SG CUt-INF WOOd

'I made you cut wood'
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Here the controller is S in the first sentence, and P in the second. There can be
no deletion when the potential controller is Ergative:

0-w-ajb'el-a chin aq'naa-n-a
3SG + ABS-1SG + ERG-Want-1SG 1SG + ABS WOrk-ANTIP-1SG

'I want to work'

In the first and second examples 'people' and 'you' are deleted in the second
clause, but T is not deleted in the third.

There are also examples of switch reference in complementation. An
example from Lango (Nilotic, Noonan 1985: 81) is:

dako opoyo ni ecego dogola
woman remembered + SG COMP closed + 3SG + ss door
'The womani remembered that she! closed the door'

dako opoyo ni ocego dogola
woman remembered + SG COMP closed + 3SG( + DS) door
'The woman! remembered that he/she2 closed the door'

Surprisingly perhaps, there is a specific marker for 'same Subject', but none
for 'different Subject', the pronominal prefix being the one generally used for
third person.

An interesting pair of sentences from Diyari (Australia) is given by Austin
(1981b: 316) with the 'implicative' construction, which corresponds to both
purpose and result clauses in other languages:

nhulu nganthi pardaka-rna warrayi thanali thayi-lha
he + ERG meat + ABS bring-PTCP AUX they + ERG eat-iMPL + ss
'He brought the meat for them (him and others) to eat'

nhulu nganthi pardaka-ma warrayi thanali thayi-rnanthu
he + ERG meat + ABS bring-PTCP AUX they + ERG eat-iMPL + DS
'He brought the meat for them (others) to eat'

Here the 'same Subject' form is used when the person referred to by the
Subject of the main clause is included in those referred to by the Subject of
the complement. Austin adds that this 'inclusion' has been noted for a
number of languages and provides a further example from another
Australian language, Arabana-Wangganguru (Hercus 1976: 471)

athu nha kathi ngunhi-rra tharni-lhiku
I + ERG you + ACC meat + ABS give-PRES eat-PURP + ss
'I am giving you this meat to eat (I'm having some too)'
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athu nha kathi ngunhi-rra tharni-nhanga
I + ERG you + ACC meat + ABS give-PRES eat-PURP + DS
'I am giving you this meat to eat (on your own)'

It should be noted that, in both languages, although the morphology is
ergative, the switch reference system operates on accusative lines, the NPs
with ergative case being treated as the same or different Subjects (see 4.2).

4.1.3 Relatives

A relative clause is a modifier of a noun phrase, and relativization
(relative clause formation) involves referential identity between that NP and
one of the NPs in the relative clause itself, although this second NP may be
deleted or represented by a pronoun, often of a particular type - a relative
pronoun. In English this NP may be the Subject or the Object of the
subordinate relative clause, or a possessive or any NP governed by a
preposition, and a relative pronoun is used or there is deletion, as in:

The man who saw me (the man - the man saw me)
The man (whom) I saw (the man - I saw the man)
The man whose book I borrowed (the man - I borrowed the

man's book)
The man to whom I spoke/The man I spoke to (the man - I

spoke to the man)

There are languages, however, which 'relativize on' the primary term alone,
i.e. in which the coreferential noun in the relative clause must be the primary
term. Thus in Malagasy (Keenan 1972: 173-4), it is possible to say:

ny vehivavy izay nividy ny vary ho an'ny ankizy
the woman REL bought the rice for the children
The woman who bought the rice for the children'

Here 'the woman' is the Subject of the relative clause. Yet it is not possible to
say (literally) 'The rice which the woman bought for the children' or 'The
children for whom the woman bought the rice', because 'the rice' and 'the
children' are not the Subjects of the relative clause.

However, Malagasy has devices for promoting Objects and other relations
to the status of Subject (see 1.4.1, 5.3), the Passive for Objects and the
Circumstantial for other relations (Dative and Instrumental). These
promoted Subjects can function as pivots, as shown by:
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ny vary izay novidin' ny vehivavy ho an'ny ankizy
the rice REL bought + PASS the woman for the children
The rice that was bought by the woman for the children'

ny ankizy izay nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary
the children REL bought + CIRC the woman the rice
The children for whom the rice was bought by the woman'

(No example of a promoted Instrumental is given, but it may be assumed that
this, too, may function as a pivot to give The money that was-used-for-
buying ('was-bought-with') the rice for the children'.

Other languages relativize only on the primary and secondary terms (the
Subject and Object in accusative languages). One such is Luganda (Bantu,
Keenan and Comrie 1979: 341, but see also 5.4):

ekikopo e-kigudde
cup REL-fell
The cup which fell'

ekikopo John ky'-aguze
cup John REL-bought
The cup which John bought'

It is not possible to relativize on oblique terms, e.g. on 'knife' in:

John yatta enkonko n'ekiso
John killed chicken with-knife
'John killed the chicken with a knife'

However, Luganda has verbal forms that promote oblique terms to the status
of Object, as in:

John yattisa ekiso enkonko
John killed with knife chicken
'John killed the chicken with a knife'

This permits the relativization:

ekiso John kye-yattisa enkonko
knife John REL-killed with chicken
The knife with which John killed the chicken'

Similarly, relativization on the Beneficiary is made possible only by the use of
the verb form that promotes the Beneficiary to Object:
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mukazi John gwe-yattira enkonko
woman John REL-killed for chicken
'The woman for whom John killed the chicken'

In both Malagasy and Luganda, it will be seen, the restrictions on the type of
relation that may be a pivot are compensated for by the rules of promotion.
English, by contrast, does not have to use the passive in order to create pivots
for relativization.

Keenan and Comrie (1977, 1979) argue that there is a hierarchy of 'noun
phrase accessibility' with Subject at the top, then Objects, Indirect Objects
(Datives) and so on, such that if a language can relativize on any one it can
relativize on all those higher in the hierarchy - e.g. that any language that
relativizes on the Object will also relativize on the Subject. The full hierarchy
is given as (1977: 60):

Subject > Object > Indirect Object > Oblique > Genitive
> Object of Comparison

They provide numerous examples from different languages, but there are
undoubtedly some exceptions and the thesis is not accepted by everyone (see
Fox 1987). As with many typological features, the hierarchy probably
indicates a strong general tendency rather than a set of exceptionless rules.

There are languages in which relativization follows an ergative pattern,
although these are restricted to the few that have ergative syntax in
coordination and complementation. Thus Dyirbal can only relativize on the
complementation Absolutive P = S, the primary term of an ergative system.
This is shown by (Dixon 1979: 128):

rjuma yabu-rjgu buj;a-rju durjgara-jiu
father + ABS mother-ERG see-REL cry-PAST
'Father whom mother saw (who was seen by mother), was crying'

To express 'Father, who saw mother', the antipassive must be used, for
without it 'father' in the relative clause would be Ergative A, which is not the
primary relation. The antipassive promotes this A to the primary status of
Absolutive, while P is demoted to the oblique status of Dative:

rjuma bu^al-na-rju yabu-gu durjgara-jiu
father see-ANTiP-REL mother-DAT cry-PAST
'Father, who saw mother, was crying'

In all the examples considered so far, the restriction has affected only the
deleted NP. It is this NP that has to be Subject (Malagasy), Subject or Object
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(Luganda, or Absolutive (Dyirbal). In Yidiny (see 4.1.1), however, both the
controller (in the main clause) and the target (the deleted NP in the relative
clause) are involved: both must be the Absolutive primary term (Dixon
1977b: 377-80). A typical relative clause (marked by the subordinator -jiunda
and occurring after the main clause) is seen in:

wagu:cja manga:ji bujia:rj wui;ajiunda
man laughed woman + ERG slapped + REL
The man whom the woman slapped laughed'

Here 'the man' is S in the main clause and P in the second. However the
antipassive is needed for both of the following:

bujia marjga:ji wagu<janda wur,a:4ijiu:n
woman -I- ABS laughed man + DAT slapped + ANTIP + REL
'The woman who slapped the man laughed'

bujia wagu4anda wuta:cjiriu marjgajiunda
woman + ABS man + DAT slapped + ANTIP laughed + REL
'The woman who laughed slapped the man'

The first sentence follows the same rule as in Dyirbal - the deleted NP must
be Absolutive and for this the antipassive is used to promote the (deleted) A.
Unlike Dyirbal, however, the antipassive is also required in the second
sentence to promote A ('the woman') in the main clause; this too has to be
Absolutive, not Ergative. In this sense, Yidiny is 'more ergative' than
Dyirbal. In addition, if the two NPs involved are both pronouns, both
equally must be Absolutive S or P, and the syntax is ergative. This may seem
surprising in view of the discussion in 4.1.1, where it was seen that, for
coordination, pronouns have accusative (S = A) syntax.

Austin (1981b: 326) also discusses switch reference in relative clauses in
Australian languages. The situation is complicated by the fact that the
'relative' also has the sense of 'while . . . . ' , but the following examples from
Alyawarra (Yallop 1977: 130-2) are interesting:

antimirna aynt-ila alkuka
honey + ABS lie-REL + ss eat + PAST
'I ate the honey while lying down'

aringkirnima irwarinika atntirrirr-inyja
dog + some + ABS see across + PAST run + PL-REL + DS

'(We) looked across at the dogs (which were) running'
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As with the complementation examples (4.1.2), switch reference follows an
accusative pattern (involves Subjects, not Absolutives).

There is a considerable body of literature on relatives, e.g. Peranteau 1972,
Keenan and Comrie 1977, 1979, Lehmann 1984. There are many differences
in relative clauses across languages, involving their position, restrictions on
their occurrence, the type of relative marker or its absence, whether or not a
coreferential pronoun is required or permitted in the relative clause, whether
the NP may itself be expressed in the relative clause etc. (see e.g. Keenan
1985). None of these directly concerns issues of pivots or grammatical
relations, and will not be discussed here.

4.1.4 Other constructions

There are other constructions that involve pivots, usually with the
Primary term as the controller. Two will be considered here, reflexives and
focus constructions.

The only rule for reflexives in English (and there are exceptions) is that the
reflexive pronoun must have a coereferential NP within the same clause. This
coreferential NP is often Subject or Object, but can be a peripheral relation
with a preposition, including the Indirect Object with to:

The boy neglected himself
He told her about herself
He said something to her about herself
He took from her a picture of herself

Generally, the coreferential NP precedes the reflexive, but the reflexive can
come first if it has been moved to sentence-initial position for emphasis:

Himself, the boy neglected

In many languages only the Subject can be the controller. This is so in
Korean (Shibatani 1973: 292):

ai-nun sonye-lul caki-uy pang-eyse cha-ess-ta
child + TOP girl + ACC self-'s room-LOC kick-PAST-iNDic
'The child kicked the girl in his room'

(In spite of the gloss 'Topic', Shibatani identifies the first NP as the Subject.)
This cannot mean The child kicked the girl in her room'. The reflexive target
here is a possessive; English has no possessive forms of reflexive pronouns, no
*himselfs etc., but uses a simple possessive or his own etc. instead.
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There is one interesting complication in Korean: a reflexive in a
subordinate clause may refer either to the Subject of that clause or to the
Subject of the main (matrix) clause:

Kimssi-nun ku sonye-eykey caki-uy pang-ey
Mr Kim + TOP the girl + DAT self-'s room-to

iss-u-ta-ko a yocheng-ha-ess-ta
be + INDIC + COMPL request-do-PAST + INDIC

'Mr Kim requested the girl to be in his own/her own room'

(Contrast this with the very unlikely English sentence ??He asked the girl to
talk about himself.)

Similarly, only Subjects can be controllers in Malayalam (India, Dravidian,
Mohanan 1982: 566) and Hindi (Kachru et al. 1976: 87):

raajaawa swantam bhaaryaye nulli
king + NOM self s wife-Ace pinched
The king pinched his own wife'

tarka apne ghar gaya
boy his own home went
The boy went to his (own) home'

Kachru et al. provide evidence that Direct and Indirect Objects cannot be the
coreferential NPs (triggers) for reflexives. However, they also show that there
are other subject-like NPs ('dative subjects', ergative NPs, and 'modal
subjects' in the instrumental case), that can function as triggers (see 4.3).

In Lango also (Nilo-Saharan, Uganda, Noonan 1992: 260), the Subject is
the controller for reflexivization:

okelo okwad alaba plrE kEnE
Okelo ask + 3SG + PERF Alaba about + 3SG self+ 3SG
'Okelo i asked Alaba about himself!

alaba okelo okwao plrE kEnE
Alaba Okelo ask + 3SG + PERF about+ 3SG self+3sG
'Alaba was asked by Okelo, about himself 1?

('Alaba, Okelo i asked about himself!')

Yet it was seen in 4.1.1 that Topics, not Subjects, are involved in coordination
in Lango.

In Malagasy (Keenan 1976: 263) it is only the Subject of an active
construction that may act as controller:
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namono tena Rabe
killed body Rabe
'Rabe killed himself

The following is impossible:

*novonoin' tena Rabe
was killed body Rabe
'Rabe was killed by himself

There is a restriction on the target in Bahasa Indonesia (Chung 1983: 223) in
that only Objects may be reflexives:

saja me-lihat diri saja dalam air
ISG TRANS-see self ISG in water
'I saw myself in the water'

With all other grammatical relations, a pronoun plus the emphatic sendiri
must be used:

sjahrir men-tjerita-kan sesuatu tjerira kepada dia sendiri
Sjahrir TRANS-tell-BEN a story to him EMPH
'Sjahrir told himself a story'

In most languages the reflexive cannot itself be an Agent-Subject. Thus
English has no:

* Himself neglected the boy

This is not merely a matter of the normal requirement for the coreferential
NP to come first, since the sentence is still impossible if that NP is moved to
sentence-initial position for emphasis:

T h e boy, himself neglected

However, in Samoan (Chapin 1970: 369), which has an ergative morpholo-
gical system, the rule is only that the coreferential NP must precede the
reflexive. The Agent-Ergative can precede or follow the Patient-Absolutive
and it is the first that is the controller and the second the target. Compare (the
ergative marker is the 'agentive' marker before the relevant NP):

sa sogi e Ioane ia lava
Past cut AGT John himself
'John cut himself
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sa sogi Ioane e ia lava

PAST cut John AGT self

'•Himself cut John'

Examples of focus constructions involving pivots can be found in Mam

(Mayan, England 1983: 4-7, cf. England 1988: 532). This language has an

ergative system of verbal agreement, and in unfocused constructions the verb

phrase occurs initially:

a tz-uul xiinaq

ASP 3SG + ABs-arrive man

'The man arrived'

ma chi kub' t-tzyu-?n xiinaq qa-cheej

ASP 3PL + ABS DIR 3SG + ERG-grab-DS man PL-horse

'The man grabbed the horses'

Focusing involves movement to sentence-initial position, but only Absolu-

tives, not Ergatives, may be focused:

qa-cheej xhi kub' t-tzyu-?n xiinaq

PL-horse ASP + 3PL + ABS DIR 3SG + ERG-grab-DS man

'The man grabbed the horses'

Here the Absolutive (Patient) 'the horses' is 'focused, or given contrastive

emphasis'. The Ergative (Agent) cannot be similarly focused by preposing it

to initial position, but the Agent can be focused if it is first promoted to

Absolutive through the antipassive (though there is also another focusing

device):

xiinaq x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej

man ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTip 3SG-OBL PL-horse

'The man grabbed the horses'

This is true also of the focused negative:

miyaa? xiinaq x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej

NEG man ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTip 3SG-OBL PL-horse

'It wasn't the man who grabbed the horses'

Similarly with the interrogative, an interrogative pronoun cannot be

Ergative, so that, if the Agent is questioned, the antipassive is required to

promote it to Absolutive:
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alkyee x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej
who ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTip 3SG-OBL PL-horse
'Who grabbed the horses?'

A more general discussion of focus in Mayan languages is to be found in
Aissen 1992.

4.2 Syntax vs. morphology

It was seen in 3.2 that a language may be ergative in one aspect of
its morphology (marking on the noun), but accusative in another (agreement
with the verb). It is similarly possible for a language to be ergative in its
morphology (noun or verb or both), but accusative in its syntax, i.e. in the
choice of pivots.

In fact, there are probably very few languages that are as fully ergative as
Dyirbal, with both ergative marking on the noun and ergatively determined
pivots for omission in coordination and complementation and for
relativization, together with the regular use of the antipassive, to overcome
the restrictions.

For example, Basque has ergative morphology in both its nominal marking
and agreement with the verb, but accusative syntax for omission of a
coreferential NP in complementation. That Basque has ergative noun
morphology and verbal agreement is shown by (Brettschneider 1979: 376,
378):

Gizona etorri d-a
Man + ABS come 3SG-AUX

The man has come'

gizona ikusi d-u-t
man + ABS see 3SG + ABS-AUX- 1 SG + ERG

'I have seen the man'

Deletion of the NP in complementation is illustrated by:

Nai dut neska ikusi
desire I have girl + ABS see
'I want to see the girl'

Nai dut gelditu
desire I have stay
'I want to stay'
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In these last two examples the deleted NP (T) is A in the first sentence and S

in the second. Conversely, Basque does not permit the deletion of

coreferential P, in the subordinate clause, as Dyirbal does; if P is

coreferential with the NP in the main clause, it is represented by a pronoun

and a different construction, using the subjunctive and a full (finite)

subordinate clause, is required (as it would be in French or Italian):

nai dut, neska-k ni ikusi n-a-za-0-u

desire I have girl-ERG I-ABS see 1SG + ABS-TNS-AUX-3SG + ERG-SUBJ
41 want the girl to see me'

Deletion of A or S, but not P, is the mark of an accusative system.

Tzotzil (Mexico, Foley and Van Valin 1985: 313) has an ergative system of

verbal agreement, but organizes deletion in coordinate sentences along

accusative lines, as shown by:

A li Petal e bat-em-0 ta xobel

TOP ART Peter go-PERF-3sG + ABS to town

s-max-ox-0 li Anton e

3SG + ERG-hit-PAST-3sG + ABS ART Anton

'Peter went to town and hit Anton'

For the two verbs glossed as 'go' and 'hit', it may be observed that the Agent

of the transitive 'hit' is in the ergative case (marked, in the third person by the

s-), while the Patient is in the absolutive case (marked by 0), and that this (the

absolutive) is also the case of the single term S with intransitive 'go'; the

verbal agreement is clearly ergative. Yet, as in the English translation, the

Agent ('Peter'), which is coreferential with S in the first clause, is deleted in

the second clause of the coordinated structure. Deletion of the Patient is

possible only after passivization:

A li Petal e bat-em-0 ta xobel max-bil-0

TOP ART Peter gO-PERF-3SG + ABS tO town hit-PASS-3SG + ABS

yu?un li Anton

by ART Anton

'Peter went to town and was hit by Anton'

Deletion of A, but not of P, when coreferential with S, shows that the system

is accusative; the use of the passive is further evidence of this (see 6.6).

Slightly different is the situation in Kate (New Guinea, Anderson 1976:

14). Here a series of verbs may be coordinated, but the coreferential NP is

expressed immediately before the last one, and this verb alone is marked for
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person agreement. Deletion is thus 'retrogressive' rather than 'progressive'.
Yet the rules for deletion are again in accusative terms, as shown by:

vale-la be?-ko nana na-ve?
come-PAST pig-ERG taro eat-3sG + PAST

The pig came and ate taro'

vale-la nana na-la be? guy fo-ve?
come-PAST taro eat-PAST pig + ABS sleep lie-3sG + PAST

The pig came, ate taro and lay down to sleep'

The deleted terms are S (with 'came'), coreferential with A ('ate') in the first
example, and both S (with 'came') and A (with 'ate'), coreferential with S
(with 'lay down') in the second.

Warrungu (Australia) appears to be very similar to Dyirbal in having an
ergative morphological system, generally omitting coreferential terms in
coordination along ergative lines and in using the antipassive to convert A to
derived S for that purpose. Yet the rules for omission in coordination are not
absolutely strictly along ergative lines. In what he calls 'purposive
constructions', many of which would be translated as coordinated, Tsunoda
merely states that ergative patterns are far more common than accusative
ones. But accusative patterns occur: an example of the omission of A = S is
(Tsunoda 1988: 644):

kalu-0 yani-0 yuray-yuray-0 pangkarra-0 palpa-n
mouse-ABS go-p/p quiet-quiet-ABS lizard-ABS roll-p/p
The mouse sneaked up and rolled the lizard'

Here the syntax is accusative. It would seem that in Warrungu the syntax is
commonly, but not exclusively, ergative. Ergativity is not absolute, but a
matter of degree.

Accusative syntax in coordination, with omission of the coreferential term,
is also found with a language whose morphology is neither simply accusative
nor simply ergative. As was seen in 3.4, in Diyari (Australia), part of the
morphology follows an ergative pattern, part follows an accusative pattern
and for part of it there are three different markers for S, A and P. Yet Diyari
follows an accusative pattern, linking A and S, in coordination. One type of
coordination is that expressed by 'implicative clauses' which indicate that the
action resulted from the previous action. Such clauses are marked
morphologically as having the same Subject (SS) or a different Subject
(DS) in a switch reference system (see 4.1.1); for this purpose 'Subject' means
A and S - the syntax is accusative, as illustrated by (Austin 1981a: 194):
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nawu gadani mingi-yi wakada nina nanda-la
3SG + FEM + s behind run-PRES neck + ABS 3SG + FEM + o hit-iMPL + ss
'She ran behind and hit him on the neck'

There is a final theoretical point. All the examples are of languages with
ergative noun morphology and/or verbal agreement, but accusative syntax.
The converse, accusative morphology with ergative syntax, does not seem to
occur, except where there is a split, as in Dyirbal, where the first and second
person pronouns have accusative morphology, but other NPs have ergative
morphology.

4.3 Pivots and 'dative subjects9

There was a discussion in 2.5 of constructions in which
experiencers and 'modal subjects' are represented not as Agents-Subjects,
but as Datives. It was shown there that, in spite of their morphology, these
Datives often have some of the characteristics of Subjects (and are called
'dative subjects'), and it was briefly mentioned that they may also act as
pivots.

Simple and clear examples of Datives as pivots are to be found in Icelandic.
With coordination, the Dative may be either the controller or the target for
deletion of the term in the second clause, as illustrated by (Rognvaldsson
1982: 470):

jieim Hkar maturinn og borda mikid
they + DAT like + 3SG the food and eat + 3PL much
'They like the food and eat a lot'

|>eir sja stiilkuna og finnst hun alitleg
they + NOM see the girl and find + 3SG she attractive
'They see the girl and find her attractive'

In the first sentence, the deleted NP is the nominative Subject of 'eat' in the
second clause and coreferential with the Dative NP in the first. In the second,
the deleted NP would have been a Dative, since 'find' requires the finder to be
in the dative case (with the entity found in the nominative), and coreferential
with the (nominative) Subject in the first clause.

Similarly, Datives function as pivots in complementation. Examples of
Datives as controllers in Russian and Khinalug (Caucasian, Comrie, 1978:
345) are:
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mne nado uiti
I + DAT necessary to go
'I must go'

Hinu phsa q'izi muxwizma
she + DAT bread + ABS to bake can
'She can bake bread'

Here the NPs with which the deleted NPs in the complement clause are
coreferential are in the dative case.

One of the most detailed accounts of this feature is to be found in the
account given for Hindi by Kachru et al. (1976: 86-91). Here also Datives
may act as pivots, although the issue of pivots in Hindi affects grammatical
relations other than Datives. Hindi, it will be recalled (3.3.1), has split
ergativity according to tense; depending on the tense, the Subject of the
accusative system or the Ergative of the ergative system functions as a pivot.
In addition there is a construction in which a 'modal subject' is in the
instrumental case. This too may function as a pivot. Four types of
grammatical relation are, then, involved: Subject, Ergative, Dative and
Instrumental. These are illustrated in the basic sentences:

larke kitab parh-raha he
boy(suBj) book read-ing is
'The boy is reading a book'

tarke ne kitab parhi
boy ERG book read
'The boy read a book'

larke ko ma yad ai
boy DAT mother memory came
'The boy remembered his mother'

larke se kitab na parhi gal
boy INSTR book not read went
'The boy could not read a book'

That a Subject may act both as controller and a target is shown by:

ram ghar jana cahta he
Ram home to go wants
'Ram wants to go home'
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Examples of each of the other three acting as controller for deletion in
complements (but of two different complement types) are:

larke ne ghar jana caha
Boy ERG home to go wanted
The boy wanted to go home'

sita ko vaha jane kl bat yad he
Sita DAT there going poss. matter memory is
'Sita remembered going there'

ram se vaha jane kl bat batai na gal
Ram INSTR there going poss. matter related NEG went
4 Ram could not tell about going there'

Ergatives and Datives, but not Instrumental, may act as targets:

ram ne patr likhne kl bat batai
Ram ERG letter writing poss. matter related
4 Ram told of writing the letter'

ram ne bhukh tagne ki bat batai
Ram ERG hunger appearing poss. matter related
'Ram told of being hungry'

The deleted NP (Ram in each case) would have been Ergative (with past
tense) and Dative (experiencer with 'be hungry') respectively.

There is more discussion of similar features, e.g. of what they call
'conjunction reduction', where apparently participial forms are used as
temporal clauses. Subjects may be controllers or targets, as in:

par ke nice beth kar larka kitab parh-raha he
tree below sitting boy book read-ing is
'The boy sitting under the tree is reading a book'

Ergatives may similarly act as both controllers and targets, but Datives and
Instrumental function only as controllers. There is also evidence that all the
four relations discussed function as controllers for reflexivization, although,
unlike the situation in English, Objects and Indirect Objects do not (see
4.1.3). It is stated, further, that there are similar features of Subjects in
Punjabi and Kashmiri.

Andrews (1985: 101, 108) argues that dative-marked NPs discussed are
shown by the syntax to be Subjects, and Kachru et al. similarly suggest that
all the types of case-marked NPs that they considered are, indeed, Subjects.
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This is not altogether helpful or convincing. For the Dative, and the
Instrumental in Hindi, there are four reasons for not treating them as
Subjects:

(i) It is more sensible to distinguish two different systems, one
primarily morphological, the other syntactic. Grammatical
relations such as Subject are established by morphology, pivots
by syntax; little is gained by confusing the two.

(ii) Grammatical relations such as Subject are best seen as terms
within the clause, whereas pivots extend over more than one
clause.

(iii) Confusion is inevitable when sentences with these putative
Subjects also have morphologically marked Subjects, as in the
Icelandic example (Andrews 1985: 107 - see 2.5):

mer lika jieir
I + DAT like + PL they (MASC + PL + NOM)

'I like them'

Andrews (1985: 101) actually suggests (for Hindi, where
unfortunately the morphology does not distinguish Subject and
Object) that with 'remember', since the (dative) experiencer is the
Subject, the other term (the person remembered) is the Object,
though he confesses that there is 'little positive evidence' for it.

(iv) The Datives and Instrumental of Hindi do not have all the
features of Subjects (neither acts as target for 'conjunction
reduction' and the Instrumental cannot be target for deletion in
complements). This makes them only partially 'Subjects': there is
no problem if they are merely treated as pivots, for 'pivot' is not a
unitary notion - there are usually various types of pivot within a
single language.

Some scholars, e.g. Anderson (1976), have similarly argued that, even for
languages with ergative morphology, if there is accusative syntax, this
established the Ergative as the Subject. An obvious attraction of this proposal
is that the Ergatives are Agents, like Subjects, in transitive constructions.
Again the best counter-argument is that the two systems should be kept apart
and that pivots should not be identified with Subjects. Moreover, there are
grave difficulties in applying the argument to languages such as Dyirbal that
have ergative syntax. Either such languages must be regarded as exceptional
in their choice of pivots, in spite of the fact that it follows the same (ergative)
lines as the morphology, or it must be said that it is the Patient-Absolutive,
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not the Agent-Ergative, that is the Subject, in spite of the fact that Subjects
are generally Agents, even in those languages, discussed above, which have
ergative morphology, but accusative syntax (see Croft 1991: 24ff. for a
discussion). Clearly the suggestion that languages may have two (or more)
distinct systems is preferable to an attempt to reduce them to one.

4.4 Imperatives

Imperatives are dealt with here because they appear to follow
rules similar to those for pivots, in that there is deletion of the Subject (in
accusative languages) as in:

Hold the handle!
Come in!

Dixon (1979: 112-14) suggests, however, that it is a universal property of
imperatives that they have a second person pronoun that is either A or S (the
grammatical roles), since with an imperative, the speaker requests the
addressee to act as an agent. It follows, he suggests, that the deletion of A and
S in a language is no evidence for it being either accusative or ergative.

This proves, however, not to be entirely true. It is, of course, natural that
the second person pronouns (deleted or not) should be agents, but this is
essentially a semantic or pragmatic constraint, not a grammatical one. The
only grammatical rule in English is that the Subject be deleted, and there is no
grammatical restriction on the deletion of P. This is shown by the fact that
imperatives can be in the passive with passive Subjects (i.e. Patients) deleted,
as in:

Be persuaded by your friends
Be guided by your conscience

Such passives are fairly rare and even with these there is some notion of
agency, in the sense that the addressee is asked to make a decision to be
persuaded or guided, but that does not affect the simple fact that the deleted
NP is always a Subject, but not always A or S.

Dixon makes a similar claim for jussives, as in:

I ordered him to go
I told him to bring the water
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Again, however, passive Subjects may be deleted:

I asked you to be persuaded by your friends
I told you to be guided by your conscience

The situation in Dyirbal, with its ergative syntax, is relevant, too. With
jussives the usual role for complements applies: only the Absolutive may be
deleted. This means that generally, with transitive complements, the
antipassive is required, to promote the Ergative-Agent to Absolutive as in
(Dixon 1979: 129 - see 4.1.2):

rjana yabu giga-n jiuma-gu bu^al-rjay-gu
we mother + ABS tell-PAST father-DAT see-ANTiP-PURP
'We told Mother to watch father'

The rule of deletion here affects the ergative primary relation, the Absolutive
P = S, not A = S, even though it would probably be usual for the deleted term
to be a notional agent.

The situation with imperatives in Dyirbal is less simple (Dixon 1972: 111).
The pronoun 'you' may be either omitted or retained, and it can be either S or
A:

(rjinda) bani
(you) come
'(You) come'

balan cjugumbil jiinayma
CL woman marry
'Marry the woman'

To this extent Dyirbal does not follow the ergative pattern, but Dixon also
notes that, with transitives, the antipassive may be used (though it is not
obligatory and he also says (1980: 457) that it is seldom found), to promote A
to the primary status as in:

rjinda bagul ya^a-gu bagal-rja
you CL + DAT man-DAT hit-ANTip
'You hit the man'

Thus, it is clear that in Dyirbal deletion with jussives follows ergative lines,
and there is some indication of ergativity with imperatives. It seems,
therefore, that there is no absolute universal requirement for the second
person of imperatives (or jussives) to be A or S and that the accusative/
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ergative distinction is still applicable to imperatives in some degree and
wholly to jussives.

Just as there is a natural, semantically based, tendency for the Agent of
transitive sentences, rather than the Patient (with passivization), to be deleted
in imperatives and jussives in languages like English, so it is natural that with
intransitives, imperatives and jussives (deleting S) are most likely with
'agentive' verbs. It would be unusual to say:

Grow tall!
He told him to grow tall

Yet even these sentences are not wholly impossible and are, therefore, not
ungrammatical (as argued in 3.5.4). Moreover, there is nothing odd about:

Sleep well!

4.5 Pivots in an agentive system

Just as languages may have accusative and ergative syntax,
theoretically they may have agentive syntax, and this seems to be the case for
E. Porno, which has an agentive morphological system (3.5.3). Coordination
in E. Porno involves both deletion of a coreferential NP and switch reference,
but a condition on deletion or 'SAME' marking (see below) in the switch
reference system depends upon the two coreferential NPs having the same
grammatical relation, just as in accusative and ergative systems they must
both be Subjects or Absolutives respectively. In an agentive system the two
grammatical relations are (see 3.5) Agentive SA = A and Patientive SP = P,
and deletion and 'SAME' marking in E. Porno generally require that the two
coreferential NPs are both Agentive or Patientive. (Notice that both relations
are involved, whereas in accusative and ergative systems only one relation,
Subject or Absolutive, is involved.)

McLendon (1978: 7-8) discusses five sentences. The first pair is fairly
straightforward:

ha- kalahu-y sima- merqakrhi
I + AGT went home-SAME went to bed
'I went home and then went to bed'

ha* kalahu-qan, mip merqakihi
I + AGT went home-DiFF he went to bed
'I went home and then he went to bed'
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In the first example there would be a coreferential S in both sentences; this is
Agentive, since 'go home' and 'go to bed' are both agentive verbs. There is,
therefore, deletion and switch reference marking 'SAME'. (The glosses 'SAME'

and 'DIFF' are used here rather than 'SS' and 'DS' as in 4.1.1, because the
category involved in not Subject.) In the second, the Agentive Ss are not
coreferential, so that there is no deletion and the marking is 'DIFF'.

However, if one S is Agentive and the other Patientive, the 'DIFF' marker is
used and there is no deletion, even if the NPs are coreferential. In the
following examples 'take a bath' and 'come' are agentive, but 'get sick' is
patientive:

ha- xaqakki-qan, wi q'alaltala
I + AGT took a bath-DiFF 14- PAT got sick
'I took a bath and got sick'

wi q'alalma-qan, ha* khuyhi qoyuhu-
I + PAT got sick-DiFF I + AGT didn't come
'I got sick, that's why I didn't come'

Much more complex and less easy to explain is:

mi-pal khi kox-qan mut'it'ki-y mudala
he + PAT he + AGT shot-DiFF curl up-SAME die
'Hei shot him2 and [he2] curled and [he2] died'

Here there is deletion, and the rules for deletion clearly follow agentive lines:
the Sp of 'curled up' and 'died' are deleted through coreferentiality with the P
of 'shot'. Yet the rule for switch reference seems to follow an accusative
pattern, for, in spite of the coreferentiality of the P of 'shot' and the Sp of
'curled up' (together with the predictable deletion of the latter), the switch
reference marking is 'DIFF', not 'SAME'; this can only be taken to refer to the
'difference' (non-coreferentiality) of the A of 'shot' and the SP of 'curled up'.
If that is so, the syntax is accusative, depending on the sameness or difference
of Subjects A = S; agentive syntax would have marked the Patientive P and SP

as 'SAME'. On this evidence, it seems that deletion is wholly in agentive terms,
but that switch reference is partly accusative.

4.6 The syntactic role of passive and antipassive

It has already been seen that the passive and antipassive play an
important role in the syntax of pivots. It was noted, for instance, in 4.1.1,
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AA2 and 4.1.3 that the passive may be used to promote a secondary or
peripheral term to the status of Subject in order to create a new pivot. Thus
the Patient (the original Object) may be omitted in coordination in English
once it has been promoted to Subject. Compare:

The man came in and saw the woman
The man came in and was seen by the woman

Passivization is essential in the second sentence to promote the Object to
Subject, where it may act as pivot and be deleted, in view of the impossibility
of deleting the Object:

The man came in and the woman saw [the man]

It was also seen that in an exactly parallel, but converse, way the Agent
may be promoted to the status of Primary relation of Absolutive in the
ergative system of Dyirbal (Dixon 1979: 62-3), as shown by:

rjuma banaga-jiu yabu-rjgu bur,a-n
father + ABS return-PAST mother-ERG saw-PAST
'father returned and mother saw (him) (was seen by mother)'

rjuma banaga-jiu bu^al-rja-jiu yabu-gu
father + ABS return-PAST see-ANTip-PAST mother-DAT
'Father returned and saw mother'

In the first sentence it is the Patient that is deleted, because it is the P = S, not
A, that is the Primary relation. The use of the Antipassive in the second
sentence promotes the Agent (originally marked by the ergative) to the status
of the Absolutive Primary relation, where it may be deleted, while the Patient
is demoted to the oblique status of Dative.

However, some languages do not have passive or antipassives, and so
cannot promote non-Primary relations to create new pivots. Where there are
rules for pivots, they are dependent, therefore, on grammatical roles such as
Agent rather than grammatical relations such as Subject and Absolutive.
(According to Foley and Van Valin (1984: 115ff., 1985: 305), they do not
have 'pragmatic' pivots, but only 'semantic' pivots.)

A language may also have a passive yet not use it to create new pivots.
This, it has been suggested, is so in many Bantu languages, e.g. Chichewa (see
the discussion in Foley and Van Valin 1985: 329-31, quoting Trithart 1979).
Trithart argues that the passive is used not to create pivots, but in order to
satisfy hierarchical rules for the choice of Subject, the hierarchy being:
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1st person > 2nd person > proper human > common
human > animate > inanimate

A similar use of the passive was noted (for Korean) in 2.2. It is of relevance
that coreferentiality is clearly marked in Chichewa by the fact that there are
obligatory Subject and Object suffixes on the verb, and that these differ
according to the many different classes of noun with which they agree. An
example from Watkins 1937 (quoted by Foley and Van Valin 1985: 331) is:

Chamkole cha-nu chachi-kuru chi-tha:P-a
hostage + CL6 cx6-your CL6-valuable AGT + CL6-run away-iNDic

a-chi-gwir-a ni munthu
AGT + CL 1 -PAT + CL6-catch-iNDic is person+CL 1

'Your valuable hostage is running away and the man is catching
him'

With this system of agreement, rules for pivots together with the use of the
passive in order to indicate coreferentiality seem unnecessary.
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The passive was briefly discussed in 1.4. In this chapter and the next various
kinds of passives and similar constructions are examined in more detail.

5.1 The identification of the passive

A simple and obvious type of passive is illustrated by (see 1.4.1):

The policemen caught the thief

The thief was caught by the policemen

Commonly the Subject of the active sentence is omitted in the passive:

The boy was hit

Sentences such as these are referred to as 'agentless passives'. It is important
to note that in English it is not possible simply to omit the Subject of the
active sentence to produce:

•Caught the thief

If the Agent is not to be mentioned the passive must be used.
If the passive is a typologically valid category, it must, like all such

categories, be identified (i) in terms of the meaning or function it shares
across languages, and (ii) in terms of its formal marking in individual
languages. (For a discussion see Palmer 1986: 2-7.) It can be said that the
basic functions of the passive are the promotion of the Patient (or non-Agent)
and the demotion or deletion of the Agent (but see 6.7). This does not involve
the acceptance of a particular syntactic theory, but merely implies that the
functions of the roles of Agent, Patient etc. in the passive can be accounted
for in terms of variation from their functions in the active sentence. It is the
recognition that the Agent is the Subject and the Patient is the Object in the
active sentence and that the active is the basic construction (see 3.1), while the
Patient (or non-Agent) is the Subject and the Agent has peripheral status or is
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absent in the passive sentence, that makes it possible to talk about the
promotion of the Patient to Subject and the demotion or deletion of the
Agent.

As already argued, the passive must have some formal marking, and it
seems generally true that there is marking on the verb. Haspelmath (1990: 26-
7) argues that there are no passive constructions without passive verbal
morphology, but, provided 'verbal morphology' is used widely to include
clitics, this may be no more than a part of the definition of passive rather than
an empirical observation. Traditionally the terms 'active', 'passive' and
'voice' (the grammatical category that subsumes both) have been used to refer
to specific paradigms of classical languages, especially Latin and Greek. They
have, that is to say been used morphologically, and there are many languages
in which the passive is marked in the morphology of the verb, to create what
Keenan (1985: 250ff.) calls 'strict morphological passives'. In others,
however, it is marked by auxiliary verbs (Keenan's 'periphrastic passives');
these verbs, Keenan suggests (257-61) are of four kinds: (i) verbs of being or
becoming, (ii) verbs of reception, (iii) verbs of motion and (iv) verbs of
experiencing. He gives as examples of each:

German Hans wurde von seinem Vater bestraft
Hans became 'by' his father punished
'Hans was punished by his father'

Welsh Caffodd Wyn ei rybuddio gan Ifor
got Wyn his warn + INF by Ifor
'Wyn was warned by Ifor'

Hindi murgi mari gayee
chicken killed went
'The chicken was killed'

Vietnamese Quang bi (Bao) ghet
Quang suffer (Bao) detest
'Quang is detested (by Bao)'

A discussion of the historical origins of passives is to be found in Haspelmath
1990.

It would not be entirely unreasonable to suggest that the terms 'voice',
'passive' etc. should be restricted to morphological passives and not used to
refer to the 'periphrastic passives' of English and other languages. This
would, however, be purely a terminological point and would not suggest that
only morphological passives should be the topic of study. The suggestion
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would be that the terms themselves should be restricted to the morphological
categories and that some other, wider, terms should be used to include the
periphrastic passives of English and other languages (as well as the
morphological passives). This would be consonant with the use of the terms
'mood' and 'modality' (see Lyons 1977: 848, Palmer 1986: 21-4), by which
'mood' is restricted to the category expressed in the morphology of the verb,
while 'modality' is used more widely, to include e.g. the category in English
that is expressed by modal verbs. However, this is not a practicable
suggestion, both because there is no alternative term available and because
the terms are in regular use to refer to the category in English and other
languages as well as Latin, Greek etc.

5.2 Promotion of Object

The prototypical promotion of Object to Subject in English by
the passive was illustrated in the last section. In this section, some rather
different and more controversial examples are discussed.

There are some verbs in English that do not appear to have passives, e.g.
HAVE (in the sense of possession) and RESEMBLE.

John has a lot of property
* A lot of property is had by John

This is also true of CONTAIN in a stative sense, but not in a dynamic sense:

This jar contains sugar
* Sugar is contained by this jar
The rebel forces contained the army
The army was contained by the rebel forces

Equally, verbs such as WEIGH may passivize when their 'objects' refer to the
items weighed, but not to the measurement:

The shopkeeper weighed the potatoes
The potatoes were weighed by the shopkeeper
The potatoes weighed five kilos
•Five kilos were weighed by the potatoes

It would appear that passivization is restricted to verbs with dynamic
meaning - where some action is involved. Yet this is not entirely true; OWN
has a passive, even though it differs little in meaning from HAVE:
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The church owns a lot of property
A lot of property is owned by the church

One way of dealing with this problem is to say that the NP after the verb is
not an Object. Apart from the lack of passivization, the arguments are not
notionally patients, but locatives or terms of measurement (often called
'adjuncts'). However, that is not an entirely valid argument, since, as will be
seen in 5.3, promotion by passivization is not a test of'Object-hood'. It might
be more appropriate to recognize another type of (grammatical) argument,
which occupies the place of the Object with an active verb, yet is (a) not
affected by passivization, and (b) does not have the notional role of patient.

However, if availability for promotion is taken to establish such NPs as
Objects, there is considerable varition in languages in respect of the notional
roles of the NPs that may function as Objects. Thus, in Arabic both temporal
and locative NPs are marked morphologically as Objects and can be
promoted to Subject by passivization (Davison 1980: 51-2):

Sama zaydun ramadana
fasted Zayd + NOM Ramadan + ACC
'Zayd fasted (during) Ramadan'

Sima ramadanu
fasted + PASS Ramadan + NOM

'Ramadan was fasted'

Jalasa zaydun ?amama al-amiri
sat Zayd + NOM front + ACC the-prince + GEN
'Zayd sat (in) front of the prince'

Julisa ?amamu al-?amiri
sat-PASS front + NOM the-prince + GEN
"The front of the prince was sat'

Similarly in Sanskrit (Davison 1980: 52):

Ratho gramam gacchati
cart -I- NOM village + ACC go + 3SG + PRES

'The cart is going (to) the village'

Rathena gramo gamyate
cart + INSTR village + NOM go + PASS + 3SG + PRES

' T h e village is being gone to by the cart'
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There would be nothing very strange about the passives, if it were accepted
that the temporal and locative NPs are Objects in the active sentences.

In Kinyarwanda (Bantu) all kinds of notional roles may be similarly
identified as Objects. Unlike their translational equivalents in English, the
verbs 'have', 'weigh' etc. all have passives; 'have' is exemplified in (Kimenyi
1980: 127-8):

Ishaati i-ti-e ibifuungo bibiri
shirt it-have-ASP buttons two
The shirt has two buttons'

Ibifuungo bibiri bi-fit-w-e n'ishaati
buttons two they-have-PASS-ASP by shirt
"Two buttons are had by the shirt'

Similar, but more surprising, perhaps are the passives in (Kimenyi 1988: 361—

2):

Umugore a-rwaa-ye umutwe
woman she-be sick-Asp headache
The woman has a headache'

Umutwe u-rwaa-w-e n'umugore
headache it-be sick-PASs-ASP by woman
'It is the woman that has a headache'

Umugore y-a-baa-ye perezida
woman she-PAST-be-ASP president
The woman became president'

Perezida y-a-baa-w-e n'umugore
president he-PAST-be-PASS-ASP by woman
'It is the woman who became president'

Umugabo a-ra-geend-a ijoro
man he-PRES-travel-ASP night
The man is travelling in the night'

Ijoro ri-ra-geend-w-a n'umugabo
night it-PRES-travel-PASS-ASP by man
'It is the man who is travelling in the night'

(Kimenyi does not explain why he uses the translations beginning with 'It is
the woman/man who . . . '; the obvious implication is that the Agent is
focused by passivization.) He notes that 'all semantic roles, patients, datives,
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benefactives, manners, instrumentals, goals, locatives, temporals, attribu-
tives . . . , function as direct objects'.

Often a verb has what seem to be two Objects (including the types just
discussed) and either may be promoted:

Umugore a-r-eerek-a abaana amashusho
woman she-PRES-show-ASP children pictures
The woman is showing pictures to the children'

Abaana ba-r-eerek-w-a amashusho n'umugore
children they-PRES-show-PASS-ASP pictures by woman
The children are being shown pictures by the woman'

Amashusho a-r-eerek-w-a abaana n'umugore
pictures they-PRES-show-PAss-ASP children by woman
The pictures are being shown to the children by the woman'

Umugore a-kubis-e umwaana urushyi
woman she-hit-ASP child palm
The woman has just slapped the child'

Umwaana a-kubis-w-e urushyi n'umugore
child he-hit-PASS-ASP palm by woman
The child has just been slapped by the woman'

Urushyi ru-kubis-w-e umwaana n'umugore
palm it-hit-PAss-ASP child by woman
'A slap has just been given to the child by the woman'

Umugaanga a-ru-vuur-a umugore inkorora
doctor he-PRES-cure-ASP woman cough
The doctor is treating the woman's cough'

Umugore a-ra-vuur-w-a inkorora n'umugaanga
woman she-PRES-cure-PASS-ASP cough by doctor
4*The woman is being treated the cough by the doctor'

Inkorora i-ra-vuur-w-a umugore n'umugaanga
cough it-PRES cure woman by doctor
"The cough is being treated woman by the doctor'

Treating these in terms of constructions with two Objects entails the
recognition of the construction Subject + Object + Object as well as the usual
transitive Subject + Object. It might be claimed that these are not Objects but
various kinds of oblique relations. There are two arguments against this: (i)
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they are not formally distinguished from Objects 'proper' in any way: word

order provides no criterion, since word order is free, except in that new

information comes last, and all can be represented by pronominal infixes in

the verb (Kimenyi 1988: 355-6); (ii) Kinyarwanda has oblique relations

(Dative, Instrumental and Locative) that are formally marked as such and

can be also promoted to Subject (but see 6.6.2). There is equally no evidence

to suggest that, when there are two Objects, they can be distinguished as

primary and secondary Objects (2.4, but see 6.6.2).

Another language that has a construction with two Objects, either of which

may be promoted, is Tigrinya (Ethiopian Semitic, personal research), but this

occurs only with the verb 'give':

Masganna na-Barhe mashaf hibu-wo

Mesgenna ANiM-Berhe book gave + 3SG + MASC-3SG + MASC

'Mesgenna gave Berhe a book'

mashaf na-Barhe ba-MasgQnna ta-wahibu

book ANiM-Berhe by-Mesgenna PASS-gave + 3SG + MASC

'A book was given to Berhe by Mesgenna'

Barhe mashaf ba-Mosganna ta-wahibu

Berhe book by-Mesgenna PASS-gave + 3SG + MASC

'Berhe was given a book by Mesgenna'

It might be thought that the first of the two Objects with its marker prefix no-
is, in fact, an Indirect Object/Dative, and that this is an example of

promotion of Indirect Object/Dative (see 5.3), but this is not so. The verbal

suffix -wo marks it as (third person masculine) Direct Object, while the

corresponding marker of the Indirect Object would be -//«, as in:

Maesganna na-Barhe mashaf 'adigu-llu

Mesgenna ANiM-Berhe book sold + 3SG + MASC-to + 3SG + MASC

'Mesgenna sold Berhe a book'

Here only the Direct Object may be promoted:

mashaf na-Barhe ba-Masganna ta-'adigu-llu

book ANiM-Berhe by-Mesgenna PASS-sold + 3SG + MASC-to

+ 3SG + MASC

'A book was sold to Berhe by Mesgenna'
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There is no:

*Barhe mashaf ba-Masganna ta'adigu
Berhe book by-Mesgenna PASS-SOM + 3SG + MASC

'Berhe was sold a book by Mesgenna'

The nominal suffix no- occurs with both Direct and Indirect Objects and is
best seen as a marker of animacy.

There is another construction with two Objects in Tigrinya, but only one of
them may be promoted. This is the construction in which the second Object
indicates a part of the body and the first is marked as animate. Only the
Object marked as animate may be promoted:

Masganna na-Mahrat gas-a harimu-wa
Mesgenna ANiM-Mehret face-3sG + FEM + POSS hit + 3SG + MASC-

3SG + FEM

'Mesgenna hit Mehret in the face'

Mahrat ba-Masganna gas-a ta-harima
Mehret by-Mesgenna face-3sG + FEM + POSS PASS-hit + 3SG + FEM
'Mehret was hit in the face by Mesgenna'

(There is a similar construction in Korean - see 5.6.)
Rather different are the passives in English exemplified by (see Palmer

1987: 215ff.):

The daughter looked after the old man
The old man was looked after by the daughter

In the active the old man seems to be part of a prepositional phrase, but,
obviously, look after is treated as a single verb with the old man as its object.
This is not surprising with an expression like look after, which is idiomatic
and cannot be treated as two semantically (or grammatically) separate words
(it is a 'phrasal verb'). Similar passives are also possible with idioms such as
do away with, get rid of put up with. But passivization is possible with some
combinations of verb plus preposition, even though there is no such
idiomaticity:

This hat has been sat on
The bed has been slept in

Finally, it should be noted that even if a language has a passive, not all
Objects/Patients can be promoted to Subject. Thus it was seen in 2.2 that in
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Korean the passive Subject must be 'in general, animate and conscious'.
Objects that do not have these characteristics cannot be promoted.

5.3 Promotion of oblique terms

Although the Patient-Object is the term most commonly
promoted to Subject, in some languages terms other than Objects, oblique
terms, may also be promoted.

The Beneficiary-Dative is often promoted (and it is relevant to note that
the Beneficiary was often the promoted term in the double Object
constructions of 5.2). An example from Japanese is (Song 1987; 75):

John wa Mary ni hon o atae-ta
John TOP Mary DAT book ACC give-PAST
'John gave a book to Mary'

Mary wa John ni hon o atae-rare-ta
Mary TOP John DAT book ACC give-PASS-PAST
'Mary was given a book by John'

Whether this is also true of English (as the translation given above might
suggest) is discussed in 6.6.

More strikingly, Malagasy has a passive voice, but also a 'circumstantial'
voice, which promotes both the Beneficiary-Dative and the Instrumental.
Examples that were given in 1.4.1 (Keenan 1972: 172-3) are repeated here:

Nividy ny vary ho an'ny ankizy ny vehivavy
Bought + ACT the rice for the children the woman
'The woman bought the rice for the children'

Novidin' ny vehivavy ho an'ny ankizy ny vary
bought + PASS the woman for the children the rice
'The rice was bought by the woman for the children'

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny ankizy
bought + CIRC the woman the rice the children
'The children were bought the rice by the woman'

Nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary ny vola
bought + CIRC the woman the rice the money
'The money was used by the woman to buy the rice'
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The verb form indicates whether the Subject is the Agent, the Patient or one
of the oblique terms, and the Subject appears in final position. The promoted
Subjects ('the rice', 'the children', 'the money') also have the syntactic
characteristics of Subjects in that they may function as pivots. They are used
as heads of relative clauses, and it may be recalled that in Malagasy it is only
Subjects that can be relativized (4.1.3 - the examples are repeated here):

Ny vary izay novidin' ny vehivavy ho an'ny ankizy
the rice REL bought + PASS the woman for the children
'The rice that was bought by the woman for the children'

Ny ankizy izay nividianan' ny vehivavy ny vary
the children REL bought + CIRC the woman the rice
'The children for whom the rice was bought by the woman'

Similarly, one may assume, it is possible for the promoted Instrumental ('the
money') to be the pivot, although Keenan does not give an example.

A very different language that can also promote either the Object or the
Instrumental is Kwakwala or Kwakw'ala (Wakashan, British Columbia,
Levine 1980: 241, Anderson 1985: 166). Examples are (the glosses are from
Anderson, and notice that the suffixes on the NPs indicate the relation of the
following NP):

nap'id-i-da gananam-xa gukw-sa t'isam
throw-suBj-ART child-OBj house-iNSTR rock
'The child hit the house with a rock by throwing' ('The child

threw a rock at the house')

nap'id-su?-i-da gukw-sa gananam-sa t'isam
throw-su?-suBJ-ART house-iNSTR child-iNSTR rock
'The house was hit by a rock thrown by the child'

nap'id-ayu-i-da t'isam xa gukw-sa gananam
throw-ayu-suBJ-ART rock-OBj house-iNSTR child
'The rock was what the child threw at the house' ('The rock was

used for throwing at the house by the child')

As with Malagasy, there are two different types of passive, one for the
promotion of the Object, the other for the promotion of the oblique with
markers -sul- and -ayu respectively. Levine, in fact, argues against a passive
interpretation in favour of one in terms of 'focus', but the constructions
contain typical passive features, although it is, indeed, the case that there is
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some similarity between the systems of Malagasy and Kwakw'ala and those
of 'topic' languages to be discussed in 6.4.

5.4 Impersonal and 'affected' passives

In a number of languages there are passives of intransitive verbs;
examples from Latin, German and Dutch are:

Pugnatur uno tempore
fight + 3SG + PRES + PASS one + SG + ABL time + SG + ABL

omnibus locis (Caes. B.G. 7, 84)
all + PL + ABL place + PL 4- ABL
'There is fighting at one time in all places'

Es wurde im Nebenzimmer geredet
it became in the next room talked
'There was talking in the next room'

Er wordt door de jongens gefloten (Kirsner 1976: 382)
it becomes by the boys whistled
'There is whistling by the boys'

These are often referred to as 'impersonal' passives.
It is almost certain, however, that this type of passive is restricted to what

might be called 'agentive' verbs (see 3.5.4) or what Perlmutter (1978) calls
'unergative', where the single term S is an agent, as contrasted with
'unaccusative', where S is essentially a patient. Perlmutter and Postal (1984:
144) give an example from Welsh with the verb 'dance', but note that Welsh
does not permit the passivization of 'grow':

Dannswyd gan y plant
was danced by the children
'There was dancing by the children'

*Tyfwyd gan y plant yn sydyn
was grown by the children suddenly
*'There was sudden growing by the children'

Perlmutter (1978: 168-9) also notes, for Dutch, the contrast between the
possible and impossible (see 3.5.4):

In de zomer wordt er hier vaak gezwommen/*verdronken
in the summer becomes it here often swum/*drowned
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The simplest explanation for the fact that generally it is agentive intransitive
verbs that are passivized may be found in Shibatani's suggestion (see the
discussion in 6.7) that the primary function of the passive is 'defocusing'
(which includes deletion) of the agent. Generally it is the Agent-Subject of
transitives that is demoted or deleted; with intransitives, S is similarly deleted
or demoted, but only if it is an agent. Alternatively, it might also be noted
that these agentive verbs have unexpressed 'cognate' Objects (Tight a fight',
'dance a dance' etc), and that in English, one can 'have a fight/a whistle/a
dance/a swim', but not ""have a grow/a drown'; notionally at least, these
cognate objects might be considered to be the unexpressed Subjects of the
passives ('(A fight) was fought' etc.); there is even some grammatical evidence
for this in the constructions with the impersonal ('it') Subject, which might
suggest the promotion of an unexpressed 'it' (the cognate object) in the active.

Impersonal passives are also found with verbs that have a second argument
that is not marked as Object, but as an oblique term (the oblique term is not
promoted, as in the examples of 5.3). Thus in Latin INVIDEO ('envy') is
followed by the dative, not the accusative, but it has a passive (with the dative
NP unchanged):

invident homines maxime
envy + 3PL + + PRES + INDIC + ACT men most
paribus aut inferioribus (Cic. de Or. 2, 52, 209)
equal + PL + DAT or inferior + PL + DAT
'Men most envy their equals or inferiors'

illi, quibus invidetur (Pl. True. 4, 32, 30)
this + PL + NOM who + PL + DAT envy + 3SG + + PRES + INDIC + PASS

'Those who are envied'

The same is true of German:

Seine Freunde halfen ihm
his friends helped him + DAT
'His friends helped him'

Ihm wurde von seinen Freunden geholfen
him + DAT became by his friends helped
'He was helped by his friends'

However, Latin has a number of active impersonal verbs, e.g. OPORTET

('must'), LICET ('is permitted'), all requiring the human or animate NP to be in
the dative (mihi oportetjlicet T must/am permitted') (see 2.5); there are also
impersonal verbs in German that are followed by the dative (but others that
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are followed by the accusative). The impersonal passives fall into the same
pattern.

It may seem less plausible to suggest that these too have 'cognate' Objects
('envy', 'help'), with the other NP as an Indirect Object/Dative peripheral
relation, though that is not altogether impossible, in view of the possible
interpretations 'envy was felt', 'help was given'.

There is a similar situation in Icelandic, where some verbs are followed by
the dative, others by the genitive (Andrews 1982: 466-7):

feir bjorgudu stulkunni
they rescued girl + DAT
'They rescued the girl'

stulkunni var bjargad
girl + DAT was rescued
'The girl was rescued'

vid vitjdum Olafs
we visited Olaf+GEN
'We visited Olaf

Olafs var vitjad
Olaf+GEN was visited
'Olaf was visited'

Syntactically, the dative or genitive NP in the passive may function as a pivot,
and is thus treated as another example of'dative subject' (Andrews 1985: 122,
but see the discussion in 4.3):

mer var hjalpad
I + DAT was helped
'I was helped'

min var vitjad
I + GEN was visited
'I was visited'

Eg vonast til ad vera hjalpad/vitjad
I hope towards to be helped/visited
'I hope to be helped'

(But Andrews 1982: 467 says that the last sentence is 'questionable for many
speakers'.)
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The issue is made more complex by the fact that, in some languages, there
appear to be impersonal passives of transitive verbs, in which the Patient
remains in the Object position and is not promoted to Subject, e.g. in Irish
(Keenan 1985: 275):

Bhuail si e
hit she him
'She hit him'

Buaileadh (lei) e
hit + IMPERS PASS (with her) him
'She was hit by him'

A similar example from North Russian (Timberlake 1976: 550) is:

U mena bylo telenka zarezano
at me be + SG + NEUT calf+ ACC + MASC slaughtered + SG + NEUT

'The calf was slaughtered by me'

There is a different situation in Japanese (but there are problems concerning
both 'Subject' and 'passive', partly because the 'passive' suffix has a number
of different, but possibly related functions (see 6.4), and partly because it is
not wholly clear which of two particles, one of them usually referred to as 'the
topic-marker', indicates the Subject). There are some interesting construc-
tions, particularly that which has been called the 'adversity passive', where
the apparent Subject of a verb with passive marking indicates the person
adversely affected by the event. This is possible with both intransitive and
transitive verbs (Kuno 1973: 23-4):

Tuma ga sin-da
wife NOM die-PAST
'The wife died'

John ga tuma ni sin-are-ta
John NOM wife by die-PASS-PAST
'*John was died by his wife'

Mary ga piano o hi-ita
Mary NOM piano ACC play-PAST
'Mary played the piano'

John ga Mary ni piano o hik-are-ta
John NOM Mary by piano ACC play-PASS-PAST
'*John was adversely played the piano by Mary'
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These are the adversity passives of 'His wife died' and 'Mary played the
piano', with John being adversely affected. In neither case, not even with the
transitive, which has an Object in the active, is the Subject of the passive a
grammatical relation that has been promoted. Rather, the adversity passive
creates an additional argument - just as the causative does; an alternative
treatment along these lines is suggested in 9.6. Other examples (Song 1987:
76, using slightly different glosses - the transcription has been modified) are:

watasi ga doroboo ni zitensya o nusum-are-ta
I NOM burglar DAT bicycle ACC steal-PASS-PAST
'I was subjected to a burglar stealing a bicycle from me'

John wa ame ni hur-are-ta
John TOP rain DAT fall-PAss-PAST
'John was rained on'

Slightly different is the passive (Song 1987: 75):

Mary wa John no kao o tatai-ta
Mary TOP John GEN face ACC hit-PAST
'Mary hit John's face'

John wa Mary ni kao o tatak-are-ta
John TOP Mary DAT face ACC hit-pass-PAST
'John was hit in the face by Mary'

Here it might seem that the possessive ('John's') has been promoted to
Subject. But the possessive is not a term in the sentence - not a role or a
relation. It would seem, then, that this, too, is best treated as an adversity
passive, since a new argument has been created. Song notes that there is a
similar construction in Korean, but with a difference in that in the active the
possessor may be indicated either in the gentive or, apparently, as a second
Object (see 5.2):

John-in ai-ii/lil son-il jab-ossta
John-Top child-GEN/ACC hand-Ace catch-PAST
'John grasped the child's hand/the child by the hand'

ai-nin John-ege son-il jab-hi-6ssta
child-Top John-DAT hand-Ace catch-PASS-PAST
'The child was subjected to John's grasping his hand' ('The

child's hand was held by John'?)
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Here it might appear that the passive is derived by simply promoting the
second Object, but the first Object ('hand') cannot be similarly promoted, so
that it may be simpler to treat this in the same way as the previous sentence,
i.e. as an adversity passive.

5.5 Passives and topicalization

It is wise to exclude change of word order alone as a marker of
the passive, even though word order is often the only formal distinction
between Subject and Object (and in English it is the most important feature,
and the only one that is always present). The reason for excluding word order
is that in many languages it is used, independently of passivization, for the
purpose of topicalization. Thus, even in English an Object may be placed in
initial position for that purpose:

These books, I am giving away

This is not, however, restricted to Objects or even to NPs:

Intelligent, he is not
Yesterday, I was at home

In many languages, including Latin and modern Greek, the position of the
arguments in the sentence is relatively free. This is clearly illustrated from
Modern Greek (Philippaki-Warburton 1985: 113):

o janis fllise ti maria
ti maria fllise o janis
fllise o janis ti maria
fllise ti maria o janis
o janis ti maria fllise
ti maria o janis fllise
'John kissed Mary'

Here the Subject and the Object (and the verb) occur in all possible sequences,
but there is no ambiguity because the Subject (o janis) and Object (// maria)
are marked morphologically and by their agreement with the verb, but not by
word order. Neither the English nor the Greek examples provide examples of
passives, but merely of the use of word order for topicalization. There are two
points that distinguish such topicalization from passivization: first, the Object
does not take on the grammatical markers of the Subject (its morphology and
concord with the verb) and secondly, the form of the verb is unchanged. It
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may also be added that in Greek and English, it does not acquire pivot status.
There are, however, marginal and debatable cases. For instance, it was seen
in 4.1.1 that in Lango it is the topicalized NP that controls deletion in
coordination, but this topicalization is not accompanied by any markers on
the verb, and it is the Subject that controls reflexives (4.1.4). In any case, as
was argued in 4.3, pivots should not be used as evidence for Subjects, and, a
fortiori, they are not evidence for passivization. Another example of a
construction about which there has been disagreement is to be found in
Acehnese. to be discussed in 6.2.

A little more problematic is the situation in Kinyarwanda (Bantu, Kimenyi
1988: 357-8). This language has passives (discussed in 5.2 and 5.3), but it also
has a device for interchanging Subject and Object, but with the additional
point that the Object, when moved into Subject position, is the argument that
agrees with the verb:

abagore ba-a-ri ba-teet-se ibishyiimbo
women they-PAST-be they-cook-ASP beans
The women were cooking beans'

ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri bi-teet-se abagore
beans they-PAST-be they-cook-se women
The beans were being cooked by the women'

Agreement with the verb is shown by the prefixes glossed by Kimenyi as
4they'; in the first sentence they are appropriate to the class that includes
'woman', in the second, to the class that includes 'beans'. Kimenyi translates
the second as if it were passive, rather than as The beans, the women
cooked', but it is better treated as a topicalization device rather than a
passive, not only because Kinyarwanda has a quite different passive, but,
more importantly, because there is, again, no passive marker on the verb. It
was noted in 2.6 for Chichewa, another Bantu language, that even locatives
may be placed in initial position and agree with the verb. Although agreement
marking of topicalized arguments is typologically unusual, these sentences
in Kinyarwanda are better treated as examples of topicalization than of
passivization. Alternatively, perhaps, an absolute distinction between
passivization and topicalization should not be drawn; these constructions
of Kinyarwanda have one of the marks of the passive, but lack the more
crucial passive marking on the verb.

Another problematic case is provided by Palauan (W. Austronesian, Foley
and Van Valin 1985: 316-17). Here what appears to be a passive involves
interchange of the positions of Agent and Patient and a set of special prefixes
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on the verb that agree with the passive Agent. (There is agreement with the
Patient in both active and passive, but not, apparently, with the Agent of the
active.) Examples are:

a ?ad a mos-terir a ngalek
ART man see-3PL + HUM ART child
The man saw the children'

a ngalek a le-bos-terir a ?ad
ART child PASS + 3sG-see-3PL + HUM ART man

The children were seen by the man'

Even oblique terms may, apparently, be promoted:

a ngelek-ek a sme?er er a tereter
ART child-my sick + INTR with ART cold
'My child is sick with a cold'

a tereter a l-se?er er ngiy a ngelek-ek
ART cold PASS + 3sG-sick with 3SG ART child-my
'With a cold is being sick by my child'

(A better gloss for the last might be 'A cold is being sick with by my child'.)
However, these are more like examples of topicalization than of passive: the
Patient-Object is unaffected and there is, therefore, no evidence that it is
promoted to Subject, and it is not obvious that the special prefix signals
demotion of the Agent, since with demotion agreement is usually lost, not
gained - it may be that the function of the prefix is merely to make the status
of the Agent-Subject explicit, because it has been moved from the usual
Subject position.

However, relativization on the Patient requires this 'passive':

a le-bos-terir a ?ad el ngalek
ART PASS + 3sG-see-3pL + HUM ART man REL child

'the children which were seen by the man'

It is not possible to say:

*a ?ad a mos-terir el ngalek
ART man see-3PL + HUM REL child
'the children which the man saw'

This rather looks like an example of passivization being used to promote the
Patient-Object to Subject in a language which permits relativization on
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Subjects only (see 4.6). Yet, this merely establishes a syntactic pivot and, as
was argued in 4.3, pivots should not necessarily be equated with Subjects.

There is a rather different problem in Dinka (W. Nilotic, T. Andersen
1991), where there are two constructions, both of which have features of
passives, as exemplified by (subscripted markers of creaky and breathy voice
have been omitted):

mariaal a-ce mabdor yuup (P-278)
Marial DECL-PERF Mabor beat
'Marial has beaten Mabor'

mabdor a-cii yuup e mariaal
Mabor DECL-PERF + PASS beat PREP Marial + GEN

mabdor a-cii mariaal yuup
Mabor DECL-PERF + NTS Marial + GEN beat

The second example Andersen treats as a passive, and the third in terms of
topicalization, with the gloss 'NTS' standing for 'non-topical subject'.

However, the NTS construction shares with the passive three typical
features of passives in that (i) the verb forms are different from that of the
active (notice the tone markers on the auxiliary elements), (ii) the Patient
appears to be promoted in that it is moved to initial position and agrees in
number with the verb and (iii) the Agent seems to be demoted, being marked
by a preposition plus genitive or simply the genitive and no longer agreeing
with the verb. Agreement of the Patient with the verb is not illustrated in the
example above, but can be seen in:

yok aa-kueel m moc
cows DECL + PL-steal + NTS man + GEN

The man is stealing the cows'

Yet there are three differences: (i) only with the passive may the Agent be
deleted, (ii) oblique relations and even adverbials such as 'today' may be
topicalized (but still show agreement with the verb), (iii) with topicalization,
there may be a pronoun coreferential with the Patient after the Agent, (ii) and
(iii) are exemplified by:

aakaal a-theet tiik
today DECL-cook + NTS woman
'The woman is cooking today'
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yok aa-kueen dhook (ke)
cows DECL + PL-count + NTS boy (3PL)

The boy is counting the cows'

('Woman' and 'boy' do not have a distinct genitive form.)
Relativization is on topics, not Subjects, in that relativization on Patients

requires the NTS construction, not the passive, as in:

manh cii jo caam
Child + AGT PERF + NTS dog + GEN eat + NON-FINITE

'The child that the dog has bitten'

This again (as in Palauan) looks very like promotion of Patient to Subject by
passivization to' meet the requirements for relativization.

The question whether the problematic constructions considered in this
section are or are not passives is not one that can have a simple 'Yes/No'
answer. The issue of languages with 'topic' systems, which are like passives in
some ways, but may be treated rather differently, is the subject of 8.1.

5.6 Functions of the passive

There are several different reasons for the use of the passive in
different languages.

(i) It promotes a non-Subject to Subject position to make it available as a
syntactic pivot. This use has already been discussed in some detail (4.6).

(ii) Closely associated with this, especially with the use of pivots in
coordination, is the promotion of a non-Agent for topicalization. We may
compare:

The child ran into the road and was hit by a car
The child ran into the road. He was hit by a car

In the first sentence, there is the grammatical rule that, with coordination,
only the Subject may be deleted. In the second, the use of the passive keeps
'the child' as the topic, but the difference is that there is no rule that says that
only the Subject may be pronominalized - it would be possible to say:

The child ran into the road. A car hit him

However, the two features can be more closely related if it is said that
Subjects are generally topics, so that promotion to Subject provides a new
topic, and that it is as topics that Subjects are deleted in coordination.
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(However, English has other topicalization devices that are not involved in
the syntax of coordination, one of which was discussed in the last section.)

(iii) The passive is often used, with the Agent omitted, where the Agent is
unknown, non-specific or unimportant, as in:

He was killed in the war
They were persuaded to come

It is for this reason that, as Quirk et al (1985: 166) say, 'it is notably more
frequent in the objective, impersonal style of scientific writing and news
reporting'. This is also the basis for Shibatani's claim that the primary
function of the passive is the defocusing of the Agent (to be discussed in 6.7).

(iv) In some languages the passive is used because there are restrictions, in
terms of animacy/agency etc., on the type of entity that may function as the
Subject of an active verb. Thus, according to Trithart (1979 - see 4.6),
passives are favoured in Bantu languages if they promote to Subject an NP
higher on a scale involving human/animate/inanimate. Conversely, as was
noted in 2.2, a strong preference for animate Subjects may block the passive
in Korean, as in the example quoted by Song:

John-in ki sakwa-lil mog-ossta
John-TOP the apple-Ace eat-PAST
'John ate the apple'

*ki sahwa-nin John-ege mog-hi-6ssta
the apple-Top John-DAT eat-PASs-PAST
The apple was eaten by John'

An extreme instance of restrictions upon Subjects and the use of a passive-
like device to meet these restrictions is, perhaps, to be found in the inverse
languages discussed in 8.2.

Klaiman (1988) argues that the issue in Korean is not one of animacy, but
of control. She offers (p. 61), using a different transcription from that of
Song, the examples:

ki yAca-ka cA salamli tIN-Il kllk-Assta
that woman-NOM that man's back + OBJ scratch-PAST
The woman scratched the man's back'

cA salam-Ii tIN-i ki yAca-eke kllk-hi-Assta
the man's back-NOM that woman-by scratch-PASs-PAST
That man's back was scratched by the woman'
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While the first sentence may mean that the woman scratched the man's back
with or without him being willing, the second can only mean that the man let
her scratch his back. In that sense he is in control of the action. However,
notions of agency, control, and animacy are conceptually closely linked, and
it may be that all or any of them are often involved.

5.7 Varieties of passive

English and other languages may be said to have more than one
passive, of which only one is a 'true' passive, as shown by:

They were married on Saturday
They were married for many years

The second is a stative passive, expressing the meaning 'they were in the
married state'. Similarly, as noted by Nedjalkov and Jaxontov (1988: 47)
there is a difference in the two instances of was shut, in:

When I came at five, the door was shut, but I do not know when
it was shut.

English uses the same forms for the stative and 'true' passives, as does
Russian (byl zakryt), but German uses SEIN 'to be' for the stative, but WERDEN

'to become' for the 'true' passive, as shown by their German translation of
the English sentence:

Als ich um funf kam, war die Tur geschlossen, aber ich weiss
nicht, wann sie geschlossen wurde.

P. K. Andersen (1991: 92-5) argues that the passive in English is not a
'passive', but an 'objective resultative', quoting Beedham (1982: 45) - 'the
passive sentence portrays both the occurrence of an event and the state that
arises from that event'. A difficulty with this claim is that there is no apparent
difference, in terms of 'resulting state', between the active and the passive in
English. If X killed Y or Y was killed, Y is equally dead. Andersen argues
that the resulting state is merely a logical consequence of the event with the
active, but that it is formally expressed by the passive, i.e. by means of the
passive participle, but this is to extrapolate from the form to the meaning,
which can be very misleading. It may be true that the form of the passive
seems to contain (for historical reasons) an indication of the notion of state,
while the active does not, but it does not follow that, in this respect, either (a)
the active and passive differ in meaning or (b) that the passive in English is
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different from passives in other languages. The extent to which such
extrapolation can mislead is illustrated by a quotation by T. Andersen (1991:
102) from Beedham (1982: 91), who suggests that The house was painted by
John is nearer in meaning to John has painted the house than to John painted
the house, because they 'share the most important semantic features, viz.
those of action and state'. That is simply false: they share the formal feature
of the participle, but semantically was painted corresponds to painted, and the
passive of has painted is has been painted. Both the passive and the perfect are
now grammatical idioms in English, and their meanings cannot be directly
derived from their component parts, without independent semantic evidence.

The situation in German may seem a little more convincing, since the
stative appears to say that the door 'was' shut, while the passive says that it
'became' shut. That merely means that the constructions are more
transparent, less idiomatic, than the constructions in English. However, if
the formal features are taken to be indications of the semantics, it is difficult
to understand why the same form in English has two different meanings.
What the English and German examples show is that a language may be said
to have more than one passive (a 'true' passive and a stative passive in this
case), and, further, that these passives may be expressed by the same
construction as in English or by different ones as in German.

One meaning that is often accredited to the passive is that of'potential'. An
example from Hindi in Shibatani (1985: 828) is an impersonal passive of an
intransitive:

larke se cal-aa nahii ga-yaa
boy INSTR walk-pcPL not PASS-PAST

'The boy could not walk'

Haspelmath (1990: 33) adds:

(Kanuri) ham-rjin 'I lift up' hap-te-skin 'I am liftable'
(Mwera) com-a 'read' com-ek-a 'be readable'

Shibatani also notes for Turkish:

Cevap yaz-mak icin kagit-la kalem kullan-il-ir
answer write-iNF for paper-and pen use-PASS-PRES
'Paper and pencil may be used to write the answer'

However, this is, perhaps, not a distinct type of passive but an implied use of
it; even in English 'Paper and pencil are used to write the answer' would be
understood as giving permission. An example from Japanese and some
reflexive constructions in Spanish and Russian are also given by Shibatani as
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examples of 'potential' passives, but the Japanese example needs special
consideration (in 6.4), while the reflexive constructions, though closely
related to passives, are also best discussed separately (in 6.1).

Another possible type is the 'spontaneous' passive. Keenan (1985: 252-3)
notes three types of passive in Malagasy (Madagascar):

a-tsanga-ko ny lai
PASs-put up-by me the tent
The tent is put up by me'

voa-tsangana ny lai
PASs-put up the tent
'The tent is put up'

tafa-tsangana ny lai
PASs-put up the tent
'The tent is put up'

The first is 'paraphrastic with the active', i.e. the passive proper, while the
second is 'unequivocally perfective' and, thus, perhaps, to be regarded as a
stative passive. The third, however, suggests that 'the putting up of the tent
was almost spontaneous; the conscious activity of the Agent is down-played'.
Spontaneity is also claimed by Shibatani for reflexives in Spanish, French,
Russian and Quechua (see 6.1).

In theory all kinds of aspectual and other types of meaning may be
associated formally-semantically with the passive. One set of such passives is
noted by Keenan (1985: 268, quoting an unpublished manuscript) for
Kampampangan (Malayo-Polynesian, Philippines), where three different
affixes express an inceptive, a progressive and a past perfective passive
(though these distinctions appear not to be made in the active); this is not
directly relevant to the analysis of the passive. More interesting, perhaps,
though still rather peripheral, is the fact that, in some languages, the
availability of a number of different verbs to express the passive provides
different shades of meaning. Thus Keenan (1985: 260-1) quotes for
Vietnamese:

Quang bi (Bao) ghet
Quang suffer (Bao) detest
'Quang is detested (by Bao)'

Quang duoc Bao thuong
Quang 'enjoy' Bao love
'Quang is loved by Bao'
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A list of the main uses of passive morphemes and languages in which they
occur is given by Haspelmath (1990: 36). These include 'passive', 'reciprocal',
'reflexive', 'anticausative', 'passive', 'potential passive' and 'fientive'.
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Passive: related and problematic
issues

The last chapter dealt with the most typical kinds of passive; in this chapter a
number of other constructions will be considered.

6.1 Reflexives and indefinites as passives

Many languages have reflexive constructions, i.e. constructions in
which the Object is indicated as being referentially identical with the Subject
by means of a reflexive pronoun. Examples are the English wash oneself, and
the equivalent French se laver and Russian myt's'a.

In a number of languages the same construction is also used as a passive. In
Russian, for instance, the passive is formed by using the copula (the verb 'to
be') with verbs in the perfective aspect, but by the reflexive form for verbs in
the imperfective (Siewerska 1985: 247):

kalitka byla otkryta Olegom
gate + NOM was open + PERF + PAST PART Oleg + INSTR

The gate was opened by Oleg'

kalitka otkrylas' Olegom
gate + NOM opened + IMPERF + REFL Oleg + INSTR

The gate was being opened by Oleg'

In both cases the Object has been promoted to Subject, and is so marked by
its morphology and by agreement with the verb, while the original Subject
has been demoted to Instrumental.

Reflexives functioning as passives are also found in Romance languages,
even though these also have passives formed with the copula, e.g. Spanish
and Italian:

se euro a los brujos
REFL cured + SG to the + PL sorcerers + PL

The sorcerers were cured'
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si comprano due penne
REFL buy + 3PL two pens
'Two pens are bought'

Unlike the Russian examples, however, these do not normally occur with an
expressed Agent, although this is (rarely) possible in Italian, as in (Lepschy
and Lepschy 1977: 213):

Questo giornale si legge ogni mattina da
This newspaper REFL read + 3SG + PRES each morning by

moltissima gente
very many people

This paper is read every morning by lots of people'

The reflexive is also used, slightly differently, in a 'neuter' function, to
produce an intransitive from a transitive verb, with the Patient as Subject (the
term 'neuter' is traditionally used for the intransitive member of
homophonous intransitive and transitive forms, such as 'break', 'open' in
English). This use differs from the agentless passive in that it is not merely
that no Agent is present, but also that no agency is even implied, and
indicates what Shibatani (1985: 827) calls 'spontaneous occurrence' (see 6.4).
Shibatani provides examples from Spanish, French, Russian and Quechua:

se abrio la puerta
REFL opened + 3SG the door
'The door opened'

La porte s'est ouverte
the door REFL + is opened
'The door opened'

Lekcija nacalas'
lecture began + REFL
'The lecture began'

Pingu-kuna-ka paska-ri-rka
door-PL-TOP open-REFL-PAST + 3

'The doors opened'

(These constructions are also sometimes called 'mediopassives' and
'anticausatives' (Zubizarreta 1985: 259)).

However, sometimes the same construction is treated as if it were
indefinite, with the reflexive pronoun acting as the Subject rather than as
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the Object, and so having the sense of 'someone'. This is so with Polish, as
illustrated by (Siewierska 1988: 262):

owe przes^dy dzisiaj inaczej sie. interpretuje
these prejudices + ACC today differently REFL interpret
'These prejudices are interpreted differently today'

Here 'these prejudices' is treated as the Object (in the accusative case and not
agreeing with the verb), while the Subject is a singular impersonal 'one'. A
more literal translation would be 'One interprets these prejudices differently
today'. This should be contrasted with the Russian example above and with
the Czech (Siewierska 1988: 246):

zivne latky se pobleuji filtrem
nutritive substances + NOM REFL absorb + 3PL filter + INSTR

'Nutritive substances are absorbed by filter'

Here 'nutritive substances' is the Subject, agreeing with the verb, which is
third person plural.

In Spanish, the two types of construction are found side by side (Shibatani
1985: 826):

se euro a los brujos
REFL cured + 3SG to the + PL sorcerers + PL

'The sorcerers were cured'

se curaron los brujos
REFL cured + 3PL the + PL sorcerers + PL

'The sorcerers were cured'

The literal meanings of these would seem to be 'One cured the sorcerers' and
'The sorcerers cured themselves' respectively.

Similar constructions are found in Italian (Lepschy and Lepschy 1977:
214-16):

si compra due penne
REFL buy + 3SG two pens
'One buys two pens'

si comprano due penne
REFL buy + 3PL two pens
'One buys two pens'

Lepschy and Lepschy distinguish between a 'passive' and an 'indefinite' use
of the construction, so that both constructions (with either the reflexive or the
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Patient as Subject) can be indefinite, and add that the construction with the
reflexive as Subject is less common. Undoubtedly, the two constructions are
not always distinguishable: with a singular verb it would not be possible to
decide between them:

si compra una penna
REFL buy 4- 3SG a pen

'One buys a pen'

There is no grammatical way of establishing whether si or una penna is the
Subject. There is a detailed discussion of the situation in Italian and other
Romance languages in Cinque 1988.

Another type of blending is found in Quechua (Shibatani 1985: 845):

runtu-kuna caya-ku-sa-n
egg-PL + NOM COOk-REFL-CONT-3SG

'Eggs are being cooked/Eggs are cooking'

Here the Patient is in the nominative case and the verb is marked as reflexive,
so that prima facie the Patient appears to be the Subject of a (reflexive)
passive. Yet the verb is in the third person singular and so does not agree with
it, but is essentially impersonal. This has some similarity to the impersonal
passives of Irish and North Russian that were discussed in 5.4, where,
however, the Patient was marked morphologically as the Object of the
impersonal verb.

As noted in 5.7, the reflexive, like the passive, is also used in a potential
sense (Shibatani 1985: 828), e.g. in Russian:

Detjam ne spitsja
children not sleep
The children could not sleep'

Further reflexive-like constructions are discussed in 6.3.

6.2 Other passive-like constructions

Many languages use an indefinite 'they' or 'he'/'one' as a Subject
to convey a meaning similar to that of an Agent-less passive. Thus in English
'they say . . .' has roughly the same meaning as 'It is said . . . '. Similarly, for
Lakhota (N. America), Foley and Van Valin (1985: 334) quote:
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Matho ki 0-kte-pi
bear the 3sG-kill-3PL
'They killed the bear'/'The bear was killed'

However, in some languages there are constructions that are very like these,
but are treated as passive in that an obliquely-marked Agent may be added;
examples from Kimbundu (Bantu, Givon 1979: 211) and Trukic (Micro-
nesian, Jacobs 1976: 121) (both quoted in Shibatani 1985: 845) are:

Nzua a-mu-mono kwa mame
John they-him-saw by me
'John was seen by me'

Waan re-liila-0 ree-i
John they-him-killed by-me
'John was killed by me'

There is only a slightly different situation in Ainu (Japan, Shibatani 1985:
823^4), where the forms for 'we' {-an with intransitives and a- with
transitives) are used for (or identical with) the indefinite. Compare:

Itak-an
speak-1 PL
'We speak'

Tampe a-e-kore
this lPL-2sG-give
'We give you this'

Tepeka paye-an yak Sat ta paye-an
here go-iNDEF if Saru to go-iNDEF
'If one goes there, one goes to Saru'

The same forms are used for what Shibatani calls the 'spontaneous'
construction:

Pirka hawe a-nu
beautiful voice spoN-hear
'A beautiful voice is heard'

They also occur in what Shibatani simply calls 'passive', as in:

kamui umma raike
bear horse kill
'A bear killed a horse'
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Umma kamui orowa a-raike
horse bear from PASS-kill
'A horse was killed by a bear'

Shibatani debates whether these examples are really passives. The Agent
appears to have been demoted, but the only evidence for the Patient as
Subject is its position in the sentence. However, Patients are marked as
Objects (not Subjects) in the verb, as shown by an example from Classical
Ainu:

kamui kat chasi upshorirke a-i-o-reshu
god build castle inside PASS- 1 SG + OBJ-in-raise
'I was raised in a god-built castle'

It seems clear from these examples that the situation is very like that of
Kimbundu and Trukic: there is a construction with an indefinite Subject,
that, in terms of the oblique marking of the Agent, is treated as if it were
passive.

More problematic are constructions that are simply described as passives,
but in which the Agent remains in the case associated with the Object. Thus
Shibatani (1985: 834) notes from Mojave (Arizona/California, Munro 1976:
241):

ny-tapi?ipay-ch-m
me-save-PASS-TNS

'I was saved'

He also quotes an example from Ute (SW USA, Givon 1979: 192). Givon has
the pair of sentences:

ta'woci tupuyci tiraabi-kya
man + SUBJ rock + OBJ throw-PAss-PAST
'The man threw the rock'

tupuyci tiraabi-ta-xa
rock + OBJ throw-PAss-PAST
'The rock was thrown'

However, for Ute at least, it seems more reasonable to treat the constructions
as ones that have an indefinite Subject. Givon (1988: 419-20) presents as a
passive in Ute a construction in which the Agent is omitted and the verb is
marked:
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ta'wa-ci siv§iatu-ci paxa-xa

man-suBJ goat-OBj kill-ANT [ANTerior]

'The man killed the goat'

siv£atu-ci paxa-ta-xa

gOat-OBJ kill-PASS-ANT

'The goat was killed'/'Someone killed the goat'

However, the Agent may be marked as plural in either construction, by a

plural suffix on the verb:

taata'wa-ci-u siv§iatu-ci paxa-xa-qa

men-suBj-PL goat-OBJ kill-PL-ANT

'The men killed the goat'

siv§iatu-ci paxa-ta-xa

goat-OBJ kill-PL-PASS-ANT

'The goat was killed (by some unspecified persons)'/'Some

persons killed the goat'

This would strongly suggest that these sentences are not passives, but actives

with indefinite or unspecified singular or plural Agents ('someone', 'they'/

'some persons'), and that the 'passive' marker is a marker of the indefinite.

Givon notes that various constructions can be 'passivized', e.g.:

kani-naaga tuka-ta-xa

house-in eat-PASS-ANT

'Someone ate in the house'

tuu-tyka-ta-xa

well-eat-PASs-ANT

'Someone ate well'

These too are more easily interpreted as having indefinite Subjects than as

passives.

Another construction that has been treated as passive is found in Acehnese

(N. Sumatra, Lawler 1977: 225, Durie 1988: 104-5 - Durie's transcription

and gloss):

gopnyan ka geu-com Ion

she INCH 3 + kiss I [iNCHoative]

'She kissed me'
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Ion ka geu-com le-gopnyan
I INCH 3 +kiss le-she
'I was kissed by her'

If le- is treated as a 'by' type preposition, this would seem to be another
passive-like construction, but with the passive marked only by a change in
word order. However, change in word order can be seen as topicalization,
and Durie argues that the le- prefix is merely an 'ergative marker', used when
the Agent follows the verb.

There is a problem of a different kind with the putative passive in Chinese,
which appears to be marked by the change in position of the Subject and
Object and the demotion of the Subject by giving it peripheral status (marked
by a preposition) as in (Hashimoto 1988: 330):

ta bei taita kanjian
he BEI wife see
'He is seen by his wife'

If bei is treated as equivalent to English by, there is no passive marker
associated with the verb. However, Hashimoto argues that there are
synchronic and diachronic reasons for treating bei as a passive marker, not
a preposition. In that case there would be a passive marker, but no mark of
the demotion of the Subject other than word order. In either case the
construction is unusual, but more like a passive than an example of
topicalization.

A rather different situation is found in Classical Greek, where a small
number of verbs that are intransitive and active in form nevertheless appears
to function semantically and, in one respect, grammatically as passives (see P.
K. Andersen 1991: 37, 79). With these verbs the patient is the Subject, but the
agent is marked by the preposition that is used to mark the Agent in the
passive - the preposition HYPO plus the genitive. Thus APOTHNE:ISKO: 'die' is
often used instead of the passive of APOKTEINO: 'kill' (which is not normally
used in the passive in Classical Greek):

apethane . . . hypo Sambullou
die + 3SG + AOR(ACT) by Sambullou + GEN + SING

andros) Gelo:iou (Herod. 7. 154)
man + GEN + SING Geloan + GEN + SING

'He was killed by Sambullos, a Geloan man'

Other verbs that function in a similar way are PIPTO: 'fall' and PHEUGO: 'flee'
('be exiled'):
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hyp' Atreide:i Agamemnoni
by son of Atreus + GEN + SING Agamemnon + GEN + SING

pipte karena (Horn. //. 11. 158)
fell + 3SG + IMPERF(ACT) heads

'Heads fell (were made to fall) by Agamenmon, the son of Atreus'

ek Naxou ephugon andres to:n pacheo:n hypo
from Naxos flee + 3PL + AOR(ACT) men of the rich by

tou de:mou (Herod. 5.30)
the + GEN + SING people + GEN + SING

'Men from among the rich were exiled from Naxos by the people'

6.3 The middle voice

It was seen in 5.1 that there are, in many languages,
morphological passives. Often such passives belong to a two-term voice
system of active and passive, but there are languages that are traditionally
said to have a 'middle' voice; the two best-known examples are Classical
Greek and Sanskrit. Although the middle contrasts morphologically with the
active, unlike the passive it is not involved in the demotion or promotion of
grammatical roles. As such, it is not central to the interests of this book, and
will not be dealt with in detail, but it merits some discussion because of the
ways in which it is related to the active (and the passive) as well as to the
reflexives discussed in 6.1. (For a detailed discussion see Klaiman 1991,
chapters 1 and 2, from whom many of the examples below are taken.
Klaiman refers to this type of voice, which is not involved in 'role-
remapping', as 'basic' voice , in contrast with 'derived' voice as exemplified by
the passive, but the term is somewhat misleading, since neither is more basic
than the other.)

The function of the middle is described by Lyons (1968: 373) in terms of the
implication that 'the "action" or "state" affects the subject of the verb or his
interest' and by Klaiman (1991: 92) in terms of 'situations having principal
effects upon the . . . subject'. Not surprisingly, such vague characterizations
allow a great variety of meanings to be included.

Most obviously, the middle is used to refer to actions that the entities
represented by Subjects do to themselves (reflexives) or (often transitively) for
themselves, e.g. in Sanskrit:
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Devadattah katam karoti
Devadattah + NOM mat + ACC makes + ACT
'Devadattah makes a mat'

Devadattah katam kurute
Devadattah + NOM mat + ACC makes + MID
'Devadattah makes a mat for himself

However, a number of different uses of the middle to express action to or for
oneself can be distinguished in Greek:

louomai 'I wash myself
louometha 'We wash one another'
porizimai khre:mata 'I get myself money'
paratithemai deipnon 'I have a meal served to me'

The first can be characterized as reflexive, the second as reciprocal, the third
as 'indirect' reflexive and the last as a causative indirect reflexive. In addition
the middle voice is also used as a passive: Greek has only two
morphologically distinct passive tenses, and the middle is used as passive
for the rest.

In both languages the middle is used where part of the Subject's body is
affected by the action:

(Sanskrit) ahati siram
he hits + MID head + ACC
'He hits his own head'

(Greek) eple:ksato te:n kephale:n (Herod. 3. 14. 7)
struck + 3SG the + ACC head + ACC
'He struck himself on the head'

The Greek example refers to striking one's head in grief. The verbs TYPTO:

'beat' and KOPTO: 'strike' are similarly used, in that in the middle they mean
'strike one's breast' and, therefore, 'mourn'; in that sense TYPTO: can actually
have an Object that refers to the person mourned:
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typtontai . . . pantes kai
beat + 3PL + PRES + MID all + MASC + NOM -I- PL and
pasai . . . ; ton de
all + FEM + NOM + PL Who + MASC + ACC + SG but
typtyontai, ou moi hosion esti legein
beat + 3PL + PRES + MID not to me permitted is to tell

(Herod. 2. 61.1)
'All the men and women mourn, but it is not permitted for me to

say who they mourn'

Slightly different is the use of the middle in Sanskrit as a neuter (see 6.2) as in:

so namati dandam
he + NOM bends + ACC stick-Ace
'He bends the stick'

namate dandah
bends + MID stick + NOM
'The stick bends'

There are, however, other uses of the middle that are rather different.
Klaiman (1991: 91) notes that some verbs in both languages are used in the
middle where the object is brought nearer to or further from the subject's
'sphere':

Greek kalepo:s lambanesthai tinos (Herod.2. 141. 4)
roughly take + MID -I- INF some-one + GEN
'To lay rough hands on someone'

Sanskrit vikrinite
sells + 3SG + MID
'He sells (disposes of by sale) something'

In addition there is a lexical function of the middle in that certain verbs (so-
called 'deponent' or middle-only verbs) have no active forms, but occur in the
middle, e.g.:

Greek HEPOMAI 'follow'
OIOMAI 'think'

Sanskrit
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Klaiman (1991: 100) suggests that these express 'physical and mental
attitudes and dispositions presupposing the control of an animate logical
subject', and that it is this that makes their use consistent with the other
middles, but admits that there are pairs of active-only and middle-only verbs
that differ little in meaning such as (compared with the last two Greek
examples):

Greek ETHELO: 'wish'
PE:DAO: 'leap'

It should be mentioned that Latin, too, although it has no morphological
middle voice, has 'deponent' verbs that occur only in the passive, but with
active meanings, e.g.:

POTIOR 'obtain'

SEQUOR 'follow'

More surprisingly, perhaps, with some verbs in Greek, the present tense is
morphologically active, but the future tense middle:

horo:
opsomai

dakno:
de:ksomai

'I
'I

'I
'I

see'
shall

bite'
shall

see'

bite'

This appears to be true of most, or all, verbs that express some kind of bodily
activity, and Klaiman suggests that this shows the affinity of the middle with
the 'temporomodal semantics of modality'. It is difficult to see precisely how
this relates to the other functions of the middle.

Klaiman also discusses in some detail Fula (W. Africa), which is unrelated
to Greek and Sanskrit, but has interesting parallels with them. There is a
three-way contrast of an active-middle-passive type in (Arnott 1956: 130):

'o 6orn-ii mo rjgapalkewol
he dress-PAST + ACT him gown
'He dressed him in a gown'

'o 6orn-ake rjgapalkewol
he dress-PAST + MID gown
'He put on a gown'

'o 6orn-aama ngapalkewol
he dress-PAST + PASS gown
'He was dressed (by someone) in a gown'
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The following examples are also similar to Greek examples (Arnott 1970: 137,
342-3):

'o res-ii cfum
he deposit-PAST + ACT it
'He deposited it on the ground'

'o res-ake cfum
he deposit-PAST + MID it
'He put it in deposit (for his own future use)'

moor-a
dress hair-ACT
'dress someone's hair'

moor-o
dress hair-MiD
'get one's hair dressed'

However, a simple reflexive requires a further reflexive suffix; compare the
last example above with:

moor-it-o
dress hair-REFL-MiD
'dress one's own hair'

Fula has verbs that occur in any combination of the three voices: active only,
middle only, passive only, active/middle, active/passive, middle/passive and
active/middle/passive. Of most significance are those that occur only in the
middle or middle/passive. These appear to be of five types (Klaiman 1991:
58):

mental actions: 'think', 'calculate', 'be sad'
speech with mental attitude: 'threaten', 'welcome'
bodily postures: 'sit', 'stoop', 'kneel'
bodily actions: 'swim', 'sniff, 'balance on head'
telic (goal-presupposing): 'arrive', 'approach', 'attack'

Klaiman describes these as 'deponent', i.e. as middles with active meanings,
and says they express actions that 'presuppose the . . . subject's animacy and
control, and relating to either physical state or attitude, or to mental
disposition'. Unfortunately the notion of control is somewhat belied by the
fact that the first group also includes 'know' and 'understand' and the fourth
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'sneeze', 'smile', 'hear' and 'see'. Nevertheless, the similarity with the verbs of
Greek and Sanskrit is obvious.

Comparison of Fula with Greek and Sanskrit suggests that it is reasonable
to postulate a typological category of middle, with the notion of affectedness
of the subject as the prototypical feature (although Klaiman sees control as
the main factor, together with certain modal and aspectual features). It
would, however, be helpful to have evidence from a much larger number of
languages. Klaiman also discusses Tamil in this context, but, although the
discussion may be relevant to her major interest in the notion of control, the
situation in Tamil does not seem very relevant to the middle voice, but
concerns rather degrees of transitivity and the causative; it is discussed in
9.3.4.

The way in which the semantics of middle and passive are often related is
illustrated from Western Armenian (Haig 1982: 162-5); the same suffix -v is
used for (i) the passive, (ii) reflexives and reciprocals and (iii) intransitive
neuters ('anticausatives') such as 'open':

Namag-3 kar-v-ets-av Mari-e-n
letter-the write-v-AOR-3sG Mari-ABL-the
'The letter was written by Mari'

Vartan-a hak-v-ets-av
Vartan-the wear-v-AOR-3sG
'Vartan dressed'

Tur-9 kots-v-ets-av
door-the open-v-AOR-3sG
'The door opened'

The use of a single form for all three uses can, perhaps, be explained in terms
of detransitivization, in that it is used for (i) the passive, which, with the
demotion (or deletion) of the Agent, is intransitive, (ii) the reflexive and
reciprocal, where the Patient-Object, being identical with the Agent-Subject,
is unstated and (iii) those intransitives which differ from their corresponding
transitives by the obligatory absence of an Agent and the occurrence of the
Patient as Subject.

There is a similar situation with the so-called middle of Icelandic
(Einarsson 1945: 147-8). First, it is used as a reflexive or reciprocal:

klaedast 'dress oneself
\>eir berjast 'they fight each other'
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However, active forms with reflexive or reciprocal pronouns are also possible:

klaedast sig 'dress oneself

Secondly, it provides intransitive neuters:

hefja e-d 'begin something' hefjast 'begin'
hraeda e-n 'terrify someone' hraedast 'be afraid'

Thirdly, it is used as a passive:

sjast 'be seen'
finnast 'be found'

In addition there are deponent verbs that occur only in the middle, e.g.:

eg eldist 'I grow old'
eg ferdast 'I travel'

However, this Icelandic middle is derived from the reflexive form (Einarsson
suggests klceda sik >kl&dask >klsedast), although the full reflexive form
with sig also occurs. Klaiman argues that such derived reflexives do not
provide evidence for the reflexive nature of the middle in other languages, but
the similarities between the reflexives of 6.1, the 'middle' in Icelandic, the
voice forms of W. Armenian and the middles of Greek, Sanskrit and Fula are
so striking that it could well be argued that, typologically, they are essentially
all the same grammatical category, with the notion of affected Subject as the
linking feature. The association of the same forms with the neuter function
and with the passive can, as suggested above, be explained in terms of
detransitivization. Yet it must be recalled that not all middles are intransitive
in Greek and Sanskrit. Similarly, there are transitive but reflexive forms in
Swedish, e.g. (Klaiman 1991: 87):

jag avunda-s honom
I envy-REFL him

'I envy him'

6.4 Multiple functions of passive markers

In some languages the marker of the passive has a number of
other functions in addition to those considered in 6.2. The best-known
example is Japanese, where the suffix -(r)are- has four functions that
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Shibatani (1985: 822-3) glosses as 'passive, potential, honorific and
spontaneous':

Taroo wa sikar-are-ta
Taroo TOP SCOM-PASS-PAST

Taroo was scolded'

Boku wa nemur-are-nakat-ta
I TOP Sleep-POTEN-NEG-PAST

'I could not sleep'

Sensei ga waraw-are-ta
teacher NOM laugh-HON-PAST
The teacher laughed (hon.)'

Mukasi ga sinob-are-ru
old time NOM think about-spoN-PRES
'An old time comes (spontaneously) to mind'

Shibatani suggests that what these have in common is the 'defocusing of the
agent', which is what he sees as the primary function of the passive. However,
this notion, as applied to these very heterogeneous Japanese examples, is far
more vague than it is when used to refer to more obvious passive
constructions with demotion or omission of the Agent, and it is to be noted
that the 'potential' and 'honorific' constructions can be transitive, as in
(Shibatani, personal communication):

Sensei ga hon o kaw-are-ta
teacher NOM book ACC buy-HON-PAST
The teacher bought a book'

Sono kodomo wa gohan o tabe-rare-nakat-ta
that child TOP meal ACC eat-POTEN-NEG-PAST
That child could not eat a meal'

It may well be that there can be no real explanation, apart from a historical
one, for the fact that the same form has such different meanings. Historical
change often disguises or even removes the links that existed between
different uses of a single form; the result is simple polysemy. Shibatani states
that it is generally held that the spontaneous use was the original one and that
the uses developed by 'taking advantage of the agent-defocusing effect of the
suffix', but does not provide the evidence for it.

The striking point about the uses of the Japanese 'passive' morpheme is
that three of its uses seem to have little or no connection with the passive
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(pace Shibatani's comment about 'defocusing the agent'). The situation is
different from that discussed in 5.7, where all the uses could, to some degree,
be regarded as passive in meaning, though with other connotations. It may be
noted in particular that the 'potential' use of the passive was discussed there,
but in all cases, unlike the Japanese example, it was to be interpreted in a
passive (as well as potential) sense.

6.5 Passives in ergative systems

If the passive is defined in terms of the promotion of non-primary
terms to primary status and the demotion of primary terms, then some
ergative systems have passives, but these 'passives' would be what are usually
called 'antipassives' (though it might, indeed, be reasonable to call them
'passives' - see Jacobsen 1985). Alternatively the passive might be defined in
terms of Agent and Patient, requiring the promotion of Patient and the
demotion of Agent; in that case, there could not be passives in ergative
systems, because, it is the Patient, not the Agent that is the primary term, and
primary terms cannot be further promoted.

Shibatani (1985: 830) suggests that the passive should be defined solely in
terms of the defocusing of the Agent (this is to be discussed in 6.7). In that
case, passives are found in ergative languages; an example from Eskimo
(Woodbury 1977: 323-4) is:

arjut-ip arnaq-0 taka-vaa
man-ERG woman-ABS see-iNDic + 3sG + 3sG

The man saw the woman'

arnaq-0 (arjuti-mit) taku-tau-puq
woman-ABS (man-ABL) SEE-PASS-INDIC + 3SG

'The woman was seen (by the man)'

Here the Agent 'man' is either demoted to the oblique status, marked by
ablative case, or deleted, and Shibatani's condition is met.

It is worth noting, however, that it is often the case that where such
passives occur, the language in question has other accusative features. Thus it
was noted in 3.2 that Burushaski has ergative noun morphology, but
accusative verbal agreement, in that S and A, not P, agree with the verb and,
in this respect, act as Subjects. It has three constructions that might be
regarded as passives, as exemplified by (Morin and Tiffou 1988):
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ne hir-e eel ca-m
the + MASC man-ERG water + ABS impound + PRET PTCP

ba-i
be-3MAsc + SING + SUBJ (p. 502)

The man impounded the water'

eel du-ca-m dua
water + ABS PASS-impound-PRET PTCP be + 3SG + SUBJ

The water was impounded'

ne hir-e phalo bokum ba-i (p. 500)
the + MASC man-ERG seed + PL + ABS SOW + PRET PTCP be-

3SG + MASC + SUBJ

The man has planted the seeds'

phalo bokum b-ica
seed + PL + ABS sow + PRET PTCP be-3PL + SUBJ

The seeds have been planted'

cumu-sel-an-e jaa gatu-nc xesa-m
fish-hookrPL-ERG my cloth2-PL + ABS tear + PRET + PL-PTCP

b-ica
be-3PLi + SUBJ

The fish-hooks tore the clothes'

cumu-sel-an-e jaa gatu-nc xesa-m
fish-hooki-PL-ERG my cloth2-PL + ABS tear + PRET + PL-PTCP

b-ien
be-3PL2 + suBj (p. 511)

The clothes were torn by the fish-hooks'

Differences between the three constructions are (i) only the first has a passive
marker on the verb, (ii) the first and second do not permit Agents - A is
deleted, (iii) the third, which is called the 'pathetive', has only inanimate
Agents and cannot have human patients. In all three there is one clear passive
feature - it is the Patient that agrees with the verb, not the Agent as in the
active construction. In terms of verbal agreement (which itself is accusative),
then, these 'passives', operate within an accusative, not an ergative, system;
however, the ergative-type marking on the nouns is unchanged even after
passivization, the derived Patient-'Subject' still being marked as absolutive,
not ergative, and (see the last example) the Agent remaining in the ergative. It
may well be doubted whether the second two constructions, with no overt
marker on the verb, should be considered passives, yet it is clear that they
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promote the patient to 'Subject' (in terms of verbal agreement) and either

delete or demote the Agent.

Even more questionable is the suggestion that there is a 'passive' in Tongan

that merely deletes the Agent, as suggested by Keenan (1985: 248) for

examples from Churchward (1953: 67, 68):

na'e tamate'i 'e Tevita 'a Kolaiate

killed ERG David ABS Goliath

'David killed Goliath'

na'e tamate'i 'a Kolaiate

killed ABS Goliath

'Goliath was killed'

There are two problems here: there is, again, no marking on the verb, and

there is no verbal agreement (or any other feature) to suggest that the Patient

has been promoted. Against this it can be said that the Agent has been

'defocused'.

Another possibility is that the language has ergative morphology, but

accusative syntax in terms of pivots. This is the case with Tzotzil, first

discussed in 4.2 (Foley and Van Valin 1985: 313):

A li Petal e bat-em-0 ta xobel

TOP ART Peter go-PERF-3sG + ABS to town

s-max-ox-0 li Anton e

3SG + ERG-hit-PAST-3sG + ABS ART Anton

'Peter went to town and hit Anton'

A li Petal e bat-em-0 ta xobel max-bil0

TOP ART Peter gO-PERF-3SG + ABS tO town hit-PASS + 3SG + ABS

yu?un li Anton

by ART Anton

'Peter went to town and was hit by Anton'

As was noted in 4.2, the verbal agreement is ergative: in the third person, A is

marked with the prefix s-, while both S and P are unmarked (or marked as 0),

but the rule for deletion in coordination involves A and S (i.e. the Subject of

accusative languages). Since one function of the passive (see 4.6) is to provide

pivots for deletion, it is hardly surprising that, where the pivot system is

accusative, so is the voice system. As can be seen from the second example,

the syntax requires the promotion of P to 'Subject' status for deletion, and

this is precisely what a passive, not an antipassive, can do. It is not, therefore,

really true that here we have an example of passive in an ergative system,
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since in terms of the relevant system (the syntactic system), Tzotzil is not
ergative but accusative.

It is worth adding that just as in e.g. Tzotzil, an accusative (S = A) pivot
system may require the passive, so an ergative (S = P) pivot system might be
expected to require the antipassive. Indeed, Dixon (1979: 127) actually states
that all languages with ergative (S = P) pivots have antipassives.

6.6 Promotion to object

Some languages have a device or a set of devices that involves
promotion not to Subject, but to Object. This, like the passive (and, indeed,
the causative - see chapter 9), changes the grammatical relations of terms in
the construction, and, like the passive, can be considered to be a voice system.
Strictly, it should merit a chapter on its own, but is discussed here because it
has consequences for passivization.

6.6.1 The applicative

An example of promotion to Object is to be found in Chamorro
(Austronesian, Baker 1988: 248, 237):

hu tugi' i katta para i chelu'-hu
ISG + SUBJ write the letter to the sibling-my
'I wrote the letter to my brother'

hu tugi'-i i chelu'-hu ni katta
ISG + SUBJ write-APPL the sibling-my OBL letter
'I wrote my brother the letter'

ha punu' si Miguel i babui papra guahu
3SG + SUBJ kill PN Miguel the pig for me [proper Noun]
'Miguel killed the pig for me'

ha punu'-i yu' si Miguel nu i babui
3SG + SUBJ killed-for me PN Miguel OBL the pig
'Miguel killed the pig for me'
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Similarly, for Indonesian Chung (1976: 41) offers:

Mereka mem-bawa daging itu kepada dia
they TRANS-bring meat the to him
'The brought the meat to him'

Mereka mem-bawa-kan dia gaging itu
they TRANS-bring-BEN him meat the
They brought him the meat'

Ali mem-beli teleflsi untuk ibu-nja
Ali TRANS-buy television for mother-his
'Ali bought a television for his mother'

Ali mem-beli-kan ibu-nja telefisi
Ali TRANS-buy-BEN mother-his television
'Ali bought his mother a television'

Promotion to Object is indicated both by the loss of the preposition and of a
verbal marker, here glossed as 'for' and 'Beneficiary'.

In both set of examples the promoted term has a peripheral role (marked
by a preposition) in the original sentence, but is given full relational status by
the promotion. In the Chamorro examples there is a single preposition, but
with the notional roles of recipient and beneficiary. In the Indonesian
examples there are two different prepositions; the role in the second is clearly
beneficiary, but in the first it is not, perhaps, simply recipient since motion is
involved, though it is equally not simply locative. A possible term is 'goal'. In
both cases, however, it is reasonable to identify the grammatical relation as
Dative.

The device and resultant construction are generally referred to as
'applicative'. In some languages there is a single verbal marker, irrespective
of the roles of the promoted items. An example is Kichaga (Bantu, Bresnan
and Moshi 1990: 148-9):

n-a-i-lyi-i-a rh-ka k-elya
Foc-lsuBJ-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 1-wife 7-food [Final vowel]

(Numerals indicate noun class)
'He is eating food for/on (for the benefit/to the detriment of) his

wife'

n-a-i-lyi-i-a ma-wokd k-elya
Foc-lsuBJ-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 6-hand 7-food
'He is eating food with his hands'
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n-a-i-lyi-i-a m-ri-nyi k-elya
FOC-lsuBj-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 3-homestead-LOC 7-food
'He is eating food at the homestead'

n-a-i-lyi-i-!a njaa k-elya
FOC-lsuBj-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 9 + hunger 7-food
'He is eating food because of hunger'

Applicatives are possible with intransitives:

n-a-i-zric-i-a mbuya
FOC-lsuBj-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 9 + friend
'She is running for a friend'

In other languages, there are different markers for the different relations that
are established, although the maximum appears to be three - Dative,
Instrumental or Locative. Baker (1988: 236) lists ('in order of decreasing
commonness and syntactic regularity across languages') the roles of
promoted terms across languages as dative-cum-goal, benefactive-cum-
malefactive, instrument and locative, but generally, as the Chamorro and
Indonesian examples show, dative-cum-goal and beneficiary-cum-malefactive
are identified as the single grammatical relation Dative.

6.6.2 Applicatives and passivization

A striking characteristic of the promoted Objects is that generally
they can be promoted to Subject through passivization. This is well
documented for Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1988: 355-86), which will now be
discussed in detail. Three types of construction in Kinyarwanda are of
interest.

The first construction (and the simplest example of promotion to Object) is
one in which an Instrumental can be promoted, this being signalled by the
suffix -iish- on the verb (pp. 367-8):

Umugore a-ra-andik-a ibaruwa n'iikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-ASP letter with pen
'The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umugore a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-iNSTR-ASP letter pen
'The woman is writing a letter with a pen'
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The construction now contains two Objects; as was noted in 5.2, where there
are two Objects, either can be promoted to Subject:

ikaramu i-ra-andik-iish-w-a ibaruwa n'umugore
pen it-PRES-write-iNSTR-PASS-ASP letter by woman
The pen is being used to write a letter by the woman'

Ibaruwa i-ra-andik-iish-w-a ikaramu n'umugore
letter it-PRES-write-iNSTR-PASS-ASP pen by woman
The letter is being written with a pen by the woman'

Passivization of the first of the two active sentences above (without the -iish-
sufflx) allows promotion only of the Patient, not of the Instrumental, which is
marked as a peripheral term by the preposition.

In the second construction to be considered, Locatives can also be
promoted to Object, with locative marker being suffixed to the verb (pp. 368-
9):

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a imibare ku kibaaho
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP maths on blackboard
The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

Umwaalimu a-ra-andik-a-ho ikibaaho imibare
teacher he-PRES-write-ASP-on blackboard maths
The teacher is writing maths on the blackboard'

This can then be passivized:

Ikibaaho ki-ra-andik-w-a-ho imibare n'uumwaalimu
blackboard it-PRES-write-PASS-ASP-on maths by teacher
The blackboard is being used for writing maths on by the

teacher'
(Lit. "The blackboard is being written maths on by the teacher')

However, there are two points in which the Locative differs from the
Instrumental. First, once the Locative has been promoted to Object, it alone
(and not the original Object) can be promoted to Subject by the passive.
There is no:

*Imibare i-ra-andik-w-a-ho ikibaaho n'uumwaalimu
maths it-PRES-write-PAss-ASP blackboard by teacher
'Maths is being written on the blackboard by the teacher'

(Here it might well seem that the distinction between Primary and Secondary
Object (2.4) might be useful - the Locative is promoted to Primary Object,
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while the initial Primary Object is demoted to Secondary Object: only

Primary Objects can be promoted with the passive.) Secondly, the Locative

can be directly promoted to Subject by passivization, i.e. without any

evidence of promotion to Object - the preposition is still with the Locative,

and there is no locative marker on the verb. (Similar promotion of Locatives,

but without a marker of passivization, was noted in 2.6.) An example is:

Ku kibaaho ha-ra-andik-w-a imibare n'uumwaalimu

on blackboard it-PRES-write-PASS-ASP maths by teacher
4 T h e blackboard is being written maths on by the teacher'

The third construction of interest concerns the Benefactives. There is no

preposition to mark these: they always function as Objects, but the verb

requires the marker -/>, which Kimenyi glosses 'Applicative', though

'Benefactive' would be preferable in this context (pp. 373-4):

Umukoobwa a-ra-andika-ir-a umuhuungu ibaruwa ku meeza

girl she-PRES-write-APPL-ASP boy letter on table

The girl is writing a letter for the boy on the table'

Presumably, either Object may be promoted to Subject by passivization,

although this is not explicitly stated.

A sentence may have two of these markers of promotion to Object

(including the applicative), but not normally three. Where there are two,

however, there are restrictions on promotion to Subject with the passive.

Thus if the applicative and locative promotion devices are used, both the

original Dative and the original Locative may be promoted, but not the

original Patient-Direct Object:

Umukoobwa a-ra-andika-ir-a-ho ameeza umuhuungu

girl she-PRES-write-APPL-ASP-on table boy

ibaruwa

letter

The girl is writing a letter for the boy on the table'

Umuhuungu a-ra-andik-ir-w-a-ho ameeza ibaruwa

boy he-PRES-write-APPL-PASS-ASP-on table letter

n'umukoobwa

by girl

The boy is being written a letter on the table by the girl'
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Ameeza a-ra-andik-ir-w-a-ho umuhuungu ibaruwa
table it-PRES-write-APPL-PASS-ASP-on boy letter

n'umukoobwa
by girl

'*The table is being written a letter on for the boy by the girl'

not "Tbaruwa i-ra-andik-ir-w-a-ho ameeza umuhuungu
letter it-PRES-write-APPL-PASS-ASP-on table letter

n'umukoobwa
by girl

'A letter is being written on the table by the girl'

It is again (see above) possible to suggest that the initial Primary Object is
demoted to Secondary Object (and so is not available for promotion to
Subject), when the two peripheral relations are promoted to Object. There
are, similarly, restrictions where there are other combinations of two
promotion-to-Object devices; with both Locative and Instrumental promo-
tion, for instance, only the original Locative (not the original Instrumental or
Object) can be promoted to Subject with passivization.

Promotion to Object is common in Bantu languages, but Bresnan and
Moshi (1990) suggest that these languages fall into two types, which they call
'symmetrical' and 'asymmetrical'. In the asymmetrical type, promotion to
Subject is restricted to the Object promoted by the applicative construction
and, in this sense, it is the only Object; in the symmetrical type there is no
such restriction, as has been illustrated for Kinyarwanda. In this respect,
then, in the asymmetrical languages only one Object has the characteristics of
a prototypical Object, while in the symmetrical type other Objects share those
characteristics. There are, moreover, other grammatical features that
similarly distinguish the two types of language.

Kichaga, which was discussed in 6.6.1, is symmetrical. This can be seen in
the passives of the first example here (Bresnan and Moshi 1990: 150):

m-ka n-a-i-lyi-i-o k-elya
1-wife FOC-lsuBj-PRES-eat-APPL-PAss 7-food
'The wife is being benefitted/adversely affected by someone

eating the food'

k-elya k-i-lyi-i-6 m-ka
food 7suBJ-PRES-eat-APPL-PASs 1-wife
'The food is being eaten for/on the wife'
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In addition either Object may be expressed by an Object marker in the verb:

n-a-i-m-lyi-i-a k-elya

FOC- 1 SUBJ- 1 OBJ-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 7-food

'He/she is eating food for/on him/her'

n-a-i-ki-lyi-i-a rh-ka

FOC- 1 SUBJ- 7oBj-PRES-eat- APPL-FV 1 -wife

'He/she is eating it for/on the wife'

The Object markers even occur in the passive constructions (pp. 153-4):

m-ka n-a-i-ki-lyi-i-o

1 -Wife FOC-1 SUBJ-PRES-7OBJ-eat-APPL-PASS

'The wife is being benefitted/adversely affected by someone

eating it'

k-a-i-lyi-i-d

7SUBJ-PRES- 1 OBj-eat-APPL-PASS

'It is being eaten for/on him/her'

By contrast, in an asymmetrical language such as Chichewa (Baker 1990:

266-7), it is only the promoted Object that is involved in any of these

constructions. The other Objects are not involved in the passive or Object

marking, as shown by the impossible starred forms in:

kalulu a-na-gul-ir-a mbidzi nsapato

hare he-PAST-APPL-ASP zebras shoes

'The hare bought shoes for the zebra'

mbidzi zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a nsapato (ndi kalulu)

zebras they-PAST-APPL-PASS-ASP shoes (by hare)

'?The zebras were bought shoes (by the hare)'

*nsapato zi-na-gul-ir-idw-a mdidzi (ndi kalulu)

shoes they-PAST-APPL-PASS-ASP zebras (by hare)

'Shoes were bought for the zebras (by the hare)'

amayi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko mwana

woman she-PRES-OBJ-mould-APPL-ASP waterpot child

'The woman is moulding a water pot for the child'

amayi a-ku-mu-umb-ir-a mtsuko

woman she-PRES-OBJ-mould-APPL-ASP waterpot

'The woman is moulding a water pot for him'
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*amayi a-ku-u-umb-ir-a mtsuko mwana
woman she-PRES-OBJ-mould-APPL-ASP waterpot child
The woman is moulding a waterpot for the child'

*amayi a-ku-u-umb-ir-a mwana
woman she-PRES-OBJ-mould-APPL-ASP child
The woman is moulding it for the child'

(The Object markers mu and u show agreement with 'child' and 'waterpot'
respectively.)

There are similar features in other African languages. Thus in Fula (W.
Africa, Arnott 1970: 355, 349), as in Kinyarwanda, there is an applicative
suffix (glossed as DAT) to mark Beneficiaries as second Objects, and so make
them, as well as the Patient, available for promotion to Subject:

6e kirs-an-ii-min rjgaari
they slaughter-DAT-PAST + ACT US bull
They slaughtered a bull for us'

rjgaari kirs-an-aama-min
bull slaughter + PAST + PASS-US

'A bull has been slaughtered for us'

min-kirs-an-aama Qgaari
we-slaughter-DAT-PAST + PASS bull
'We had a bull slaughtered for us'

There is another applicative for Instrumental, with, again, two passives:

wudere nden loot-ir-aama saabunde
cloth DET wash-iNSTR-PAST + PASS soap
The cloth has been washed with soap'

saabunde nde'e loot-ir-aama
SOap DET Wash-INSTR-PAST + PASS

The soap has been washed with'

(With the last example, however, the Patient ('cloth') has to be omitted -
Klaiman 1991: 279, fn. 10.)
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6.6.3 The situation in English

It has been suggested that an analysis similar to that suggested for
Kinyarwanda may be used to account for the problem of the two Objects in
English (with the roles of Patient and Beneficiary) that was discussed in 2.4.
Consider again the two sentences:

(a) Mary gave a book to John
(b) Mary gave John a book

There are two possible passives:

A book was given to John by Mary
John was given a book by Mary

It is reasonable to suggest that these are, respectively, the passives
corresponding to the two active sentences, with the promotion to Subject
of A book in (a) and John in (b).

One way of dealing with this is to say that it is the Patient-(Direct) Object
that is promoted in (a), and the Beneficiary-Dative/Indirect Object in (b).
This is essentially the solution in traditional grammars, but it is unacceptable
because it assigns the same grammatical relation to to John in (a) and John in
(b); but while they have the same roles of Beneficiary, the formal marking
shows that their grammatical relations are different.

Another solution is to say that there are two distinct constructions (a) with
(Direct) Object and Indirect Object, (b) with Primary and Secondary Objects
and that the (Direct) Object and Primary Object are promoted. This is the
simplest solution, but there are two problematic issues. The first is that not all
double Object constructions allow promotion of the first (Primary) Object.
Thus in English, Beneficiaries marked with the preposition for also occur as
Objects, but are not easily promoted to Subject. Consider:

Mary bought a book for John
Mary bought John a book

A passive is far less natural with the first than the second:

?John was bought a book by Mary
A book was bought for John by Mary

The second problem is that the first Object, while identified as an Object by
word order and morphology {Mary bought him a book) as well as by
passivization, fails to exhibit fully many of the characteristics of
(prototypical) Objects. Thus while the Object of (a) can quite naturally
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appear as the item questioned with a 'Wh' question, the first Object of (b) is
far less natural in such a construction:

What did Mary give to John?
?Who did Mary give a book?

Hudson (1992: 257-64) discusses eleven properties to determine which of the
two Objects has the characteristics of a single Object and concludes that it is
in respect of passivization alone that the first Object has such characteristics.
(However, four of the properties are essentially semantic and not strictly
relevant; it is obvious, for instance, that the first Object is a Beneficiary, while
single Objects are Patients.)

A third possibility, and one whose merit is that it parallels the analysis
proposed for the Bantu languages, is to say that (b) is derived from (a) - that
the Indirect Object in (a) is promoted to Object in (b) and that, in
consequence, in both cases it is the Object that is promoted to Subject by
passivization. However, English would be like the asymmetrical Bantu
Jihguages in that only the promoted Object may be further promoted to
Subject, as seen by the possible and impossible (or very unlikely) passives:

Mary gave John a book
John was given a book by Mary
*A book was given John by Mary

However, this solution raises the same problems as the second, though it may
be argued that it is not surprising if promoted Objects do not have all the
characteristics of prototypical ones. In addition, there is the objection that
there is no applicative or other marker to signal the promotion. There are,
however, other languages in which there are alternative forms as in English,
but no verbal marker to indicate a promotion device. A possible example
from Southern Tiwa (New Mexico, Rosen 1990: 674) is:

bi-musa-wia-ban 'uide-'ay
lsG + B-cat-give-PAST child to [B = marker for 'cats']
'I gave the cats to the child'

'uide tam-musa-wia-ban
child lsG + B + A-cat-give-PAST [A = marker for'child']
'I gave the cats to the child'

A fourth (and converse) proposal is made by Dryer (1986). He argues that
{Mary gave John a book) is the original or basic sentence and that Mary gave
a book to John is derived from it by demoting John to peripheral status, which
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is marked by a prepostition - Mary gave a book to John. Two arguments are
adduced in favour of this solution. First, with passivization, the demotion of
a core relation to peripheral status is clearly marked by a preposition (by);
there is, then, similar demotion here, also marked by a preposition. Secondly,
this makes English much more like the languages with double Objects
discussed in 2.4, especially where the Primary Object may be promoted to
Subject. (A third solution, that a Dative/Indirect Object has been promoted
to Object, is less plausible for these languages, since they do not have a
construction corresponding to Mary gave a book to John; if there is such a
rule of promotion, it would be obligatory for these languages, though
optional for English.) Against this there is again the objection that there is no
marker in the verb, and, more importantly, the objections against the second
proposal are very much stronger, for, if the double Object form is considered
basic, the first Object ought to have the characteristics of the single,
prototypical, Object.

Finally, it should be noted that, although with two-Object constructions in
English it is the (animate Beneficiary) first Object that is promoted, in some
other languages with two-Object constructions it is only the (inanimate
Patient) second Object that can be promoted. This is so in German (with the
first Object demoted to Dative in the passive:

Ich lehre ihn den Tanz
I + NOM teach him + ACC the + ACC dance + ACC
'I teach him the dance'

Der Tanz wird ihm gelehrt
the + NOM dance + NOM becomes him -I- DAT taught
'He is taught the dance'

It is not possible to say:

*Er wird den Tanz gelehrt
He + NOM becomes the + ACC dance + ACC taught
'He was taught the dance'

The same is true of Korean according to Shibatani (1977: 804).

6.7 Theoretical issues

So far the argument has proceeded largely by exposition with
little theoretical discussion. That is fully justified in that theoretical issues
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cannot be usefully debated if the relevant facts are not first made apparent. It
is now appropriate to consider the nature and the definition of the passive.

Jespersen (1924: 167-8) suggests that conditions for the use of the passive
are:

(i) The active subject is unknown or cannot be easily stated;
(ii) The active subject is self-evident from the context;

(iii) There may be a special reason (tact or delicacy of sentiment) for
not mentioning the subject;

(iv) Even if the active subject is indicated ('converted subject') the
passive form is preferred if one takes naturally a greater interest
in the passive than in the active subject;

(v) The passive may facilitate the connection of one sentence with
another.

Shibatani (1985: 830) reduces these to three:

(i) Passives involve no mention of agent for contextual reasons;
(ii) Passives bring a topical non-agent into subject position;

(iii) Passives create a syntactic pivot.

It would be more illuminating, however, to say that there are just two devices
involved, demotion of the Agent and promotion of a non-Agent (most
commonly the Patient), but that there are two reasons for the non-Agent
promotion - topicalization and use as pivot.

There is a problem, however, in the use of two quite distinct criteria for the
definition of the passive, since they may not necessarily be related or
dependent on each other, and Shibatani himself argues that the primary
function of the passive is the defocusing of the Agent (which is not, therefore,
a consequence of non-Agent promotion). His main argument is that there are
passives of impersonal clauses and passives without promotion of a non-
Agent; examples were discussed in 5.4 and 6.2 respectively, but are repeated
here:

Latin Pugnatur uno tempore
fight + 3SG + PRES + PASS one + SG + ABL time + SG + ABL

omnibus locis
all + PL+ ABL place + PL + abl (Caes. E.G. 7, 84)
There is fighting at one time in all places'

Welsh Dannswyd gan y plant
was danced by the children
There was dancing by the children'
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Mojave ny-tapi?ipay-ch-m
me-save-PASS-TNS

'I was saved'

Ute tupyyci tiraabi-ta-xa
rock + OBJ throw-PASS-PAST
The rock was thrown'

The first two are passives of intransitives, but they do not provide good
evidence for Shibatani's thesis for two reasons. First, they are fairly rare, and
can be seen as merely formed by analogy with the more common and more
regular passives of transitive verbs. Secondly, as Shibatani himself points out,
Welsh allows passives only of 'agentive' intransitives, and, as suggested in 5.4,
these might be dealt with in terms of cognate objects. The second two are,
probably, not to be treated as passives but as constructions with an indefinite,
unspecified, Subject (see 6.2).

One possible advantage of Shibatani's hypothesis is that it makes it easy to
explain the apparent occurrence of passives in ergative systems. For, in such
systems, the Patient cannot be promoted since it already has Primary (S = P)
status, but the Agent can be demoted from Secondary status to oblique
status. However, as argued in 6.5, where there are passives in what seem to be
ergative systems, it is often the case that the language is only partially
ergative, and that the relevant system is actually accusative. One problem,
which was briefly discussed in 6.5, is whether mere deletion of the Agent, as in
Tongan, should be treated as passive. If so it would seem to follow that
deletion of the Patient ought to be a mark of the antipassive, and that this
occurs in accusative systems, as in English / read a book and / read. This, in
fact, has been suggested; it is discussed in 7.7.

Foley and Van Valin (1984: 149-68; 1985: 306-35) attempt to deal with the
same issue by distinguishing between 'foregrounding' passives which 'permit
a non-actor to occur as pivot' and 'backgrounding' passives, which 'serve to
remove the actor from the core of the clause'. They again give examples of
passives of intransitives and passives without Object promotion (1984: 325,
322):

Dutch Er woorden daar huizen gebouwd
it became + 3PL there houses built
'There were houses built there'

Finnish Han-et jatettiin kotiin
he-Ace was left at home
'He was left at home'
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It is easy to see why they treat these as backgrounding passives with
arguments similar to those of Shibatani. Unfortunately, they use the
distinction to categorize all passives as being of one type or the other. This
is implausible because the passive in English and many other languages
appears to be both foregrounding and backgrounding. They suggest that in
German the passive with SEIN is backgrounding and the passive with WERDEN

is foregrounding, as in (1985: 323):

Mein Wagen ist (*von dem Mechaniker) repariert
'My car is fixed (*by the mechanic)'

Mein Wagen wird (von dem Mechaniker) repariert
'My car is being fixed (by the mechanic)'

There are two differences between these passives; the first is a stative passive,
as discussed in 5.7, while the second is a 'true' passive, and only the 'true'
passive may occur with an Agent. Yet, with both, the Patient has been
promoted to Subject and may act as a pivot, while the Agent has been
demoted or deleted. It does not seem reasonable to argue that one is
backgrounding, the other foregrounding.

Givon (1981: 168) adds a third function to passivization, that of
detransitivization: passives are, that is to say, intransitives. This seems to
be true of most or all familiar passives, since the promotion of the Patient and
the deletion of the Agent or its demotion to an oblique position leaves the
sentence with only one core argument, a Subject but no Object. However, it is
not so obviously true when oblique relations are promoted to Subject, and
the Object is unaffected, or where there are two Objects, only one of which is
promoted, as in Kinyarwanda (6.6.2), although it might then be argued that
there is at least a lowering of the transitivity. Whether there are any languages
that have passives that merely exchange the status of Subject and Object is
unclear. There are, of course, languages that merely change their position,
but this is best treated as a matter of topicalization, not of passivization (see
5.5). More problematic are the 'inverse' systems that are to be discussed in
8.2.

Finally, it has been questioned, at various times by many different scholars,
whether the passive should be regarded as directly derived from the active.
This is largely a question concerning grammatical theory, and, in particular,
whether Chomsky's original (1957) proposal about deriving passives from
actives or (1965) deriving both from the same source is a valid assumption for
a typological study. This is not a very important question for typology; what
is important is the change (or simply the difference) in the grammatical
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relations of Agent and Patient or non-Agent. That change (or difference) is
an observed fact, whatever the theoretical grammatical analysis. Talking
about promotion and demotion seems the simplest way of dealing with it, and
does not commit the investigator to a specific grammatical theory.
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Antipassive

The antipassive in ergative systems appears to be the counterpart of the
passive in accusative systems in that it is the Patient that is promoted and the
Agent that is demoted. Yet there are many differences between the two,
especially in the semantic functions of the antipassive.

7.1 Form of the antipassive

An example of an antipassive formation in Dyirbal was given in
1.4.1. A similar pair of examples from Yidiny (Australia, Dixon 1977a: 109)
is:

bujia-:ji wagu<Ja wawa:l
woman-ERG man + ABS see + PAST

The woman saw the man'

bujia wagu4a-nda wawa:c}i:nu
woman + ABS man-DAT see + ANTIP + PAST

The woman saw the man'

In both languages the Agent-Ergative is promoted to the Absolutive, while
the Absolutive is demoted to Dative.

With a non-human animate Patient-Absolutive, however, demotion is
either to the Locative or the Dative:

rjayu balmbiji wawa:l
I + NOM grasshopper + ABS see + PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'

rjayu balmbi:jida/balmbi:nda wawa:<jijm
I + NOM grasshopper + Loc/grasshopper + DAT see + ANTIP 4- PAST

'I saw the grasshopper'
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With an inanimate Patient-Absolutive demotion is more commonly to the

Locative:

rjayu walba: wawa:c}iriu

I + NOM stone + LOC see + ANTIP 4- PAST

'I saw the stone'

In Eskimo (Woodbury 1977: 322-3) demotion is to the Instrumental:

miirqa-t paar-ai

child + ABS-PL take care of-iND + 3SG + 3PL

'She takes care of the children'

miirqu-nik paar-si-vuq

child-PL + INSTR take care of-ANTip-iND + 3SG

'She takes care of the children'

In Chuckchee (Kozinsky et al. 1988: 652, 663, 667) demotion is to Dative or

Instrumental:

atlag-e keyrj-an penra-nen

father-ERG bear-ABS attack-3sG + 3SG + AOR

'Father attacked the bear'

attog-en penra-tko-g?e kayrj-ets

father-ABS attack-ANTIP-3SG + AOR bear-DAT

'Father ran at the bear'

atlag-e takec?-9n pela-nen

father-ERG bait-ABS leave-3sG + 3SG + AOR

'Father left the bait'

atlag-en takec?-a ena-pela-g?e

father-ABS bait-iNSTR ANTiP-leave-3sG + AOR

'Father left the bait'

Slightly more surprising is the demotion of the Absolutive to the Ergative

rather than to the Dative in Dyirbal, while the Ergative is, as usual, promoted

to Absolutive (Dixon 1969: 37, cf. 1972: 65):

njalrjga ya^a-ngu djilwa-n

child + NOM man-ERG kick-PREs/PAST

'The man kicked the child'
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yata njalnga-rjgu djilwal-rja-nju

man + NOM child-ERG kick-ANTip-PRES/PAST

The man kicked the child'

This might seem like an instance of a simple reversal of the role-relation
associations, which does not seem to occur with the passive (see 6.7).
However, the Ergative and Instrumental (used in its basic function of
indicating the notional instrument) have the same form in Dyirbal, and
Dixon (1979: 62) states that demotion to the Ergative/Instrumental is rarer
than demotion to the Dative (for which see the example given in 1.4.1).

The antipassive is formed, then, by (i) marking on the verb, (ii) promotion
of the Agent-Ergative to Absolutive and (iii) demotion of the Patient-
Absolutive to an oblique relation, especially Dative, Locative and
Instrumental (or, as will be seen in 7.2.2, its deletion).

7.2 Functions of the antipassive

One of the functions of the antipassive is, like that of the passive,
to promote a nonprimary term, in order for it to act as pivot (7.2.1). A second
function is quite different - that of 'detransitivization' (7.2.2).

7.2.1 Creation of pivots

One function of the passive, as has been seen, is to make the
Patient available to act as a syntactic pivot: since it is the Object in the active
sentence, this Object has to be promoted to Subject for constructions in
which Subjects are pivots. In an ergative system the corresponding device
would be one that promotes the Agent-Ergative to Absolutive, since the
Absolutive is the primary relation, if it alone can function as pivot (but see
6.5).

Promotion of the Agent-Ergative to make it available as a pivot is, of
course, possible only in those languages that have syntactically ergative
systems, i.e. in which the Absolutive, the primary relation P = S, functions as
a pivot. A number of examples have already been given, but can usefully be
repeated here.

The best-known example of such a language is Dyirbal. The use of the
antipassive to provide pivots in coordination was shown in 4.1.1 (see also
1.4.1). Both the controller and the target must be Absolutive:
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rjuma; banaga-jiu yabu-rjgu bu£a-n
father + ABS returned-PAST mother-ERG see-PAST
'Father returned and mother saw (him)'

rjuma yaba-rjgu bu£a-n banaga-jiu
father + ABS mother-ERG see-PAST returned-PAST
'Mother saw father and (he) returned'

It was noted that these could not mean 'Father returned and saw mother',
'Mother saw father and returned', because with those meanings the Agent
'father' in the second clause of the first sentence would have been the deleted
target, while in the first clause of the second sentence the Agent 'mother'
would have been the controller. But these meanings can be expressed by using
the antipassive, since the Agent will then be promoted to Absolutive and
available as target or controller respectively:

rjuma banaga-jiu bu^al-rja-jiu yabu-gu
father + ABS returned-PAST see-ANTiP-PAST mother-DAT
'Father returned and saw mother'

yabu butal-rja-jiu rjuma-gu banaga-jiu
mother + ABS see-ANTiP-PAST father-DAT returned-PAST
'Mother saw father and returned'

Similarly, in Dyirbal only P and S can be relativized. If A is to be relativized,
it must first be promoted to the Absolutive by the antipassive:

rjuma yabu-rjgu buj;a-rju durjgara-jiu
father + ABS mother-ERG see-REL + ABS cry-PAST
'Father, whom mother saw, was crying'

rjuma bu^al-rja-rju yabu-gu durjgara-jiu
father + ABS see-ANTip-REL + ABS mother-DAT cry-PAST
'Father, who saw mother, was crying'

In the both sentences 'father' is relativized (it is he who saw or was seen), but
it is the Agent in the relative clause of the second sentence (he saw mother),
and so must be promoted to Absolutive.

The creation of new pivots for a very similar purpose is found in Yidiny
(Australia, Dixon 1977a: 325), but with one difference: in Dyirbal it is only
the target NP, the NP that is relativized that must be Absolutive, but in
Yidiny both coreferential NPs, controller and target, must be Absolutive.
Examples presented in 4.1.3 (Dixon 1977b: 377-80) were:
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wagu:4a marjga:ji bujia:n wur^ajiunda
man laughed woman + ERG slapped + REL
The man whom the woman slapped laughed'

bujia marjga:ji wagu4anda wuj;a:cfiriu:n
woman + ABS laughed man + DAT slapped + ANTIP + REL
The woman who slapped the man laughed'

bujia wagu4anda wutaicjijiu marjgajiunda
woman + ABS man + DAT slapped + ANTIP laughed + REL
The woman who laughed slapped the man'

In the first sentence, both 'man' and 'woman' are Absolutive (S and P
respectively). In the second and third, the antipassive is required in order to
promote an Agent 'woman' to Absolutive in the relative clause and main
clause respectively.

Examples of similar use of antipassive in complementation are to be found
in 4.1.2. It must, however, be said that there seem to be very few languages
that are as fully ergative syntactically as Dyirbal or Yidiny. Even another
Australian language that has antipassives (Warrungu, Tsunoda 1988)
sometimes allows coordination of S and A without using the antipassive.

Rather different from any of these is the situation in Mam (Mayan,
Guatemala and Mexico, England 1983: 1-4, cf. 1988: 532), where only the
Absolutive NP can be focused, negated or questioned, and an Agent NP so
treated must be promoted to Absolutive by the antipassive (see 4.1.4):

xiinaq x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej
man ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTiP 3SG-OBL PL-horse
The man grabbed the horses'

miyaa? xiinaq x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej
NEG man ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTIP 3SG-OBL PL-horse

'It wasn't the man who grabbed the horses'

alkyee x-0-kub' tzyuu-n t-e qa-cheej
who ASP-3SG-DIR grab-ANTiP 3SG-OBL PL-horse
'Who grabbed the horses?'

The antipassive in Mam has other uses, some of them like those discussed in
the next section.
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7.2.2 Detransitivization

In the examples discussed in 7.2.1 the effect of the antipassive was
to promote A to the primary relation of Absolutive (associated with P in the
active), while demoting P, in order to make A available as a pivot. In many
systems, however, the function of the antipassive appears to be to
'detransitivize', i.e. to indicate that, in some sense, P is less of a patient
and/or that A is less of an agent, or, to put it another way, to suggest that the
actions of A less directly affect P. More precisely, it may be said that there is a
lower degree of transitivity (see Hopper and Thompson 1980). The terms
'detransitivize' and 'transitivity' are, it should be noted, being used here in a
semantic sense. There is also grammatical intransitivity: in all instances, P is
omitted or demoted to oblique status while A is promoted to Absolutive and
so assumes the status of S, since the resultant construction is intransitive.
There would seem to be a number of possibilities.

(i) The Patient is unstated, although it is generally 'understood', in the
sense that the verb is an action verb which operates on something, e.g. in
Chuckchee (Siberia, Kozinsky et al. 1988: 667):

atl?a-ta macakw-an tani-nin
mother-ERG shirt-ABS sew-3sG + 3SG + AOR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

9tla ine-nni-g?i
mother ANTip-sew-3sG + AOR
'The mother sewed'

A similar example from Yidiny (Australia, Dixon 1977a: 279) is (but see (viii)
below):

yirju buna buga:-c}i-rj
this + ABS woman + ABS eat-ANTiP-PRES
'This woman is eating'

Dixon says that the corresponding basic sentence with an Ergative instead of
an Absolutive would be 'decidedly awkward' and would require an explicit
Patient. Foley and Van Valin (1985: 172) offer as the form with Patient:

yijicju:n buna:-rj mayi buga-rj
this-ERG woman-ERG vegetables eat-PRES
'This woman is eating vegetables'
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In both instances, A is promoted to the status of S and P is omitted. Although
there is no overt Patient in the antipassive constructions, it is clear that
something was sewed, something was eaten.

This use of the antipassive to delete the Patient exactly parallels the use of
the passive to delete an unknown or unimportant Agent in an accusative
system (see 5.6).

(ii) The Patient is less directly affected by the action, as in Chuckchee
(Kozinsky et al. 1988: 652):

attag-e keyrj-an penra-nen
father-ERG bear-ABS attack-3sG + 3SG + AOR
'Father attacked the bear'

attog-an penra-tko-g?e kayrj-eta
father-ABS attack-ANTIP-3SG + AOR bear-DAT
'Father ran at the bear'

In the second of these two sentences, 'father' has been promoted from
Ergative to Absolutive, and 'bear' demoted from Absolutive to Dative; in
addition the verb agrees with both nouns in the first sentence, but only with
'father' in the second (and there is a change of word order). There is also a
change of meaning: the first sentence indicates that the bear was attacked, but
the second that father merely ran at it or made an attack on it. Notionally, in
the second sentence, the bear is not fully a patient, in that it does not fully
undergo the effect of the action; this is indicated by the use of the antipassive,
because its effect is to demote the Patient to the oblique status of Dative. The
same kind of interpretation is, no doubt, to be given to the antipassive form
that differs from the example in (i) only in the presence of the Patient:

ine-nni-g?i m
mother + ABS ANTip-sew-3sG + AOR shirt-iNSTR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

(A comparable example discussed in 7.4 has the translations 'trying to sew',
'is sewing away at'.) Similar examples are found in several Caucasian
languages, e.g. 'bite' vs. 'gnaw at' in Kabardian (Catford 1976).

Rather more subtle is the contrast in Chamorro (Eastern Oceanic,
Cooreman 1988: 575):

un-hongge i lahi
2SG + ERG-believe the man
'You believe the man'
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man-hongge hao nu i lahi

ANTip-believe 2SG 4- ABS OBL the man

'You believe/have faith in the man'

ha-faisen i patgon nu i kuestion

3SG + ERG-ask the child OBL the question

'He asked the child a question'

Mamaisen gue' gi patgon nu i kuestion

ANTIP + ask 3SG + ABS LOC child OBL the question

'He asked the question from the child'

Note that 'man' is demoted to 'Oblique' (= Dative?) status in the first

example, but 'child' to Locative in the second (which already has an 'Oblique'

NP).

(iii) The antipassive may have an aspectual function, e.g. in Chamorro

(Austronesian, Cooreman 1988: 583) to indicate iterative action:

Mang-galuti gue' ni ga'lagu

ANTIP-hit 3SG + ABS OBL dog

'He repeatedly hit the dog'

There is also an aspectual feature in the use of antipassive in Warrungu

(Australia, Tsunoda 1988: 606), to distinguish 'see' from 'look for':

nyula nyaka-n wurripa

3SG + NOM see + P/P bee + ABS

'He saw bees'

ngaya nyaka-kali wurripa-wu katyarra-wu

1 SG + NOM see-ANTiP + P/P bee-DAT possum-DAT

'I was looking for bees and possums'

The most relevant point here is that 'bee' is demoted from Absolutive to

Dative with the antipassive; the (nominative) case of the pronouns was

explained in 3.3.2.

(iv) Closely associated with the aspectual function is the use to indicate a

partitive ('some of) Patient (cf. 2.7), as in Eskimo (A. C. Woodbury 1975:

26):

arna-p niqi niri-vaa

woman-ERG meat 4- ABS eat-iNDic

'The woman ate the meat'
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arna niqi-mik niri-NNig-puq

woman + ABS meat-iNSTR eat-ANTiP-iNDic

The woman ate some of the meat'

So too in Chamorro (Cooreman 1988: 576):

In-chule' i litratu

lPL + ERG-take the picture

'We took the picture'

man-manule ham gi litratu

ANTip-take IPL + ABS LOC picture

'We took some of the pictures'

(v) The antipassive may indicate that the Agent does not act alone, as in

Chamorro (Cooreman 1988: 580):

ha-yulang si Juan i kareta

3SG + ERG-break UNM John the car [uNMarked]

'John broke the car'

Man-yulang si Juan gi kareta

ANTip-break UNM John LOC car

'John took part in breaking the car'

(vi) For Chamorro, Cooreman (1988: 623) notes that the antipassive is

obligatory when the Patient is indefinite, and that this is its most common

use. Associated with this, perhaps, is the observation by Tsunoda (1988: 623)

that in Warrungu the antipassive indicates topicality of the Agent, for that

implies non-topicality of the Patient and non-topics are often indefinites.

(vii) The antipassive is used where the Patient is generic, as in Warrungu

(Tsunoda 1988: 604):

nyula manytya-ngku watyu-kali-yal

3SG + NOM food-INSTR COok-ANTIP-P/P

'She cooks food'/'She's a cook'

Similarly, in Mam (Guatemala and Mexico) the antipassive is used for what

England (1988: 534) calls the 'incorporating function', with generic Patient:

ma 0-b'iincha-n qa-jaa

REC 3SG + ABS-make-ANTip PL-house [REcent past]

'He builds houses'
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The term 'incorporating function' is intended to compare this construction
with constructions in other languages in which the Patient is morphologically
incorporated in the verb, together with a generic meaning. It may be relevant
to note that Chuckchee (Kosinzky et al. 1988: 667) uses both an antipassive
and an incorporating construction (see 7.5).

(viii) Finally, it may be noted that according to Dixon (1977a: 274-7) the
antipassive marker -:<fi-n in Yidiny has five functions:
(a) It marks the antipassive:

wagu:4a giba:<jiriu bujia:nda
Man + ABS scratch + ANTIP + PAST woman + DAT

The man scratched the woman'

(b) it marks a reflexive construction:

wagu:4a giba:c}ijiu
Man + ABS scratch + ANTIP + PAST

The man scratched himself

(c) The Agent, though still Ergative, is inanimate:

rjajiaji ginga:rj giba:4ijiu
I + ACC prickle + ERG scratched + ANTIP + PAST

'A prickle scratched me'

(d) The Agent is human, but the result is accidental:

rjajiaji bama:l 4arjga:(Jirj muguy
I + ACC person + ERG grumble at + ANTIP + PRES all the time
'(That) person keeps grumbling at me all the time'

(e) The action is continuous:

rjurju bama gama:c}iriu
that person vomit + ANTIP + PRES

That person is vomiting'

Dixon suggests that these can all be explained as deviations from the
transitive, active, constructions which have an Agent with volitional control
and a single completed or anticipated action, (a) and (b) have no Agent, (c)
and (d) have an Agent with no voluntary control and (e) does not refer to a
completed action. Hopper and Thompson (1980: 276) suggest that the issue
here is again one of transitivity - that the marker is a detransitivizing marker
signalling lower transitivity with respect to volitionality, purposiveness and
perfectivity. In the light of the other examples discussed in this section, this
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has some merit, but it may be that grammatical polysemy of this kind cannot
always be fully explained.

7.3 Promotion of oblique relations

The antipassives considered in 7.2 all involved promotion of the
Agent-Ergative to Absolutive. However, in Chuckchee, the antipassive may
be used to promote an oblique relation to Absolutive (Kozinsky et al. 1988:
667):

atlag-e takec-an utkuc-ak pela-nen
father-ERG bait-ABS trap-LOC leave-3sG + 3SG 4- AOR
'Father left the bait at the trap'

atlag-e takec-a utkuc-an ena-pela-nen
father-ERG bait-iNSTR trap-ABS ANTip-leave-3sG + 3SG + AOR
'Father left the bait at the trap'

In the first sentence 'bait' is marked as the Absolutive Patient, while 'trap' is
Locative, showing where the bait was left, but in the second (antipassive)
sentence 'trap' has been promoted to Absolutive, with 'bait' demoted to
Instrumental. The promotion of 'trap' to the position occupied by the Patient
in the active obviously suggests that it is notionally a patient, so that a better
translation might be 'Father baited the trap with the bait'.

Notionally, this use of the antipassive is very like promotion to Object in
accusative systems (6.6), but formally it is the counterpart of promotion of
oblique relations to Subject with the passive (5.3), since in both cases
promotion is to the primary relation - to Subject in the accusative system
and to Absolutive in the ergative system.

It may be added, that, as with the construction discussed in 7.2.2 (vii),
Chuckchee also has an incorporating construction that similarly promotes
the Locative to the Absolutive, but incorporates the original Patient into the
verb, instead of demoting it to Instrumental (see 7.5).

By analogy with Shibatani's view that the basic function of the passive is to
defocus the Agent (6.7), it might be said that the basic function of the
antipassive is to defocus the Patient. This would account for the example
considered here as well as all the examples of 7.2. In most cases the
antipassive promotes the Agent to Absolutive, but in the example discussed
in this section it does not: A remains as Ergative, because, although the
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Patient has been demoted, another term has been promoted to Absolutive
and the construction remains transitive.

7.4 Detransitives without antipassive

Some languages with ergative systems have what seems to be a
detransitivized construction, exactly like that of the antipassive discussed in
7.3, but with the crucial difference that no antipassive marker is present
(though in spite of this they are often referred to as 'antipassives' - Rude
1988: 552, Estival and Myhill 1988: 459, Hopper and Thompson 1980: 268).
The situation is that, in addition to the normal construction in which the
Agent is marked as Ergative, there is another construction in which the Agent
is marked as Absolutive, and/or the Patient is demoted to oblique status or
omitted. Grammatically one construction is transitive, the other intransitive.
There are various possibilities.

(i) The simplest case is where the Patient is merely omitted, and, since the
resultant sentence is intransitive, the Agent is S and is marked as Absolutive.
Comrie (1978: 358) quotes for Tongan (cf. Churchward 1953: 76-7):

Na'e inu 'a e kava 'e Sione
PAST drink ABS the kava ERG John
'John drank the kava'

Na'e inu 'a Sione
PAST drink ABS John
'John drank'

This, of course, can be seen as simply a matter of a transitive/intransitive
contrast, with the absence of a Patient making the second sentence
intransitive and so requiring an Absolutive S. However, it is exactly parallel
to the examples in 7.2.2 (i), where the antipassive was used.

(ii) The situation most obviously like that of the antipassive is one in which,
in addition to a construction in which Agent and Patient are marked as
Ergative and Absolutive, there is another construction in which the terms are
marked as Absolutive and Oblique, and, as in the examples of 7.2.2, there is
clearly lowered transitivity. Thus Anderson (1976: 221) quotes from
Bzhedukh (W. Circassian):

c"aa>-a-m c'ag°-9r ya-z°a
boy-ERG fleld-ABS 3sG-plough
'The boy ploughs the field'
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c"aaXa-r c'3g°-9m ya-z°a
boy-ABS field-OBL 3sG-plough
The boy is trying to plough the field'/The boy is doing some

ploughing on the field'

Anderson notes that there are many such pairs, and that the use of the
detransitivized construction indicates that 'the action is carried out less
completely, less successfully, less conclusively, etc., or that the object is less
completely, less directly, less permanently, etc. affected'.

The construction may indicate that the action is incomplete, as in
Kalkatungu (Blake 1982: 86):

tuka-yu tuar ityayi
dog-ERG snake bite
The dog bites/bit the snake'

tuku tuar-ku ityayi
dog + ABS snake-DAT bite
The dog is biting the snake'

Here there is lower transitivity in the sense that an incomplete action affects
the Patient less.

Similarly, Catford (1976: 45) notes for Kabardian, though with the Patient
being demoted to the Ergative, not to Oblique:

he-m qwipshe-r jedza'qe
dog-ERG bone-ABS bite
The dog is biting the bone'

he-r qwipshe-m jewdza'qe
dog-ABS bone-ERG bite
The dog is biting the bone'

The first construction is said to imply that 'the dog bites the bone right
through to the marrow', and the second that 'the dog is merely gnawing at the
bone'.

With rather different meaning contrasts, there are in Yukulta (Australia,
Dixon 1979: 96) two constructions, one transitive with Ergative and
Absolutive, the other intransitive with Absolutive and Dative. The transitive
construction is used for statements of past facts and future intentions, and the
intransitive construction for all other cases, including negatives and wishes.
(But there is a complication in that the intransitive is further required if the
Agent is third person and the Patient either first or second person, or if the
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Agent is second person and the Patient is non-singular first person - the
empathy hierarchy (2.2) is also involved.)

(iii) Sometimes the construction is marked, though not with an antipassive
marker. Thus, with some verbs in Bzhedukh (Andersen 1976: 122), it has an
explicit intransitive marker on the verb:

p:sasa-m c'ay-ar ya-d-a
girl-ERG cherkesska-ABS 3sG(3sG)-sew-PRES
The girl is sewing the cherkesska'

p:sasa-r c'ay-am ya-d-a
girl-ABS cherkesska-OBL 3SG(3SG)-SCW-PRES + INTR

The girl is trying to sew/sewing away at the cherkesska'

As the earlier example showed, such marking is not always present.
In N. Baffin Island Eskimo (Kalmar 1979: 118), the intransitive

construction is used with indefinite Patients, but the transitive and
intransitive constructions are distinguished by 'Polypersonal' and 'Mono-
personal' suffixes on the verb:

inu-up qimmiq taku-v-a-a
person-ERG dog + ABS see-iNDic-POLYP-3/3
The/A person saw the dog'

inuk qimmir-mik taku-v-uq
man + ABS dog-OBL see-iNDic-MONOP + 3
The/A man saw a dog'

A rather different kind of marking is that of the reflexive in Dyirbal (Dixon
1972: 90):

balam wucju barjgul yar^a-ngu 4ar)ga-jiu
CL + ABS fruit + ABS CL + ERG man-ERG eat-TNS
The man eats fruit'

bayi yar,a

CL + ABS m a n + ABS eat-REFL-TNS

The man eats'

(iv) In some cases demotion or omission of the Patient does not entail
promotion of the Agent-Ergative to Absolutive (it remains in the ergative
case). An example from Warlbiri (Australia, Hale 1973a: 336) is:
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njuntulu-lu npa-tju pantu-nu rjatju
you-ERG 2-1 spear-PAST me
'You speared me'

njuntulu-lu npa-tju-la pantu-nu natju-ku
you-ERG 2-1-CLiT spear-PAST me-DAT
'You speared at me/tried to spear me'

The second example raises a problem concerning the status of the
construction. The presence of the ergative marker suggests that it is
transitive, but the second term is clearly marked as dative, not absolutive,
which suggests that it is intransitive. The best solution is to recognize this
Ergative + Dative construction as neither transitive nor intransitive, but as in
between the two and with lowered transitivity.

(v) There is detransitivization also in Nez Perce (N.W. USA, Rude 1988:
552), although this language does not, strictly, have an ergative system, but
one with three distinct relations (see 3.4), since A, S and P are all marked
differently, the case forms usually being called 'ergative', 'nominative' and
'accusative', though Rude used the term 'direct object' (DO) for the last. Even
so, it is clear that there are two constructions, one fully transitive, the other
essentially intransitive:

haama-nm pee-'wiye wewukiye-ne
man-ERG 3 + ERG-shot elk-DO
'The man shot an elk'

haama hi-'wiye wewukiye
man 3 + NOM-shot elk
'The man shot an elk'

Rude says that with the second construction, with the Agent marked as S and
the Patient without its basic marking (as 'DO' with the accusative case) the
Patient tends significantly to be less topical, animate and definite than the
Agent.

There is a long discussion of the kind of features associated with
antipassives and the related intransitive constructions in Tsunoda 1981.
Interestingly, by comparing Ergative + Absolutive constructions with other
constructions generally, he is able to include, in his discussion, the situation in
which a language has an ergative system in one tense or aspect and an
accusative system in another (3.3.1). He suggests that in both types of
situation an Ergative + Absolutive construction distinctively marks such
features as perfectivity, completion, punctuality, definiteness etc.
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7.5 Incorporation

Alongside the antipassive, Chuckchee (Kozinsky et al. 1988: 667)
has another device for detransitivization, that of 'incorporation', by which
one of the arguments is 'incorporated' into the verb, i.e. becomes
grammatically and usually phonologically (but see below) part of the verbal
element. This is a feature found mostly with ergative systems.

Incorporation can be illustrated by the comparison of two examples
repeated from 7.2.2 and 7.3 with examples exhibiting incorporation (the first
of each trio is active, the second antipassive, while the third exhibits
incorporation):

atl?a-ta mscakw-an tani-nin
mother-ERG shirt-ABS sew-3sG + 3SG + AOR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

9tl?a ine-nni-g?i m
mother + ABS ANTip-sew-3sG + AOR shirt-iNSTR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

mother + ABS shirt-sew-3sG + AOR
'The mother sewed the shirt'

attag-e takec-an utkuc-ak pela-nen
father-ERG bait-ABS trap-LOC leave-3SG + 3SG + AOR
'Father left the bait at the trap'

attag-e tokec-a utkuc-an ena-pela-nen
father-ERG bait-iNSTR trap-ABS ANTip-leave-
'Father left the bait at the trap'

9tbg-e utkuc-an t9kec?9-pela-nen
father-ERG trap-ABS bait-leave-3sG + 3sG + AOR
'Father left the bait at the trap'

There are two types of incorporation here (see the discussion in Mithun
(1984), who provides a wealth of examples): the first merely incorporates the
Absolutive-Patient and thereby deprives it of its (relational) status, the other
incorporates the Absolutive-Patient, but also promotes an oblique argument
to the relational status of Absolutive, which is no longer held by the Patient.
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A further example of the first type from Ponapaean (Micronesian, Sugita
1973: 401) is:

I pahn doakao mwahmw-o
I will spear fish-the
T will spear the fish'

I phan dokomwomw
I will spear-fish
'I will engage in spear-fishing'

The second type with promotion of a peripheral argument to Absolutive is
further illustrated by Mithun (1984: 858) from Yucatec Mayan:

k-in-c'ak-0-k ce' icil in-kool
iNCOMP-I-chop-it-iMPERF tree in my-cornfield [iNCOMPletive]
'I chop the tree in my cornfield'

k-n-c'ak-ce'-t-ik in-kool
iNCOMP-I-chop-tree-TRANS-iMPERF my-cornfield
'I clear my cornfield'

k-in-wek-0-k ha'
iNCOMP-I-spill-it-iMPERF water
'I spill water'

k-in-wek-ha'a-t-ik
INCOMP-I-Spill-Water-TRANS-IMPERF

'I splash him'

It is not only the Absolutive-P, but also the Absolutive-S, that may be
incorporated: incorporation involves, that is to say, the primary grammatical
relation Absolutive. Thus in Onondaga (Iroquoian, USA, H. Woodbury
1975: 10) the following pairs of sentences are both possible:

wa?hahninu? ne? oyekwa?
TNS + he/it + buy + ASP DEF tobacco
'He bought the tobacco'

wa?hay ekwahni: nu?
TNS + he/it -I- tobacco + buy + ASP
'He bought tobacco'
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kahihwi ne? ohsahe?ta?
it + spill + CAUS + ASP NOM.PART it + bean + SUFF [NOMinal PARTicle]
The beans are spilled'

kahsahe?tahihwi
it + bean + spill + CAUS + ASP

'Beans are spilled'

However, in Southern Tiwa (New Mexico, Rosen 1990: 680) there are
restrictions on the incorporation of S in that it cannot be incorporated if
animate, and must be incorporated if inanimate, as shown by the possible and
impossible:

Musan i-k'euwe-m
cats B-old-PRES [B = word class marker]
The cats are old'

*I-musa-k'euwe-m

I-k'uru-k'euwe-m
B-dipper-old-PRES
The dipper is old'

*K'uru i-k'euwe-m

Agents are never incorporated. There is then, as Rosen notes, no ambiguity
in:

Seuanin ibi-musa-mu-ban
men B + B-cat-see-PAST
The men saw the cats'

This cannot mean The cats saw the men'.
Often, incorporation is used to suggest an indefinite, non-referential sense,

as is shown by an example from Chuckchee given by Comrie (1973: 243-4):

Tumg-e nantewatan kupre-n
friends-ERG + PL set net-ABS + SING

The friends set the net'

Tumg-at kopra-ntewatg?at
friends-ABS + PL net-set
The friends net-set (set nets)'

However, where an oblique argument is promoted, the obvious purpose is to
indicate that it is this that is most affected, e.g. in the example from Yukatec
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Mayan, that the field is cleared of trees rather than that trees are cleared from
the field.

Mithun (1984: 860-1) shows that incorporation is also used to
'background' old information, as shown in a conversation in Huatla
Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan, Mexico):

A askeman ti-'-kwa nakatl
never you-it-eat meat
'You never eat meat'

B na' ipanima ni-naka-kwa
I always I-meat-eat
'I eat meat all the time'

A rather special use of incorporation is that of 'classificatory noun
incorporation' (Mithun 1984: 863-72) where a semantically more general
noun is incorporated with a more specific noun as the Patient as in
Gunwinggu (Australia, Oates 1964: 104):

bene-dulg-narj mangaralaljmayn
they + two-tree-saw cashew nut
'They saw a cashew tree'

Mithun (1984: 849-54) also treats as incorporation instances where there is
'juxtaposition' rather than 'morphological compounding', i.e. where the
argument remains a separate word, e.g. in Tongan (Churchward 1953: 76, cf.
Mithun 1984: 851):

Na'e inu 'a e kava 'e Sione
PAST drink ABS the kava ERG John
'John drank the kava'

Na'e inu kava 'a Sione
PAST drink kava ABS John
'John drank kava ("kava-drank")'

This is similar to the examples considered in 7.4 ('detransitives without
antipassive'), and the term 'incorporation' does not seem to be entirely
appropriate, although the function is similar. Yet there is a problem with the
status of the Patient 'kava', which appears to be unmarked for absolutive/
ergative, and that may suggest that it has lost its relational status, as it would
have done through incorporation.
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Also similar are constructions such as that in Hungarian where a non-
referential Patient is placed before the verb, but a referential Patient after it
(Hopper and Thompson 1980: 258):

Peter ujsagot olvas
Peter paper reads
Teter is reading a newspaper'

Peter olvas egy ujsagot
Peter reads a paper
Teter is reading a (specific) newspaper'

Here, however, it is reasonable to suggest that the Patient retains its
grammatical relation of Object, and to make a distinction in terms of a
grammatical category that involves specific/non-specific. There are, in other
languages, different devices for distinguishing specific/non-specific Patients
(although for Spanish the distinction involves a difference of grammatical
relation - see 2.3.3).

7.6 Lexical issues

The constructions discussed in the previous sections of this
chapter occur also not as grammatical, but as lexical, variants, i.e. determined
by the choice of verb. The issue of transitivity is, naturally, central. There are
three possibilities, but two other constructions that were not noted in the
previous sections will also be considered.

(i) Many verbs simply have a single argument, S, like the examples in 7.2.2
(i); these are fully intransitive and too obvious to require exemplification.

(ii) Other verbs have two arguments, but the second is oblique, usually
Dative. An example, from Bayungu (W. Australia, Austin 1982: 41-2) with
the verb 'fear', is:

yinha kupu-ju pirungkarri-yu ngurnu kaparla-ku
this + NOM child-ABS fear-PRES that + DAT dog-DAT

This child fears that dog'

This Absolutive + Dative construction is, of course, the type most closely
associated with the antipassive in 7.1 and 7.2. Similar (patientive + dative)
constructions were also noted for Georgian (3.6.1) and Tabassaran (3.6.2).

(iii) The construction with ergative + dative marking, exemplified in 7.4
(iv), is similar to the agentive + dative construction noted for Tabassaran
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(3.6.2) and the verbal agreement system of Chocktaw (3.5.1). In fact, for both
languages, there are the three possibilities of agentive + patientive (the active,
transitive, type), agentive + dative and patientive + dative. It is not surprising
that some scholars have treated Georgian and Tabassaran as ergative,
although, in both languages (as well as Choctaw), the situation is too complex
for such a simple characterization.

There is an interesting situation with some verbs in Australian languages.
In Bandjalung (Austin 1982: 38-9), some verbs occur with an ergative NP,
but no explicit Patient:

mali-yu dandaygam-bu yarrbi-ni
that-ERG old man-ERG sing-PAST DEF
That old man sang'

mali-yu jajaam-bu jaluba-ni
that-ERG child-ERG urinate-PAST DEF
'That child urinated'

Although these appear to be intransitive, the putative S is marked as ergative.
It could be argued that the feature is one of agentivity (3.5), since other
intransitives have Absolutive S (i.e. that S is either Agentive or Patientive).
There is, however, a different explanation: that with verbs such as 'sing' and
'urinate' (and other verbs listed, such as 'yawn', 'dance', 'smoke') the
construction is not strictly intransitive, but, as Austin suggests, that it has an
unexpressed 'cognate object', an 'object' that is essentially part of the action
described by the verb - 'sing a song', 'speak a language' etc. It is significant
that, in Bandjalung, such constructions may have antipassives, which are
generally associated with transitive constructions (Austin 1982: 38-9):

ngay gala juuma-le-ela
I + NOM this + NOM smoke-ANTip-PRES
'I here am smoking'

This would suggest that the apparently intransitive constructions with the
single term marked as ergative are, in fact, transitive. In a similar way, the
possible relevance of cognate objects to transitivity was also mentioned in the
discussion of intransitives with passives in accusative systems - see 5.4.

The situation with similar verbs is very different in Diyari (Austin 1982:
40). Here, even if there is an explicit Patient, the marking is absolu-
tive + absolutive:

nganhi nhinha-ya yawada yatha-yi
I + NOM this-Acc language+ ABS speak+ PRES
'I speak this language'
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This may be contrasted with:

ngathu nhinha-ya nganthi thayi-yi
I + ERG this-ACC meat-ABS eat-PRES
'I eat this meat'

Here the relevant point is that T is nominative, the case associated with S, in
the first sentence, but ergative in the second.

It must be said that Diyari does not have an ergative system, but a system
of three basic relations (see 3.4), and that a similar (absolutive + absolutive/
patientive + patientive) contrast was noted in an agentive system (3.5.1).
Nevertheless, a comparison with the behaviour of verbs with cognate objects
in Diyari and Bandjalung is illuminating. The two languages appear to deal
with them in quite opposite ways: Bandjalung suggests that there is an Agent
even when the sentence is overtly intransitive, while Diyari suggests that there
is no Agent even when the sentence is overtly transitive. What, perhaps,
explains this apparent paradox is that cognate objects, since they are
essentially part of the action expressed by the verb, (a) can be omitted or
'incorporated', though still to be 'understood' and (b), even if expressed, are
not fully patients. Because of (a) Bandjalung treats verbs with them as
transitive, even if they are not explicitly expressed, and because of (b) Diyari
treats verbs with them as of lowered transitivity (with no Agent-Ergative),
even if they are overtly expressed.

7.7 Antipassives in accusative systems

If a device in an ergative system language for demoting or
deleting A is regarded as a passive (6.5), it should follow that a device in an
accusative system for demoting or deleting P is an antipassive. However, if a
basic requirement is that such a device is explicitly marked (usually in the
verb), it seems unlikely that there are, in fact, any languages with accusative
systems (in their morphology of the noun and/or verbal agreement) that also
have antipassives. This would, indeed, be in accordance with the suggestion
made in 4.2 that there is an implication that if a verb has accusative noun
morphology and/or verbal agreement, it will have accusative syntax.

If, however, there is no requirement of explicit marking, so that the
constructions in 7.4 are considered to be antipassives, as some scholars
suggest, then it can equally be argued that there are passives in accusative
systems. This would be so for English, as Heath (1976: 203) actually suggests,
with:
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He drinks
Speed kills

Since it has been argued here that the constructions in 7.4 are not
antipassives, and, more importantly, that omission of the Agent in an
ergative system is not an indication of a passive (6.5), Heath's suggestion is
not accepted.

Foley and Van Valin (1985: 344) suggest a similar analysis for Kusaiean
(Austronesian):

nga ol-lae nuknuk e
I wash-PERF clothes the
T washed the clothes'

nga owo nuknuk lae
I wash clothes PERF

T wash clothes'

nga owo lae
I wash PERF

'I washed'

In the first sentence the verbal form ol- is transitive, while in the second and
third owo is intransitive. The only problem here is why the intransitive form is
used with the second where 'clothes' is indefinite. The most plausible
explanation is that this is like the examples of incorporation discussed in 7.5,
especially the Hungarian examples; alternatively, it can be argued that there
is lowered transitivity when the Patient is indefinite, and that it is that that
determines the use of the intransitive form. There is little clear justification
for calling this antipassive.

There is another construction in accusative systems that might be
considered antipassive - the construction in which an oblique term (Dative,
Instrumental or Locative) is promoted to Object (see 6.6). This looks, prima
facie, like the counterpart of the use of the antipassive that promotes oblique
relations as discussed in 7.3. However, there is, perhaps, an important
difference, in that, although an oblique term is promoted in the accusative
systems, it is not wholly obvious that the Patient is demoted, since it generally
remains as a second Object. If defocusing of the Patient, on the analogy of
Shibatani's (see 6.7) defocusing of the Agent by the passive, is the primary
function of the antipassive, it is not clear that this construction is an
antipassive.
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7.8 The typological status of ergative systems

It may be asked whether ergative languages and systems have an
equal status with that of accusative ones, or whether they are less common,
less typical or less natural.

Languages with ergative systems are scattered in many parts of the world,
as a list of just a few languages will show - Basque (Western Europe),
Tabassaran (the Caucasus), Hindi (India), Dyirbal (Australia), Tongan (the
Pacific), Eskimo (North America), Mam (Central America) etc. Africa seems
to be the only major area where there are no languages with an ergative
system. There are, moreover, many such languages - over two hundred - in
Australia. In terms of numbers and geographical spread, ergative systems are
by no means unimportant or untypical of the languages of the world. On the
other hand, there are very few languages that are fully ergative. Many
'ergative languages' have ergative systems of noun morphology or verbal
agreement, or both, but accusative syntax (4.2). Warlbiri even has ergative
noun morphology, but accusative agreement (3.2). In addition, some have
passives, which seem more appropriate to accusative systems, although, in
contrast, languages with accusative systems do not normally have
antipassives (7.7).

The issue of naturalness may be relevant, for there are constructions that
are, for semantic reasons, likely to follow accusative lines. The most obvious
ones are the imperative (which generally follows an accusative pattern even in
Dyirbal) and its associated subordinate jussive (4.4). It may also be argued
that even coordination most naturally follows accusative, rather than ergative
lines. In coordination Agents rather than Patients are usually topics, and in
discourse the topic often remains the same over several sentences, and need
not be repeated. It is natural, therefore, to omit A rather than P. (There might
seem to be a counterargument in Du Bois (1987), who talks of the 'discourse
basis for ergativity', but his arguments do not relate directly to the point at
issue, since his 'ergativity' relates to the lexical expression of S and P, not
their availability for deletion.)

There is another point. Ergative morphology is often not only restricted to
noun morphology, but also consists solely of marking A, while leaving P and
S unmarked. There is motivation for marking either A or P, in order to
distinguish them in a transitive construction, but there is no motivation for
marking S, because it is the sole (primary) term of the intransitive. Because of
this, the identity of S with P often consists solely of the absence of marking,
such identity being a consequence of the fact that A is marked. The identity
(in terms of absence of marking) may thus be seen as accidental or, at least, of
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little significance. A number of 'ergative languages', then, may be ergative
only in this rather trivial sense.

For these reasons, it might well be suggested that a typological study
should be basically in accusative terms, treating ergative systems as a
variation from the norm, and in many cases, merely an issue of
morphological marking (cf. Anderson 1976 and the very different solution
of Johns 1991). This would simplify the basic overall pattern, and, in
particular, would also have the advantage of making the terms 'Subject' and
'Object' available for all languages. However, it would lead to some
distortion of the facts for a fully ergative language such as Dyirbal and, to
a lesser extent, to the analysis of other patterns such as those of agentive
systems, as well as the 'inverse' systems and 'topic' systems that are to be
discussed in the next chapter.
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In this brief chapter two systems that appear to involve voice, but cannot
easily be interpreted in terms of either passive or antipassive, are considered.

8.1 'Topic'systems

There are languages which might be interpreted as having devices
that are like the passive and the antipassive in that they promote secondary or
oblique terms to primary status, yet are not easily identified as either passive
or antipassive. This is especially characteristic of most of the languages of the
Philippines.

8.1.1 Morphology

In Tagalog (Schachter 1976), there are four arguments that
Schachter identifies as A ('agent'), G ('goal'), B ('beneficiary') and D
('direction'). In the discussion here, for consistency with the rest of this book,
'Patient' (P) will be used instead of'goal', 'Dative' (D) instead of'beneficiary'
and 'Locative' (L) instead of 'direction'. (The term 'goal' has been used in at
least two other senses by other scholars.) Any of these four can be
independently marked as 'topic' by (i) being preceded by the particle ang and
(ii) specific forms of the verb, these forms being identified as AT ('Agent
topic'), PT ('Patient topic'), LT ('Locative topic') and DT ('Dative topic'). In
the translations give below the 'topic' is shown in italics:

Magsalis ang babae ng bigas sa sako para sa bata
AT + will take out TOP woman PAT rice LOC sack DAT child
'The woman will take the rice out of the sack for the child'
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Aalisin ng babae ang bigas sa sako para sa bata
PT + will take out AGT woman TOP rice LOC sack DAT child
The woman will take the rice out of the bag for the child'

Aalisan ng babae ng bigas ang sako para sa bata
LT + will take out AGT woman PAT rice TOP sack DAT child
'The woman will take the rice out of the sack for the child'

Ipagsalis ng babae ng bigas sa sako ang bata
DT + will take out AGT woman PAT rice LOC sack TOP child
'The woman will take the rice out of the sack for the child

A similar system is recorded for Ga'dang (Philippines) by Walrod (1976),
although Walrod talks about 'passives'. Here, given a sentence like 'I tied the
pig to the post with a rope for the old man', different forms of the verb allow
not only Agent (T), Patient ('the pig'), Locative ('the post') and Dative ('the
old man'), but also Instrumental ('a rope') to become 'Subjects'/topics.

It might seem to be reasonable to deal with the Tagalog examples in the
same way as the Malagasy examples discussed in 5.3, i.e. to suggest that there
are four voices, an active with the Agent as Subject, a passive with the
Patient-Object promoted to Subject, and others that promote Datives and
Locatives to Subject. In that case, more illuminating translations would be:

'The woman will take the rice out of the sack for the children'
'The rice will be taken out of the sack by the woman for the

children'
'The sack will have the rice taken out of it by the woman for the

children'
'The children will have the rice taken out of the sack for them by

the woman'

However, some scholars reject the notion of 'Subject' here and prefer to deal
with the issues in terms of 'topicalization'. This would make the Tagalog
system similar to that found in languages where a change in word order
allows the Object (and other elements in the sentence) to be topicalized by
being placed in initial position, e.g. in Greek (5.5). Indeed, Foley and Van
Valin (1985: 328) specifically suggest that the Tagalog situation is 'exactly
parallel' with that of Lango (East Africa) where Objects and Beneficiaries can
be topicalized by being placed in initial position. The objection to this is that,
unlike languages that exhibit topicalization, Tagalog specifically marks these
topics not only by a specific morpheme preceding the topicalized NP, but
also, like the passive and antipassive, by a marker on the verb. It is, therefore,
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reasonable to conclude that Tagalog has a device of the passive/antipassive
type, i.e. that it is a system of voice, not of topicalization.

There are two reasons, however, that make it difficult to characterize the
device as either passive or active, and the system as either accusative or
ergative.

First, there is no indication in the marking on the noun or the marking on
the verb to suggest whether the 'Agent topic' or the 'Patient topic'
construction is the more basic. One argument for taking one of the sentence
types as basic is statistical: the PT type is by far the commonest (Cooreman,
Fox and Givon 1984: 17). Another is that often the Patient topic is
unmarked. On that evidence, the Tagalog system would be ergative, and the
voice system would be antipassive.

Secondly, comparison with intransitive sentences does not resolve the issue;
the morphological system of nominals does not point to either an accusative
(S = A) or ergative (S = P) system, because the intransitive structures are
marked as either AT or PT/LT (Schachter 1976: 499):

Magtatrabaho ang lalaki
AT + will work TOP man
'The man will work'

Papawisan ang lalaki
PT/LT + will sweat TOP man
'The man will sweat'

Shibatani (1988a: 103-4) shows a similar feature in another Philippine
language, Cebuano:

Ni-basa siy a ug libro
AT-read TOP (he) PAT book
'He read a book'

Gi-basa niya ang libro
PT-read AGT (he) TOP book
'He read the book?

Ni-dagan siya
AT-run TOP (he)
'He ran'

Gi-kapoy siya
PT-tired TOP (he)
'He got tired'
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As Shibatani points out, this is reminiscent of an agentive system, but, since
such systems are neither ergative or accusative, it gives no help in deciding
whether the voice system is in terms of passive or antipassive.

It should be noted, however, that, although marking on the verb identifies
S as having the grammatical roles of Agent, Patient or Locative, S is also
marked as topic, exactly like one of the arguments in the transitive
constructions. Topic thus has grammatical status like that of Subject or
Absolutive: it is a grammatical relation and will be indicated as such by the
use of an initial capital (Topic'). The most reasonable conclusion is that,
while the system in Tagalog and other Philippine languages is a voice system,
it is unlike that of passive and antipassive in that it has no basic sentence type,
any of the arguments being able to function as the primary relation Topic in
transitive sentences, but with grammatical roles being differentiated in
intransitive as well as transitive constructions, and with two different types of
S in intransitives. It is neither accusative nor ergative, but neutral in terms of
that distinction.

8.1.2 Syntax

The Topic is the pivot for relativization (Schachter 1976: 500); the
voice system, like the passive and antipassive, is used to create new pivots:

Matalino ang lalaking bumasa ng diyaryo
intelligent TOP man + LI AGT + read PAT newspaper [Linker]
The man who read a newspaper is intelligent'

Interesante ang diyaryong binasa ng lalaki
interesting TOP newspaper + LI PT + read AGT man
The newspaper that the man read is interesting'

Givon (1979: 154-5) provides, from Bikol, a related language, examples of
relative clauses with Agent, Patient, Dative (D), Instrumental (I) and
Benefactive as both Topic and pivot - notice that Dative (or 'Recipient' see
2.3) and Benefactive are distinguished:

marai ?ang-lalake na nag-ta?6 ning-libro sa-babaye
good Top-man that AT-give PAT-book DAT-woman
The man who gave the book to the woman is good'
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marai ?ang-libro na na-ta?6 kang-lalake sa-babaye
good Top-book that PT-give AGT-man DAT-woman
The book that the man gave to the woman is good'
The book given to the man by the woman is good'

marai ?ang-babaye na na-ta'6-han kang-lalake ning-libro
good Top-woman that DT-give-DT Top-man PAT-book
The woman to whom the man gave the book is good'
The woman who was given the book by the man is good'

marai ?ang-lanseta na pinag-putul kang-lalake ning-tubu
good TOP-knife that iT-cut AGT-man PAT-sugar cane
The knife with which the man cut the sugar-cane is good'
The knife used by the man to cut the sugar-cane is good'

marai ?ang-babaye na pinag-bakal-an kang-lalake ning kanding
good TOP woman that BT-buy-BT AGT-man PAT goat
The woman for whom the man bought the goat is good'
The woman that was bought (for) a goat by the man is good'

Givon makes the interesting observation (but in terms of 'Subjects') that it
appears that, without exception, all languages that mark verbs to indicate
which term is promoted to Topic status restrict relativization to the promoted
term.

With deletion in complementation, however, the situation is more complex
in Tagalog. Schachter (1976: 504) provides examples to show that it is the
Agent (not the Topic) that is the pivot (and so is deleted):

Nagatubili siyang humiram ng pera sa bangko
AT + hesitated TOP + he + n AT + borrow PAT money LOC bank
'He hesitated to borrow money from a/the bank'

Nagatubili sayang hiramin ang pera sa bangko
AT + hesitated TOP + he + LI PT + borrow TOP money LOC bank
'He hesitated to borrow money from a/the bank'

Nagatubili siyang hiraman ng pera ang bangko
AT -I- hesitated TOP + he + LI LT + borrow PAT money TOP bank
'He hesitated to borrow money from the bank'

Here change of topic does not affect the syntax: in all examples it is the Agent
'he', not the Topic, that is deleted in the complement clause. Translation into
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English and interpretation in terms of passive and 'Subject' will illustrate the
problem. The first sentence would correspond to He hesitated [he] to borrow
money from the bank, with he deleted because (a) it is the Subject of the
subordinate clause and (b) it is identical with the Subject of the main clause.
In the second and third sentences, however, if the subordinate sentences were
treated as passive, their Subjects would be the money and the bank and
deletion would no longer be possible, since it would produce the impossible
sentences *He hesitated money to be borrowed from the bank by him and *He
hesitated the bank to be borrowed money from by him.

However, Shibatani (1988a: 124) points out that in Cebuano, although
Agents may function as (deleted) pivots whether they are Topics or not,
Patients may also be deleted, but only if they are Topics. Examples of deleted
Agents are:

Gusto ni Juan nga mu-tudlo ni Maria
want AGT/PAT Juan LI AT-teach AGT/PAT Maria
'Juan wants to teach Maria'

Gusto ni Juan nga tudlo-an si Maria
want AGT/PAT Juan LI teach-PT TOP Maria
'Juan wants to teach Maria'

As the verbal markers (in the subordinate clause) show, the Agent 'Juan' is
the Topic in the first, but not in the second of these sentences, where the
Patient 'Maria' is the Topic. Deletion of a Patient-Topic is illustrated by:

Gusto ni Juan nga tudlo-an sa Maestro
want AGT/PAT Juan LI teach-PT AGT/PAT teacher
'Juan wants to be taught by the teacher/the teacher to teach him'

If the Patient is not the Topic, it cannot be the deleted pivot. The following
sentence is possible, but not with the sense required:

Gusto ni Juan nga mu-tudlo si Maestro
want AGT/PAT Juan LI AT-teach TOP teacher
'Juan wants the teacher to teach (someone)'
not 'Juan wants to be taught by the teacher/the teacher to teach

him'

Here 'teacher' is the Topic and the sentence cannot mean 'Juan wants to be
taught by the teacher' with deletion of the non-Topic 'Juan'.

It is only the Agent, however, that can control reflexivization (Schachter
1977: 292):
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nag-aalala ang lolo sa kaniyang sarili
AT-worry TOP grandfather LOC his self
'Grandfather worries about himself

inaalala ang lolo ang kaniyang sarili
LT + worry AGT grandfather TOP his self
'Grandfather worries about himself

The voice system does not, then, change the term that controls reflexiviza-
tion. Moreover, the reflexive itself can be the Topic (as above), but it cannot
be the Agent - as the impossibility of the following sentence shows:

*inaalala ang lolo ng kaniyang sarili
LT + worry TOP grandfather AGT his self

In this last respect, it is again the Agent not the Topic that behaves like the
Subject of an accusative language, for, like the Agent in Tagalog, the Subject
in English cannot be the reflexive; the equivalent (impossible) sentence in
English would be '*Himself was worried about by grandfather'.

The definition of 'Subject' in Tagalog was the theme of Schachter's (1976)
article, and there has been much discussion since (e.g. Shibatani 1988b). The
proper conclusion, however, is that the term is not appropriate, and equally
that the system cannot be characterized in terms of accusative/ergative or
passive/antipassive. The fact that both Topic and Agent function as pivots is
a little unusual, but there is something similar in Lango (4.1.1 and 4.1.4),
where Topics are pivots for coordination and Subjects are pivots for
relativization. It is, nevertheless, reasonable to suggest that Tagalog has a
voice system shown in the morphology of both verb and noun, which is used
to create pivots for relativization, but is only partly relevant to the syntax of
the complements and irrelevant for reflexives.

8.2 Inverse systems

It was noted in 2.2 and 5.6 that some languages use the passive to
meet restrictions on the type of NP that may function as Subject, the
restrictions generally depending on an animacy or (better) empathy
hierarchy. An extreme example of this type of restriction seems to be found
in languages that have what are called 'inverse' systems.
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8.2.1 Basic systems

An inverse system can be illustrated from Plains Cree
(Algonquian, Canada, Wolfart 1973: 24-5) by the following sentences:

ni-sekih-a-enan atim (-> nisekihanan)
1-scare-DiR-lPL dog
'We scare the dog'

ni-sekih-ekw-enan atim (-» nisekihikonan)
1-scare-iNV-lPL dog
'The dog scares us'

Morphologically the only difference between these two is that the first is
marked as 'direct' (DIR), the second as 'inverse' (INV). The meaning difference
results from the fact that there is a hierarchy in which first and second person
NPs rank higher than third person NPs, and direct marking on the verb
indicates that the higher ranking NP ('we') is to be interpreted as the Agent,
while inverse marking signals that the lower ranking NP ('the dog') is the
Agent.

If both NPs are third person, one will usually be marked as 'proximate'
(PROX) the other as 'obviate' (OBV), which indicate relative nearness of the
relevant entities to the speaker (the proximate being the nearer). Proximate
NPs are ranked higher than obviate ones, and similar rules apply:

sekih-ew napew atimwa
scare-DiR + 3 man + PROX dog + OBV

'The man scares the dog'

sekih-ik napew atimwa
scare-iNV + 3 man + PROX dog + OBV

'The dog scares the man'

In the direct construction, the proximate 'the man' is the Agent; in the
inverse, the Agent is the obviate 'the dog'. If the proximate/obviate marking
is reversed, so is the Agent/Patient relationship:

sekih-ew napewa atim
scare-DiR + 3 man + OBV dog + PROX

'The dog scares the man'

sekihik napewa atim
scares-iNV + 3 man + OBV dog + PROX

'The man scares the dog'
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Only slightly different is the situation in Mixe (Mexico, Lyon 1967: 272)
where the direct/inverse marking is combined with personal pronouns, but
again indicates that Agent is the NP higher or lower on the hierarchy (though
Lyon does not talk of 'direct' and 'inverse'):

te she ha hoo?y nwopy
PAST I the person hit + 1 + DIR

'I hit the person'

t9 ahc ha hoo?y swopy
PAST I the person hit + 1 + INV

The person hit me'

t3 paat ha hayuhk twopy
PAST Peter the animal hit + 3 + DIR
'Peter hit the animal'

t9 paat ha hayukh wyopya
PAST Peter the animal hit + 3 + INV
'The animal hit Peter'

The hierarchy that governs the choice in Mixe is complex. It is stated by
Foley and Van Valin (1985: 289) as:

speaker > addressee > human proper > human common > other
animate > inanimate

A language of this type that has been much discussed (Hale 1973b, Shayne
1982, Witherspoon 1980, Klaiman 1988, 1991) is Navaho (Apache, S.W.
USA). Here a Direct/Inverse contrast is made in the alternation of two
prefixes yi- and bi-, which Witherspoon (1980: 5) treats as third person object
markers, with -z- as the subject prefix:

hastiin Hi' yi-z-tal
man horse it + DiR-it-kicked
'The man kicked the horse'

hastiin Hi' bi-z-tal
man horse it + iNV-it-kicked
'The man was kicked by the horse'

Here the direct marker indicates that it is 'the man' that is the Agent, the
inverse marker that it is 'the horse'. However, it appears that word order is
also relevant: Hale (1973b: 300) talks of 'subject-object-verb' order, while
Shayne (1982: 391) explicitly states that word order is relevant in San Carlos
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Apache. Where two NPs are equal on the hierarchy, this is certainly the case:
with direct marking it is the first NP that is identified as the Agent, while with
inverse marking it is the second. Witherspoon illustrates this with four
sentences in which the two NPs are of equal status:

Hi' dzaaneez yi-ztal
horse mule DiR-kick
The horse kicked the mule'

Hi' dzaaneez bi-ztal
horse mule iNV-kick
The horse was kicked by the mule'

dzaaneez Hi' yi-ztal
mule horse DiR-kick
The mule kicked the horse'

dzaaneez Hi' bi-ztal
mule horse iNV-kick
The mule was kicked by the horse'

Where the two NPs are not of equal status, word order is, according to
Witherspoon still relevant, in that direct marking still shows the first NP as
the Agent, and inverse marking the second NP, but there is the restriction
that the first NP (the 'subject') cannot be lower on the hierarchy than the
second. Both of the following sentences are unacceptable:

*Hi' hastiin yi-z-yal
horse man it + DiR-it-kicked
(The horse kicked the man')

*Hi' hastiin bi-z-tal
horse man it + iNV-it-kicked
(The horse was kicked by the man')

However, Shayne (1982: 385) reports (from an unpublished abstract)
examples to suggest that where the NPs are not equal on the hierarchy,
word order is not relevant:

Hi' John yi-ztal
horse John DiR-kick
'John kicked the horse'
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Hi' John bi-ztal
horse John iNV-kick
'the horse kicked John'

Here the hierarchy alone appears to establish Agent and Patient. With yi- the
second, but higher, argument is the Agent, while with bi- it is the first, lower,
argument that is the Agent. This contrasts with the examples discussed
previously.

Witherspoon argues that what determines the choice of prefix is 'control'
because it is not possible to say:

*aweel' hastiin yi-z-tal
baby man it + DiR-kicked
'The baby kicked the man'

What is required is:

hastiin awee' bi-ztal
man baby it + iNv-it-kicked
'The man let the baby kick him'

The reason, Witherspoon argues, is that the man has greater control than the
baby, as his translation (rather than 'The baby kicked the man') is intended
to suggest. However, if the hierarchy is one of empathy rather than animacy,
it may not be surprising if babies are lower on the scale than men.

8.2.2 Inverse systems and passives

Witherspoon (1980: 3) notes that, while Hale (1973b: 300) says
that Navaho has 'a syntactic rule which is similar to the passive' other
scholars have simply treated the data in terms of active and passive. The first
NP is considered to be the Subject and the second to be the Object, and bi- is
taken as the passive marker, which simply inverts the Subject + Object
sequence. There are, however, two objections to this.

First, as with the topic systems of 8.1, neither of the two constructions
(direct and inverse) seems to be more basic than the other, and there is no
independent indication (i.e. other than by the verb markers) that the Patient
has been promoted or the Agent demoted. Moreover, in all the passive
constructions considered so far, the Agent is demoted to Oblique, not to
Object, if it is not deleted. In Navaho, on a passive interpretation, it would be
demoted to Object. It would seem that there is no promotion and demotion,
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but merely an alternation between the functions of the two NPs, 'direct'
indicating Agent + Patient, and 'inverse' Patient + Agent.

Secondly, a passive interpretation disguises the crucial importance of the
empathy hierarchy. In itself this is not a conclusive argument, because, as
noted in 2.2 and 5.6, there are rules based on the hierarchy that restrict
passivization in other languages. Taken with the first point, however, it is an
important issue, for it helps to explain the absence of any clear demotion of
the Agent; this is especially so if there is no fixed word order for Agent and
Patient ('Subject' and 'Object'), as Shayne suggests for Navaho, or where, if
the NPs are of equal status, they have to be distinguished in terms of
proximate/obviate, as in Plains Cree, in order to provide an indication of the
hierarchical ranking. It is for this reason that Klaiman (1991: 185) suggests
that direct/inverse pairs, unlike active/passive pairs 'do not preserve
propositional content'. This is clear from the translations of the Cree
examples quoted in 8.2.1 ('We scare the dog'/'The dog scares us'), as
compared with the active/passive pair in English ('We scare the dog'/'The dog
is scared by us').

Yet the issue is not clear cut. Obviously, if there is fixed word order to
determine which is Agent and which is Patient, the inverse construction is
more passive-like than if the distinction rests wholly on the hierarchy; in the
'horse'/'mule' examples of Navaho the hierarchy plays no part, while in the
'man'/'horse' examples, it is not the only indication of Agent and Patient, and
appears to have the blocking of unacceptable sentences as its prime purpose.
On the other hand, if there is no fixed word order, the hierarchy is crucial,
and the inverse construction is very unlike the passive.

Even more passive-like is the construction in Wakashan (Canada). Here
there is a hierarchy in which first and second persons are higher than third,
and in one pair of examples there is no independent evidence of demotion of
the Agent (Jacobsen 1979: 126, 123):

da*sas tqwasiq ^icuxwadi
see + iNDic+ ISG sit on the ground + ART person
'I see the one sitting on the ground'

da*sa?its tiqwasiq
see + PASS + INDIC +1 SG sit on the ground + ART

'The one sitting on the ground sees me'

Yet in another pair of examples, there is an indication of demotion of the
Agent (Jacobsen 1979: 120):
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bacil ?aXitqwal qidiliq ?uyuq
bite + + MOM + INDIC + 3 bear dog -I- ART OBJ [MOMentary]
The bear bit the dog'

baciXit qidiliq ?aXitqwal-xit
bite + MOM + PASS dog + ART bear-REL -I- PASS

The bear bit the dog'

(Jacobsen glosses -xit as 'relative-passive'; this Whistler (1985: 238) interprets
as 'by'.)

It is clear, then, that languages exhibit features of both passive and inverse
systems in varying degrees, but that does not invalidate the decision to
distinguish them. In extreme cases the strategies of the two devices are
different; in particular, in inverse systems the Agent is not overtly demoted or
deleted and the empathy hierarchy plays a crucial part, while in passive
systems there is demotion or deletion and the hierarchy is of little or no
significance.
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Many languages have grammatical or semi-grammatical devices for
expressing the general notion of causing someone to perform a certain
action. It is such devices that are referred to as 'causatives'. A simple example
from Italian (Lepschy and Lepschy 1977: 114-15, 203-6) is:

Ada scrive una lettera
Ada writes a letter
'Ada writes a letter'

Faccio scrivere una lettera a Ada
I make to write a letter to Ada
'I make Ada write a letter'

Like the passive, the causative can be seen as derived from a simple active
sentence (but see 9.1) and as a device that changes the grammatical status of
the arguments in the predication. Unlike the passive, however, it does not
promote a term, but adds a new argument that represents the notional causer,
which can be considered as having the (new) grammatical role of Causer,
placing it in Subject position, while demoting the original Subject to oblique
or peripheral status.

9.1 Forms of the causative

There are many languages that form their causatives morpholo-
gically, i.e. that have specific causative forms of the verb, just as many
languages have morphological passives. An example from Tigrinya
(Ethiopian Semitic, personal research, see 5.3) is:

Barhe mashaf ra'iyu
Berhe book saw + PAST + 3SG

'Berhe saw the book'
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Masganna na-Barhe mashaf 'a-r'iyu-wo
Mesghenna ANiM-Berhe book CAus-see + PAST + 3sG-him
'Mesghenna showed Berhe the book'

(For 'show' as 'cause to see', i.e. as the causative of 'see', see 9.3.2.)
In Tigrinya, the causative is a regular and productive grammatical

formation, in the sense that causatives can be formed from any verb by the
addition of the prefix 'a-, with other minor but regular changes, and with the
simple meaning of causing someone to perform the relevant action. In other
languages, however, the causative is not equally regular and productive. This
can even be seen in a language related to Tigrinya, Amharic (Hetzron 1976:
379), where there are two causative forms of BALLA 'eat', with prefixes a- or
as-, and meanings that are far from predictable, as the following examples
show:

lagu saga balla
the boy meat eat + PAST + 3SG

'The boy ate meat'

abbat lagu-n saga a-balla
father the boy + OBJ meat CAus-eat + PAST + 3SG

'The father fed the boy meat'

abbat lagu-n saga as-balla
father the boy + OBJ meat CAus-eat + PAST + 3SG

'The father forced the boy to eat meat'

abbat lagu-n saga baskar as-balla
father the boy + OBJ meat by servant CAus-eat + PAST + 3sG
'The father had the servant make the boy eat'

abbat sagaw-n bawre as-balla-w
father the meat + OBJ by beast CAus-eat + PAST + 3sG-it
'The father let the beast eat the meat (through carelessness)'

(For 'let' as a causative, see below and 9.5.)
The lack of precise correlation between morphology and meaning is usually

taken to be a sign of 'derivation' rather than 'inflection', the term 'inflection'
being used for the regular formation of tense, mood, voice, etc., while
'derivation' is used for (morphologically and semantically) less regular
formations such as organize I organization, choose I choice, perform I performance
etc. However, it must be said that the formation of the causatives in Amharic
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and other Ethiopian languages belongs to the same over-all system as the
passive, which is generally completely regular:

active balla
passive taballa
causative aballa

All these 'derived forms', as they are usually termed, have the same range of
person, number, gender and tense forms as the simple active. Another
indication of derivation is the possibility, in some languages, for verbs to have
double or even triple causatives (see 9.4).

Like the passive, the causative may be either purely morphological, as in
the examples above, or 'periphrastic', using a specific verb of causation, e.g.
the verb FARE 'to make/do' in Italian, as illustrated in the first pair of
examples in this chapter. The combination of FARE with the following verb
can, nevertheless, be considered to be the grammaticalized form of the
causative, because it forms a single grammatical unit in that it cannot be
interrupted by any other form. This is not the case with other verbs in Italian
(with one exception - see below). This can be seen in the contrast with
VEDERE 'to see', which has alternative constructions:

Faccio scrivere Ada
I make to write Ada
'I make Ada write'

Ho visto Ada scrivere
I have seen Ada write
'I have seen Ada write'

Ho visto scrivere Ada
I have seen write Ada
'I have seen Ada write'

There is, however, no:

*Faccio Ada scrivere

Pronouns generally precede the whole verb complex with both FARE and
VEDERE:

Gliela faccio scrivere
To her 4- it I make write
'I make her write it'
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Gliela ho visto scrivere
To her + it I have seen write
'I have seen her write it'

However, there is, again, a difference in that it is also possible, though less
acceptable, to place the pronominal Object of the second verb after that verb
with VEDERE, but not with FARE:

La ho visto scriver-la
Her I have seen write-it
'I have seen her write it'

(*La faccio scriverla)

There is one other verb in Italian that behaves like FARE - LASCIARE 'to
permit/let/allow' (and it was noted earlier that one of the constructions in
Amharic has the 'let' meaning). This too, should be treated as a causative, so
that Italian can be said to have two causatives, one of 'making', the other of
'permitting'; there is further discussion in 9.5.

English uses the verbs MAKE, GET, HAVE and CAUSE to express causation, but
none of these appears to have any specific grammatical features that would
distinguish it from all the other verbs that occur in similar combinations (the
'catenatives' - see Palmer 1987: 172ff). English does not, therefore, appear to
have a grammaticalized causative construction.

It appears, then, that there are degrees of grammaticality with both
morphological and periphrastic causatives, but the effect of causatives on the
grammatical status of arguments in predications still makes a brief account of
them worthwhile in a study of grammatical roles and relations.

There is one theoretical issue that may be discussed briefly here. It is
reasonable to talk about causatives as being 'derived' from non-causative
constructions, just as passives may be said to be derived from active
constructions, but this need mean no more than that a set of formal rules may
be given to relate the passive and the causative to basic (active, non-causative)
sentences. In several theories it is held that the basic or underlying structure
of all causatives is like that of periphrastic ones, i.e. as consisting of two
clauses, one subordinate to the other. Thus the example from Tigrinya at the
beginning of this section would have an underlying structure of the type
Mesghenna caused (Berhe see the book). In a theory that was popular in the
1970s ('generative semantics'), this analysis was applied even to 'lexical
causatives' such as KILL which was interpreted as 'cause to die'. Less
controversially, some versions of Relational Grammar postulate that
constructions with morphological causatives are 'biclausal' rather than
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'monoclausal', i.e. that they consist of two clauses, rather than just one (see
e.g. Davies and Rosen 1988). Although this view makes morphological
causatives look similar to periphrastic ones, there is no need to accept it. All
that needs to be said about causatives is that there is (i) marking on the verb
(whether morphological or periphrastic), (ii) the addition of the Causer in
Subject position, (iii) demotion of other arguments and (iv) a causal meaning.
At a purely formal ('surface') level, constructions with morphological
causatives are monoclausal, while those with periphrastic causatives appear
to be biclausal in that they contain two predicators, yet often have syntactic
features that make them more like monoclausal constructions.

9.2 The 'paradigm case'

In an influential article Comrie (1976) argues that there is a
'paradigm case' for causative constructions, involving the hierarchy of
grammatical relations:

subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique constituent

In a causative construction, he suggests, the original Subject is demoted to the
first position on the right that is not already occupied. This is illustrated by
the causatives of intransitives, transitives and transitives with Indirect
Objects.

With intransitives, it is predicted that the Subject will be demoted to
(Direct) Object, as shown by the Hungarian and Italian examples:

a tanulok varatjak a tanar-t (p. 267)
the pupils wait + CAUS the teacher-Do
The pupils make the teacher wait'

Gianni lo fa venire (p. 266)
Gianni him(Do) makes to come
'Gianni makes him come'

With transitives the prediction is that the Subject will be demoted to the
status of Indirect Object/Dative. This can be illustrated from Turkish and
French:

Di§c.i mektub-u mudur-e imzala-t-ti (p. 268)
dentist letter-Do director-io sign-CAus-PAST
'The dentist made the director sign the letter'
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J'ai fait manger la pomme a Claude
I have made to eat the apple to Claude
'I made Claude eat the apple'

With transitives with Indirect Objects, the Subject would be demoted to
oblique status, as illustrated from Turkish and Italian:

Di§c.i Hasan-a mektub-u mudur tarafindan goster-t-ti (p. 270)
dentist Hasan-io letter-DO director by S1IOW-CAUS-PAST

The dentist made the director show the letter to Hasan'

Ho fatto scrivere una lettera a Paolo da Maria
I have made to write a letter to Paolo by Maria
'I made Maria write a letter to Paolo'

Comrie provides a number of examples and lists of other languages for which
examples could have been given. He could have given a full set of the three
possible examples from a single language, if he had added, for Italian, the
example of the causative of a transitive given at the beginning of this chapter
(Faccio scrivere una lettera a Ada).

The paradigm case proposal is neat, but there are many exceptions which,
admittedly, Comrie attempts to account for. Song (1991: 66) sees as 'the
major disadvantage of the theory . . . the fact that very few languages, if any,
conform to his paradigm case', but in fact it appears to account for a fair
number of the data, and is, at least, a useful starting point.

Perhaps the strongest argument against Comrie's proposal is the fact that,
even for a single type of basic construction, there may be as many as three
different causative constructions. This can be illustrated from Xhosa (Bantu,
Cooper 1976: 314):

Ndi-bon-is-e umfundisi iincwadi
I-see-CAus-PAST teacher books
'I showed the teacher the books'

Nidi-theng-is-e iincwadi k-umfundisi
I-buy-CAus-PAST books Loc-teacher
'I sold books to the teacher'

Ndi-lum-is-e umtana nge-nja
I-bite-CAus-PAST child iNSTR-dog
'I made the dog bite the child'
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None of these is consistent with the paradigm case, except possibly the
second, if the locative is taken as the marker of the Indirect Object. In the first
sentence, the Subject is apparently demoted to Direct Object, although a
Direct Object is already present. This is clearly an exception to the paradigm
case, which actually predicts that the Subject will not be demoted to a
position that is already occupied. Another example, given by Comrie is from
Mongolian:

xeden mal-a day-a dav-ulax (p. 275)
small herd-DO pass-Do cross-CAus
'He made the small herd cross the pass'

Similarly, the Subject is sometimes demoted to Indirect Object, even though
there is already another Indirect Object. Comrie has examples from Punjabi
and Italian:

bande ne master nurii kani mwndyam num swn-va-i (p. 277)
man SUBJ teacher 10 story boys 10 tell-CAus-PAST
The man made the teacher tell the story to the boys'

Ho fatto scrivere a Maria una lettera a Paolo (p. 278)
I have made to write to Maria a letter to Paolo
'I made Maria write a letter to Paolo'

Comrie calls this 'syntactic doubling'. He notes that double Direct Objects
are quite common in non-causative constructions, but are rare elsewhere.

In the third of the Xhosa examples above the Subject is demoted to oblique
status, although no Indirect Object is present. There is a similar situation with
periphrastic causatives in French. Examples similar to the second and third of
the Xhosa sentences, with the subject demoted to either Indirect Object or
Instrumental are noted by Comrie (1976: 271):

Je ferai manger une pomme a Claude
I will make to eat an apple to Claude
'I will make Claude eat an apple'

Je ferai manger une pomme par Claude
I will make to eat an apple by Claude
'I will make Claude eat an apple'

(French also allows doubled Direct Objects - see 9.3.2.)
The situation in Hungarian (Hetzron 1976: 392-6) is even more

inconsistent with the paradigm case. With transitive verbs, the Subject is
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demoted to the Instrumental, but not to the Indirect Object, as the paradigm
case would suggest:

levelet irattam a fluval (*flut)
letter + ACC I + CAUS + write the boy + INSTR (*a boy + ACC)

'I made the boy write a letter'

With intransitives, the Subject may be demoted either to Indirect Object or
Instrumental:

kohogtettem a gyerekkel
I + CAUSE + cough the boy + INSTR

'I had the boy cough'

kohogtettem a gyerekket
I + CAUSE + cough the boy 4- ACC

'I induced the boy to cough'

Finally, it should be noted that the original Subject may be omitted, rather
than demoted, as in Italian (Lepschy and Lepschy 1977: 205):

Ho fatto scrivere una lettera
I have made to write a letter
'I got a letter written'

These various exceptions to the paradigm case will be discussed in the next
section.

9.3 Contrasting structures

Many languages have more than one causative construction,
with, not surprisingly, different meanings.

9.3.1 'Active' and 'passive' causatives

The most positive and general proposal that has been made
concerning different constructions in the same language is that the contrast
between demotion to Indirect Object and Instrumental, noted in the last
section, represents a difference between active and passive. In terms of the
theory briefly mentioned in 9.1, this would mean that, for the construction
with the Instrumental, there was passivization of the underlying subordinate
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clause before causativization. Thus Hyman and Zimmer (1976: 199-200)
consider the French sentences:

J'ai fait nettoyer les toilettes au general
I have made clean the toilet to the general
'I made the general clean the toilets'

J'ai fait nettoyer les toilettes par le general
I have made clean the toilet by the general
'I had the toilets cleaned by the general'

These, it is suggested, derive, respectively, from:

J'ai fait (le general nettoyer les toilettes)
J'ai fait (les toilettes etre nettoyees par le general)

With the first, 'I did something to the general', whereas with the second 'I
wanted the toilets cleaned' and 'the general is more incidental to the task'.

This is an attractive solution, particularly because the Subject is not only
demoted to Instrumental, but may also be omitted, as in the Italian example
at the end of 9.2; both are characteristic of the passive. It is not, however,
necessary to accept the generative theory assumed by Hyman and Zimmer in
order to talk about 'active' and 'passive' type causatives, but to use the terms
simply to identify the two different constructions (though with the meaning
differences suggested by the terms). Moreover, there is evidence against this
theory. Comrie (1976: 273) notes that Finnish has the 'passive' causative
construction, although Finnish has no passive:

Mina rakennutin talo-n muurarei-lla
I build + CAUS house-Do bricklayers-iNSTR
'I make the bricklayers build the house'

Similarly, Cole (1983: 129-30) notes that, in French, the agentive/rar phrase
of the passive may be used with causatives of verbs that cannot undergo
passivization and that, conversely, although verbs of perception can be
passivized, the par phrase cannot be used with their causatives:

Le capitaine lui a fait tirer dessus par les gardes
the captain to him has made shoot on by the guards
'The captain had guards shoot at him'

*I1 a ete tire dessus par les gardes
he has been shot on by the guards
'He was shot at by the guards'
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Le film a ete vu par les enfants
the film has been seen by the children
'The film was seen by the children'

*Antoine fera voir ce film par les enfants
Antoine will make see this film by the children
'Antoine will make the children see this film'

Comrie (1976: 217) notes that many languages have this type of contrast,
including Hindi. The situation in Hindi is discussed at length by Saksena
(1981, 1982a, 1982b) who argues that there is both 'direct' and 'indirect'
causation: with the dative + accusative ('active') construction, the dative
marker koo indicates the Agent as the 'target' to whom the activity is directed
(as 'recipient') and so as being affected, whereas with the instrumen-
tal^ accusative ('passive') construction the Agent is non-target, not affected.
However there are only a few verbs that allow either construction. One pair
of examples quoted is (1982a: 827).

mai-nee raam-see/koo masaalaa cakh-vaa-yaa
I-SUBJ raam-OBj/iNSTR spice taste-CAus-PAST
'I had Raam taste the seasoning'

With -koo the tasting is for the agent's benefit, with -see it is for someone
else's. Similarly, with 'read the book' there is a distinction between getting the
agent to read the book and getting the book read.

The contrast between 'direct' and 'indirect' causation is also possible with
intransitive verbs, e.g. in Japanese (Shibatani 1982: 109):

Taroo-ga Ziroo-o hasir-ase-ta
Taro-NOM Ziro-Acc run-CAus-PAST
'Taro made Ziro run'

Taroo-ga Ziroo-ni hasir-ase-ta
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT run-CAus-PAST
'Taro got Ziro to run'

Here, however, while direct causation demotes the original Subject to Direct
Object (as in the paradigm case), indirect causation demotes it to Dative, not
Instrumental.
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9.3.2 'Single event' causatives

The analysis in 9.3.1 does not account for the 'syntactic doubling'
discussed in 9.2, particularly the constructions with two direct objects. The
contrast between this and the 'paradigm case' is seen in two examples from
French:

Je l'ai fait manger des epinards
I him(Do) have made to eat of the spinach
'I made him eat spinach'

Je lui ai fait manger des epinards
I him(io) have made to eat of the spinach
'I had him eat spinach'

Hyman and Zimmer (1976: 194) suggest that the first might be used of a child
forced to eat spinach against his will, while the second might be used of a
hungry person being offered the only food available; this might be translated
'fed him spinach'.

There are, then, three types of causatives with meaning differences. In
addition to 'active' (direct) and 'passive' (indirect) causatives, there is a third
type, in which the causation and the action are closely associated, and can be
seen as a single event, with the causer actually taking part in it, often with
translations such as 'show', 'feed', 'dress', etc., all of them simple transitive
verbs in English.

It should be recalled (9.1), however, there is the same three-way contrast in
Amharic also (though there is also a fourth type), but this is only partly
consistent with the French data:

abbat lagu-n saga a-balla
father the boy-OBj meat CAUs-eat + PAST 4- 3SG

'The father fed the boy meat'

abbat tagu-n saga as-balla
father the boy-OBj meat CAUS-eat + PAST + 3SG

'The father forced the boy to eat meat'

abbat lagu-n saga baskar as-balla
father the boy-OBj meat by servant CAUS-eat + PAST + 3SG

'The father had the servant make the boy eat'

The second and third of these clearly illustrate the 'active'/'passive' contrast,
while the first, which uses a different prefix, has the more unitary meaning of
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'feed' rather than 'cause to eat'. In contrast with French, however, the
distinction between 'feed' and 'make eat' is not carried by a difference in the
status of the demoted terms, but in the form of the causative marker on the
verb. For this reason Cohen (1936: 222, 228) refers to the a- prefix as the
'causative', but the as- prefix as the 'factitive'.

Rather differently, again, Cole (1983: 117-19) discusses three constructions
in Bolivian Quechua with the examples:

nuqa Fan-ta rumi-ta apa-ci-ni
I Juan-Ace rock-Ace carry-CAus-lsG
'I made Juan carry the rock'

nuqa Fan-wan rumi-ta apa-ci-ni
I Juan-iNSTR rock-Ace carry-CAus-lsG
'I had Juan carry the rock'

nuqa wawa-man yaca-ci-n
I child-DAT know-CAUs-lsG
'I taught it to the child'

The accusative, he suggests, expresses direct, coercive causation and the
instrumental noncoercive, indirect causation, while the dative is used with
'verbs of experience', whose Subjects are typically animate nonagents (the
'single event' causatives). However, as can be seen, with the single event
causatives, which include 'show', 'reach', 'feed' and 'remind', the Agent is in
the dative, the accusative being used for the 'active' causative (and the
instrumental for the 'passive').

It was noted above that 'single event' causatives are often translated into
English by simple transitive verbs. Shibatani (1976a) states that in Japanese
morphological causatives are never 'single event', such causatives being, as in
English, expressed by lexical verbs. He distinguishes between the two types in
terms of 'manipulative' and 'directive' causation, 'manipulative' (lexical,
single event) causation always implying the physical involvement of the
causer. Thus he contrasts:

Taroo ga Ziroo o tome-ta (p. 17)
Taro NOM Ziro ACC stop-PAST
'Taro stopped Ziro'

Taroo ga Ziroo o tomar-ase-ta
Taro NOM Ziro ACC stop-CAUs-PAST
'Taro made Ziro stop'
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Taroo wa Ziroo o taosi-ta (p. 34)
Taro TOP Ziro ACC throw-PAST
'Taro threw Ziro down'

Taroo wa Ziroo o taore-sase-ta
Taro TOP Ziro ACC fall-CAus-PAST
'Taro made Ziro fall down'

There are similar pairs for 'dress'/'make (someone) get dressed', 'raise'/'cause
to rise', 'move'/'cause to move' etc. He also notes that only 'manipulative',
not 'directive', causatives can be used with inanimate Objects, because they
obviously require the physical involvement of the causer. It is not possible to
say:

*boku wa isu o ugok-aseta (p. 33)
I TOP chair ACC move-CAus-PAST
'I caused the chair to move'

9.3.3 Periphrastic vs. morphological causatives

Some languages have both periphrastic and morphological
causatives, and these often correlate with the semantic contrast between the
'full' causatives and the 'single event' causatives discussed in the last sub-
section. Thus for Korean, Shibatani (1973: 287) compares:

emeni-nun ai-eykey os-ul ip-key ha-ess-ta
mother-Top child-DAT clothes-Ace wear-coMPL do-PAST-iNDic
'The mother had the child put on the clothes'

emeni-nun ai-eykey os-ul ip-hi-ess-ta
mother-TOP child-DAT clothes-Ace wear-CAus-PAST-iNDic
'The mother put the clothes on the child'

With the first, the mother in some way made the child wear the clothes; with
the second, she dressed the child - the act of causing and wearing are
essentially one. (Shibatani refers to the formation with -hi- as 'lexical' because
it is not productive, but as was noted in 9.1, causative formations are often
more like derivational than inflectional features.)

Shibatani adds that, with the periphrastic causative, a time adverbial may
refer either to the time of causation or to the time of the resultant action,
whereas, with the morphological causative, it can refer only to the time of the
combined causation and action, as shown by:
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emeni-nun ai-eykey yelsi-ey pap-ul mek-key ha-ess-ta
mother-Top child-DAT ten o'clock-at rice-Ace eat-coMPL do-PAST-iNDic
'The mother had the child eat rice at ten o'clock'

emeni-nun ai-lul yelsi-ey pap-ul mek-hi-ess-ta
mother-Top child-Ace ten o'clock-at rice-Ace eat-CAus-PAST-iNDic
The mother fed the child rice at ten o'clock'

He states that with the first ten o'clock it may be either the time at which the
mother instructed the child or the time at which the child ate the rice, whereas
with the second it can only refer to the feeding and eating. This is not
unexpected, since the periphrastic causative contains two verb forms either of
which may be modified adverbially, whereas the morphological causative
contains only one (though, in contrast, as was seen in 9.3.2, morphological
causatives in Japanese never refer to 'single events').

However, although this may be true of Korean, it is not universally true
that morphological causatives do not permit a time adverbial to refer either
to the causation or to the action. Cooper (1976: 323) notes for Xhosa:

Umfundisi ubal-is-a abafana intsomi emini qha
teacher write-CAus-PRES boys story only during the day
'The teacher makes the boys write a story only during the day'

This, says Cooper is ambiguous: 'only during the day' may refer to either
'makes' or 'write'. By contrast there is no ambiguity in the morphological
causative of another verb:

Ndibondisa umfundisi incwadi emini qha
I-see-CAus-PRES teacher books only during the day
'I show the teacher books only during the day'

These two examples differ, of course, in that, although they are alike
morphologically, semantically the first is a 'true' ('directive') causative and
the second a single event ('manipulative') causative; the differences in time
specification would follow from that.

9.3.4 Other issues

Even when morphological causatives alone are considered, there
are issues concerning the choice of construction in terms of the grammatical
status of their arguments.
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First, in the previous discussion it was generally assumed that choice of
construction was determined by meaning. This is not wholly true; it is
sometimes lexically determined in part, by the choice of verb. Thus in Tswana
(Bantu, Cooper 1976: 314-16), with the verb 'see' ('show' with the causative),
the Subject may be demoted to Object or Locative, but not to Instrumental,
whereas with 'wash' it may be demoted to Object or Instrumental, but not to
Locative:

ke-bon-tsh-a dibuka moruti
I-see-CAus-PRES books teacher
'I am showing the books to the teacher'

ke-bon-tsh-a dibuka go-moruti
I-see-CAus-PRES books Loc-teacher
'I am showing the books to the teacher'

ke-tlhatsw-is-a mosadi dipatlo
I-wash-CAus-PRES women clothes
'I am making the women wash the clothes'

ke-tlhatsw-is-a dipatlo ka-mosadi
I-wash-CAus-PRES clothes iNSTR-women
'I am making the women wash the clothes'

It might be thought that the distinction between 'single event' and 'full'
causative is relevant here, in that, with 'single event' causative there can be
demotion to Object or Locative (with little or no difference in meaning?),
while with the 'full' causative there can be demotion to Object or to
Instrumental (with the semantic difference associated with 'active' and
'passive' causatives). However, with the 'full' causative of 'smell', only the
'passive' type is possible:

ke-nkh-is-a ntsa ka-ngwana
I-smell-CAUS-PRES dog iNSTR-child
'I am making the child smell the dog'

Semantically this is unexpected, since the child would appear to be the target
of the causation.

In fact, the situation is not very different in Hindi, briefly discussed in
9.3.1. Saksena (1981, 1982a, 1982b) provides plenty of semantically based
arguments to explain the choice between 'active' and 'passive' constructions;
it is clear that, for the vast majority of verbs, it is determined by the choice of
verb itself, and there are very few verbs with contrasting structures. This lack
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of free choice between alternative constructions in Hindi and Tswana (but
with a loose association with differences of meaning) is another indication of
the derivational rather than inflectional nature of the causatives (see 9.1).

Secondly, the situation in Hungarian, first mentioned in 9.2, is different
from any so far noted. With transitives the Subject is demoted only to
Instrumental (the 'passive' type), but with intransitives, surprisingly, it may
be demoted either to Instrumental or Direct Object. Here the contrast
depends on the kind of causation in that the Instrumental is used when
causation involves an instruction (the distinction between what Croft (1991:
166) calls 'affective' and 'inducive' causation). This is seen in the pair
(Hetzron 1976: 394):

Lemondattam vele az elnoksegrol (Instrumental)
'I had him resign from the presidency' (by instructing him)

Lemondattam 6t az elnoksegrol (Direct Object)
'I caused him to resign from the presidency' (by obstructing him)

Finally, the situation in Tamil, which was mentioned in 6.3, deserves
discussion. Tamil has a contrast between what are called 'weak' and 'strong'
forms of the verb, and these are discussed by Klaiman in the context of the
middles of Sanskrit, Classical Greek and Fula, with the suggestion that the
weak forms are comparable with the middles. However, of the eleven sets of
contrasting examples offered by Klaiman (1991: 71-4, from Paramasivam
1979), in no less than seven, the strong form can be interpreted as a 'single
event' causative, as shown by, e.g.:

pillai coru un-t-an
son-NOM rice eat-WEAK + PAST-SG + MASC

'The son ate rice'

amma pillaikkuc coru utt-in-al
mother + NOM son + DAT rice eat-STRONG + PAST-SG + FEM

'The mother fed the son rice'

The others are 'graze' (intransitive and transitive), 'grow up'/'raise',
'worship', 'submit'/'subjugate', 'divide' (intransitive)/'separate' (transitive),
'sit'/'seat', and 'join' (intransitive)/'collect' (transitive).

In three of the other examples the difference seems to be a matter of
increased/reduced transitivity (see 2.3, 7.2.2, 7.4) in that the strong forms are
used where the Object is more affected by the action:
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kuttam avalai nerurjk-in-atu
crowd + NOM her + ACC approach-WEAK + PAST-SG-NEUT

The crowd approached her'

kuttam avalai nerukk-in-atu
crowd + NOM her + ACC approach-STRONG + PAST-SG-NEUT

The crowd pushed in on her'

racikarkal natikaiyai vajain-tu kontu atinarkal
fans + NOM actress + ACC surround-WEAK + PTCP take-PTCPL danced
The fans surrounded the actress and danced'

racikarkal natikaiyai valait-tuk kontu atittarkal
fans + NOM actress + ACC surround-STRONG + PTCP take-PTCP beat
The fans surrounded the actress and beat her up'

The other pair of examples are translated The mother, embracing the child,
wept'/The mother, embracing the child, engulfed it'.

In only one example was there a distinction similar to that found in Greek
and Sanskrit:

kuzantai kalai utai-kir-atu
child + NOM leg + ACC kick-WEAK + PRES-SG + NEUT

The child is kicking its legs (in the air)'

kuzantai ennai utai-kkir-atu
child + NOM me + ACC kick-STRONG + PRES-SG + NEUT

The child is kicking me'

One of the reasons that Klaiman, following Paramasivam (1979), gives for
not treating these as causatives is that Tamil has both morphological and
periphrastic causatives, but this is not a convincing argument, since other
languages have more than one causative, and strong forms of the
morphological causatives in Tamil often clearly indicate 'single event'
causation. The examples suggest that there are at least three meanings of
the strong forms: 'single event' causation, increased transitivity and the non-
reflexivity of body parts. Since other morphological categories, particularly
those that mark the passive in Japanese and the antipassive in Dyirbal, show
considerable polysemy, it is not surprising if the same proves true of a
causative marker.
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9.4 Double causatives

It was mentioned in 9.1 that some languages have double
causatives and that this was more a derivational than an inflectional feature.
The reason for saying that is that inflectional features such as tense, mood
and voice are not normally accumulative in this way. Thus Hetzron (1976:
381) quotes double causatives for Hungarian:

iil
ultet
ultettet

tes (1976:

zur-
zurc-
xuracc-
zuraccacc

'sit
'seat somebody'
'make somebody seat somebody'

383) triple causatives for Awngi (Ethi

'come/go back'
'give/take back'
'send back'
'make send back'

There are also double causatives in Oromo (Cushitic, Ethiopia and Kenya),
but these appear to have three functions (Dubinsky et al. 1988: 484-5). First,
they may be used for double causation as in:

aannan-ni daanf-e
milk-NOM boil-AGR

'The milk boiled'

terfaa-n aannan daanf-is-e
Terfa-NOM milk boil-CAus-AGR
'Terfa boiled the milk'

gamteessaa-n terfaa aannan daanf-is-iis-e
Gamtesa-NOM Terfa milk boil-CAUs-CAus-AGR
'Gamtesa made Terfa boil the milk'

Secondly, they express an 'intensive' causative as in (p. 487):

terfaa-n gurbaa raff-is-e
Terfa-NOM boy sleep-CAus-AGR
Terfa put the boy to sleep (e.g. by rocking him)'

terfaa-n gurbaa raff-is-iis-e
Terfa-NOM boy sleep-CAus-CAus-AGR
'Terfa made the boy sleep (e.g. by giving him a sleeping pill)'
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Thirdly, there is a lexical distinction between what they call 'unergative' and
'unaccusative' verbs (see 3.5.4), the latter having 'patient' Subjects and
generally being non-volitional. Unergative verbs take double causatives as
shown in the contrast between (p. 488):

terfaa-n Deekam-e
Terfa-NOM be angry-AGR
'Terfa was angry'

Gaanteessaa terfaa Deekam-s-iis-e
Gamtesa Terfa be angry-CAus-CAus-AGR
'Gamtesa made Terfa angry'

terfaa-n fayy-e
Terfa-NOM be healthy-AGR
Terfa was healthy'

Gaanteessa terfaa fayy-is-e
Gamtesa Terfa be healthy-CAus-AGR
'Gamtesa made Terfa healthy'

9.5 Related constructions

Causative constructions of the kind that have been discussed in
this section are often closely associated, either formally or semantically, with
other constructions in many languages.

One issue has already been mentioned: it was seen in 9.1 that in Italian
LASCIARE ('let'/'allow') has the same grammatical characteristics as FARE

'make' and that it could, therefore, be argued that Italian has two causatives,
one of 'making', one of 'letting'. This is true, to a less marked degree, of
French LAISSER, as compared with FAIRE, which was briefly exemplified in 9.2.
Slightly differently, in Amharic (9.1), the same form may have a 'cause' or a
'permit' interpretation, and this is true also of Bella Coola (see below). This
linking of 'make' and 'allow' is also to be seen in the modal systems of many
languages, including English, where the two most basic notions of the deontic
modal system are the 'directive' 'must' of obligation and 'may' of permission
(see Palmer 1986: 97-100).

In Tigrinya (personal research, Leslau 1941: 104), there is also an
'adjutative', with the meaning 'help to', that functions grammatically in the
same way as the causative:
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Barhe sarihu
Berhe work + PAST + 3SG

'Berhe worked'

Masganna na-Barhe 'asrihu-wo
Mesghenna ANiM-Berhe work + CAUS + PAST + 3sG-him
'Mesghenna made Berhe work'

Masganna na-Barhe 'assarihu-wo
Mesghenna ANiM-Berhe work + ADJ + PAST + 3sG-him
'Mesghenna helped Berhe work'

In Bella Coola (Salishan, British Columbia, Saunders and Davis 1982: 4-7),
there is a 'benefactive' construction that is closely related to the causative.
Thus the same form is used to express not only 'make' and 'let' causatives,
but also 'benefactives':

tx-is ?aleks tiqlsxwtx
cut-he/it Alex rope
'Alex cut the rope'

tx-a-tus mat ?aleks x-tiqlsxwtx
cut-iNTRANS-he/him Matt Alex PREP-rope
'Matt made Alex cut the rope'
'Matt let Alex cut the rope'
'Matt cut the rope for Alex'

In Bella Coola the same form is used for causative and benefactive. In other
languages forms that are different, but belong to the same system, are used.
Thus, for Ngiyambaa, Donaldson (1980: 163—4) links the benefactive and
causative markers together in that both add an argument to turn an
intransitive into a transitive:

rjadhu-na bura:y rjurarj-ga yuwa-y-miyi
I + NOM-3ABS child + ABS camp-LOC lie-CM-CAUs-PAST [conjugation

Marker]
'I laid the child down on the bed'

bura:dhu-nu yurja-y-bara
Child + ERg-2OBL Cry-CM-TRANSITIVIZER-PRES

'The child is crying at you'
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Similarly, Bartholomew and Mason (1980) recognize three affixes that
increase transitivity in Guerrero Aztec, an 'affective causative', a 'compulsive
causative' and a 'benefactive', with affixes -a, -tia and -Ha respectively:

cualani
choca
qui-pohua

'he
'he
'he

is angry'
cries'
counts it'

qui-cualam-a
qui-choc-tia
qui-pohui-lia

'he angers
'he makes
'he counts

him'
him cry'
it for him'

Slightly differently, in Sierra Popoluca (Mexico, Lind 1964), causatives and
benefactives (or what Lind calls 'referential') may be combined, but within
one morphological system (their combination showing their essentially
derivational nature - see 9.1):

Transitive ikocpa 'He hit him'
Referential Ditransitive arjkoca?y 'I hit his thing'/'I hit it for him'
Causative Ditransitive anakkoc 'I caused him to hit it'
Referential Tritransitive arjkoca?ya? 'I hit his thing for another'
Causative Tritransitive anakkoca?y 'I caused him to hit another's

thing'/'I caused him to hit it for
another'

One possible explanation for the similarity between causative and benefactive
constructions is offered in 9.7.

9.6 Adversity passives

There was a discussion in 5.4 of the so-called 'adversity passives'
in Japanese; although these were treated as passives there, since they contain
the passive marker, they might well be treated as similar to causatives.
Examples were:

John ga tuma ni sin-are-ta
John NOM wife by die-PASS-PAST
'•John was died by his wife'

John ga Mary ni piano o hik-are-ta
John NOM Mary by piano ACC play-PASS-PAST
'*John was adversely played the piano by Mary'

These are purportedly the adversity passives of 'John's wife died' and 'Mary
played the piano'. If they are passives, they are of an unusual kind. There is
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no promotion to Subject of a non-Subject argument in the active, but rather
the addition of an argument in Subject position.

Song (1987: 97) notes the grammatical similarity between the adversity
passive and causative ('make' and 'let') constructions, which differ only in the
form of the passive and causative markers:

Mary wa John ni te o nigir-ase-ta
Mary TOP John DAT hand ACC grasp-CAus-PAST
'John made/let Mary hold his hand'

Mary wa John ni te o nigir-are-ta
Mary TOP John DAT hand ACC grasp-PASS-PAST
'Mary was subjected to John's grasping her hand'

It is interesting to note that there is something similar in English in the use of
the lexical verb HAVE, as seen in the sentence quoted by Chomsky (1965: 21):

I had a book stolen

This can mean either that I got someone to steal a book or that I suffered the
loss of a book through stealing. The same verb is used for either causing an
action or being adversely affected by it. The English construction, however,
unlike the causatives of the type that have been considered, does not have any
specific grammatical status, but is like that of other catenative verbs.

All of this strongly suggests that Japanese adversity passives should be
treated not like the familiar passives of the type discussed in chapter 5, but
like causatives. They too add an argument in Subject position, but with the
difference that the additional argument represents the one affected by the
action, not the cause of it, while the original Subject is demoted. It may also
be relevant to note that the notions of causer and affected entity have much in
common with the notions of agent and patient. From that it follows that the
relationship between the Subjects of causatives and the Subjects of adversity
passives have much in common with the relationship between the Subjects of
actives and passives, these being Agent and Patient respectively.

There is a related, but rather different issue in Korean, in that the same
marker (-£/-) may be used for both passive and causative (Keenan 1985: 262):

ai-ka emeni-eke caki mom-lil an-ki-ess-ta
child-suBJ mother-io self body-Do embrace-CAus/pAss-DECL
'The child had mother embrace him'
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ai-ka emeni-eke an-ki-ess-ta
child-suBJ mother-io embrace-CAus/PASS-DCL
The child was embraced by the mother'

However, it would be difficult to derive both of these from the basic sentence
The mother embraced the child' with the addition of a 'causer' or 'affected
subject', since they differ in that one has, but the other lacks, a reflexive and
the second sentence exhibits the familiar passive construction. Yet the
identity of the marker still suggests the relationship between causer and
affected entity, and both could be roughly translated by the ambiguous
English sentence The child had the mother embrace him'.

9.7 An alternative intepretation of causatives

The assumption throughout this chapter is that a causative
construction can be seen as one that adds a new role, that of Causer, in
Subject position and demotes the original Agent-Subject, the causee, to
oblique status. Evidence from several languages suggests an alternative
interpretation.

It will be recalled from 5.4 that Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1988: 381), like
other Bantu languages, has devices for promoting oblique arguments to
Object. One of these, marked by the suffix -iish-, promotes the Instrumental:

Umugore a-ra-andik-a ibariiwa n'iikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-ASP letter with pen
The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

Umugore a-ra-andik-iish-a ibaruwa ikaramu
woman she-PRES-write-iNSTR-ASP letter pen
The woman is writing a letter with a pen'

However, the same suffix appears to be used as a causative:

Abanyeeshuuri ba-ra-som-a ibitabo
students they-PRES-read-ASP books
The students are reading books'

Umwaalimu a-ra-som-eesh-a abanyeeshuuri ibitabo
teacher he-PREs-read-iNSTR-ASP students books
The teacher is making the students read books'
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Prima facie, there is no reason why the same suffix should be used for both
promotion to Object and the causative, but an explanation is possible. This is
that in both constructions the Object represents the entity by means of which
the action is achieved, either the instrument or the secondary agent/causee
(the Causer being the principal agent). This implies that the causative
constructions being considered do not add a new role, that of Causer, in the
Subject position originally held by the Agent, but add a new role in the Object
position, indicating the person by means of whom the action was achieved,
the causee being, on this interpretation, a kind of instrumental (or,
conversely, the instrumental being seen as a secondary agent or causee).
On this interpretation, causative constructions are identical with the
constructions that promote oblique relations to Object. Thus in the
Kinyarwanda examples 'the woman' is the principal agent with 'the pen' as
the instrumental/secondary agent, and 'the teacher' is the principal agent,
with 'the students' as the secondary agent/instrumental. Exact paraphrases
are not possible, but a literal translation that treats the secondary agent as an
instrumental, and so shows the similarity of the causative to the construction
with promotion to Object, would be 'The teacher is reading (causing reading
of) the book by means of the students'. It then follows that the sentence
translated as 'The teacher is making the students read the books' is not
derived from 'The students are reading the books' with an added Causer ('the
teacher') in Subject position, but from 'The teacher is reading the books' with
an added role of Causee/Instrumental, 'the students' that has been promoted
to Object.

There is a very similar situation in Yidiny (Australia, Dixon 1977a),
although the grammatical structures are different because the system is
ergative. Yidiny has an affix -rjal whose main function is to convert an
intransitive structure into a transitive one by promoting an oblique argument
to Absolutive P, and the demotion of the original Absolutive S to Ergative
(the reverse of the antipassive). This can be illustrated with an oblique
argument marked by the comitative affix -<//:

wagu^a jiinarj wagal-c(i (p. 303)
man + ABS sit + PRES/FUT wife-coMiT
'The man is sitting with his wife'

wagucjarjgu wagal jiina:rjal
man + ERG wife + ABS sit + PRES/FUT + rjal
'The man is sitting with his wife'
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Dixon illustrates three other types of oblique arguments that are similarly
treated by the affix, but adds that it has a fifth use, in which an argument is
added ('the controller') in the ergative case (or, with pronouns, in the
nominative - see 3.4); the original S is unchanged in its marking, but is now P
(in a transitive construction), S and P both being Absolutive. An example is:

<jugi
stick + ABS break + PAST
The stick broke'

rjayu cjugi gujujirjaljiu
I + NOM stick + ABS break + PAST + rjal
'I broke the stick'

Apart from the grammatical differences that result from the contrasts
between the ergative and accusative systems, the situation is the same as in
Kinyarwanda: the construction that moves an oblique to the status of P and
the 'causative' are identical. The semantics are less obvious than in
Kinyarwanda, but in terms of principal and secondary agents, one might
say that 'the man' is the principal agent with 'the woman' as secondary agent
in the first example, and T is the principal agent, with 'the stick' as the
secondary agent in the second. (Dixon prefers 'controller' to 'causer', but the
Yidiny construction is obviously very similar to causatives that have been
discussed in this chapter.)

In both Kinyarwanda and Yidiny the causative appears to be (or to be
closely related to) a construction that promotes an oblique argument to the
status of the Patient. There is a simpler, but no less striking, situation in Bella
Coola, which was discussed in 9.5. It was seen that there is triple ambiguity
in:

tx-a-tus mat ?aleks x-tiqlsxwtx
cut-iNTRANS-he/him Matt Alex PREP-rope
'Matt made Alex cut the rope'
'Matt let Alex cut the rope'
'Matt cut the rope for Alex'

A possible explanation of the triple ambiguity would be in terms of an
interpretation something like 'Matt achieved the breaking of the rope with an
effect on Alex (by making him do it, by letting him do it or for his benefit)'.
This is slightly different from the other examples: 'Matt' is clearly the
principal agent, but if 'Alex' is seen as the secondary agent, it is either as the
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one who is caused or allowed to perform the action, or as the one who is
secondarily involved as beneficiary.

Perhaps, the terms 'principal agent' and 'secondary agent' are not entirely
appropriate. The vaguer notions of direct and indirect agency or even
principal/direct and secondary/indirect involvement might account more
plausibly for the similarities between the Kinyarwanda, Yidiny and Bella
Coola data.

This kind of interpretation could also be used for Hungarian which has
only the 'passive' causative construction (9.3.1), as in (Hetzron 1976: 392):

Megcsinaltattam az orat az orassal
I + CAUS + repair + it the watch + DO the watchmaker + INSTR

'I had the watchmaker repair the watch'

This could be interpreted as something like 'I repaired the watch through the
services of the watchmaker', which would help to explain why Finnish has a
'passive' causative but no passive voice, an issue discussed in 9.3.1 with:

Mina rakennutin talo-n muurarei-lla
I build + CAUS house-Do bricklayers-iNSTR
'I make the bricklayers build the house'

This could be interpreted as 'I built (by proxy) a house through the
bricklayers'; even in English it is possible to talk of someone 'building' a
house for himself, without meaning that he did any of the actual work.

This interpretation could even be used, more generally, for all the 'passive'
causative constructions that were discussed in 9.3, but it does not seem to be
applicable to the 'active' ones. However, an interpretation somewhat along
these lines has been suggested for all causatives, including periphrastic ones,
by Kemmer and Verhagen (forthcoming), who argue against treating
causatives as derived from biclausal structures.

9.8 Final observations

It is, perhaps, appropriate that the last two sections should have
been concerned with alternative analyses of some of the data, for one of the
assumptions of this book has been that there are no unique solutions to the
problems that have arisen. An even more important issue was that discussed
in 7.8 - whether the separate treatment of ergative and accusative systems
should have been replaced by an overall accusative analysis. The use of the
terms 'Subject' and 'Object' throughout would have resulted in a more
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coherent and simple analysis for much of the data, particularly for the
languages that have more than one system. Yet it would have been a
Procrustean solution for some of the data, forcing them into a framework
where they do not really fit; this is particularly so of the full ergative
languages such as Dyirbal, for there seems to be no more reason for treating
Dyirbal in an accusative system than for treating English in an ergative one.

The essential aim of this book has been to provide a framework, as clear
and simple as possible, for the presentation of relevant information about
grammatical roles and relations. It should be of value for those interested in
theory, for, sadly most theoretical work has proceeded without fully taking
into account the great diversity of systems that are to be found in the
languages of the world, and, therefore, often forcing new data into an already
established theory.

It does not, of course, claim to be in any way definitive, and it is obvious
that there is a great deal of relevant material that has not been included, most
of it not yet fully investigated and published, although the last ten years or so
have seen a great increase in interest in typological studies, and in the
research that is needed to make them possible. Yet there is a great deal of
work still to be done.
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(For the reader's convenience, this glossary provides a brief and somewhat
rough indication of the basic uses of the main terms; it does not account for
some problematic cases.)

Notional roles: agent, patient, beneficiary, perceiver, recipient, instrumental,
locative, etc. Defined purely notionally.

Grammatical roles: (mainly) the single role of an intransitive construction (S),
Agent (A), Patient (P), Beneficiary, Instrumental, Locative, Causer (in
causative constructions). Defined by (language-specific) formal marking in
basic, active, constructions. Marking changed by operation of passive,
antipassive and causative, but meaning remains constant.

Grammatical relations: Subject and Object/Direct Object in accusative
systems, Absolutive and Ergative in ergative systems, Agentive and
Patientive in agentive systems, Dative/Indirect Object, Instrumental,
Locative. Marking remains constant, but meaning (in terms of roles)
changed by (i) formal identification of S and A in accusative systems and
of S and P in ergative systems, (ii) operation of passive, antipassive and
causative.

Accusative system: in which S is formally identical with A in the active
construction.

Ergative system: in which S is formally identical with P in the active
construction.

Agentive system: in which S is formally identical sometimes with A,
sometimes with P.

Topic system: in which there appears to be no basic, active, construction, but
a set of devices to indicate various relations as Topics.
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Inverse system: in which there are two constructions, indicating whether the
Agent is higher or lower than the Patient on an empathy hierarchy.

Primary relation, term: Subject in accusative systems, Absolutive in ergative
systems, not applicable to agentive systems.

Secondary relation, term: Object in accusative systems, Ergative in ergative
systems, not applicable to agentive systems.

Oblique relation: relations other than primary or secondary.

Peripheral roles/relations: roles and relations marked with prepositions.

Active: the basic, unmarked, construction, unaffected by passive, antipassive
or causative.

Passive: device that promotes a relation other than Subject to Subject and
demotes or deletes Subject (and the name of the resultant construction).

Antipassive: device that promotes a relation other than Absolutive to
Absolutive and demotes or deletes Absolutive (and the name of the resultant
construction).

Applicative: device that promotes an oblique relation to Object (and the name
of the resultant construction).

Causative: device that adds new role of Causer in Subject position and
demotes or deletes Subject (and the name of the resultant construction).

Promotion: changing a non-primary relation into the primary relation, or an
oblique relation into the secondary relation.

Demotion: changing a primary relation into an oblique relation.

Deletion: formal omission of a relation.

Pivot: a relation that is co-referential with another relation and involved in
syntactic rules for coordination, complementation, relativization etc.
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